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ESTIMATING TEMPORARY FILE SIZES FOR QUERY GRAPHS IN 

DISTRIBUTED RELATIONAL DATABASE SYSTEMS 

by 

Tian-Jy Chao 

(ABSTRACT) 

This thesis implements a part of the front-end software, 

the Optimizer, of the distributed database system being 

developed at Virginia Tech. The Optimizer generates a 

strategy for optimal query processing, and it presents 

and analyzes a given query by means of query trees and 

query graphs. This thesis develops PASCAL procedures 

that implement quantitative and qualitative rules to select 

query graphs requiring minimum communication costs. To 

develop the rules, the size of the temporary files generated 

after performing each required operation is estimated. 

The focus of this work is on the implementation of a new 

technique for estimating the temporary file sizes. Detailed 

discussion of this implementation is presented and illustrated 

with a complete example, followed by a comparison with 

one of the existing methods proposed by Dwyer. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

In a distributed database system, data are kept at 

dispersed locations. Processing a query usually requires 

multiple accesses to geographically separated databases. 

The main problem in optimal query processing can be stated 

as follows: If a query can be decomposed into subqueries 

that require operations at dispersed databases, the system 

should produce a processing strategy that determines the 

best possible sequence and sites for performing the 

required relational operations (6). 

A distributed relational database model is currently 

being developed at Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State 

University (12). Unlike most previous models developed 

for query processing (2), (13), (20), this model does 

not assume a totally reliable network. A distributed 

system Simulator provides information about line 

contentions or delays of all sites in the network. Each 

site has a relational database, a Database Management 

System and a front-end software called Optimizer. 

The Optimizer being developed is functionally 

responsible for determining a minimum cost processing 

policy (communication costs and processing costs), which 

satisfies user or system specified response time for an 

incoming query. The Optimizer is implemented based on 

1 
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the approach suggested by Wesley w. Chu (6). The Optimizer 

presents and analyzes a query by means of query trees 

and query graphs. The scope of this thesis is to implement 

the part of the Optimizer that takes all input query graphs, 

applies heuristic rules (HR2) to them and selects a set 

of graphs requiring minimum communication cost. 

The following discussion provides an overview of 

the generation of processing policy by the Optimizer. 

A query written in a data manipulation language can 

be decomposed into a set of relational algebraic operations 

like SELECTION, PROJECTION, JOIN and SEMIJOIN. The series 

and parallel relationships of those operations can be 

expressed as a query tree. From the initial query tree, 

it is possible to generate many query trees that can produce 

the correct result with the permutability properties of 

relational operations (4). The sets of connected operations 

in the query trees are collected to form local operation 

groups, which are operations to be performed at a single 

site. Based on local operation groups, each feasible 

query tree is transformed into many query graphs (4). 

Each query graph defines a sequence of operations 

and the sites for the operations. It also shows the commun-

ication between operations at different sites; therefore, 

it becomes a processing strategy (6). In distributed 

database systems, it is essential to send minimum data 

from one site to another because the communication cost 
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for a processing strategy is assumed to be proportional 

to the volume of data transmitted. To reduce the 

communication cost, the amount of data transferred must 

be reduced. For that purpose, we need to find out the 

size of the files that will be transferred during the 

processing. Those files are called temporary files and 

each of them is the result of performing a required 

relational operation. These temporary file sizes are 

used in the set of heuristic rules (HR2). HR2 will determine 

the optimal sites for performing local operation groups 

in a query graph so that communication cost can be minimized. 

Another important part of the Optimizer not addressed 

in this thesis is the Distributed System Simulator (DSS). DSS 

is a simulator that dynamically generates the reponse 

time of each site in the system. Based on such information, 

query graphs with response time greater than user specified 

time are eliminated. Finally, a cost function is applied 

to determine an optimum (or at least 'heuristically good') 

query graph. The flow diagram of the Optimizer is shown 

in Fig 1.1. 

1.2 OBJECTIVE 

This thesis has three major objectives. The first 

and most important objective is to design and implement 

data structures and algorithms to estimate temporary file 

sizes using PASCAL programs/procedures. The data structures 
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developed supply important statistics about the original 

relations currently held in the database. With those 

statistics, the Optimizer is able to estimate the file 

sizes with greater accuracy. 

Secondly, this thesis develops heuristic rules (HR2) 

based on the file sizes and implements the rules using 

PASCAL programs/procedures. 

The final objective is to develop PASCAL procedures 

to apply HR2 to all the input query graphs and to select 

a set of graphs that can best minimize communication cost. 

Furthermore, the total transmission time required for 

each graph in the set is calculated. The transmission 

time is the time required to transmit a file from one 

site to another. In each query graph, more than one file 

may need to be transferred during the query processing. 

The sum of all such transmission time is the total time 

for a query graph (processing strategy). The graphs in 

the selected set are then ranked in ascending order of 

the total transmission time. 

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 

In order to provide an orderly discussion of the 

development of the part of the Optimizer defined, this 

thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter one briefly 

discusses query processing problems in distributed database 

systems and it gives an overview of how the optimal 
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processing policy is generated by the Optimizer. Chapter 

two presents a discussion of the relevant literature. 

Chapter three discusses in detail the implementation of 

the data structure and algorithms proposed for estimating 

temporary file sizes. Important PASCAL procedures and 

functions are explained. Chapter four introduces query 

graphs and the heuristic rules that select the query graphs 

requiring minimum data transfer. Chapter five illustrates 

with a complete example the generation of temporary file 

sizes and the selection of the query graphs. Chapter 

six provides a detailed comparison of the method implemented 

by this thesis with the one proposed by Dwyer (9). Finally, 

Chapter seven summarizes the implementation of the Optimizer. 

Brief discussion of its limitations and some suggestions 

for future work are given. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A literature survey is made on various models developed 

for optimal query processing in distributed database systems. 

Each literature work is discussed with regard to an aspect 

of the proposed model. First, the importance of redundant 

data is discussed. Next, models proposed by Kerschberg 

(16) and Chu (6) are examined, which provide guidelines 

in selecting optimal execution sites in query graphs. 

Finally, the current model is further studied. 

2.1 REDUNDANT DATA 

Few efforts were made to exploit the possible existence 

of multiple copies of data in some previous models developed 

for query processing (2), (13), (20). All sites in the 

network of those models contain non-duplicate and 

non-fragmented relations. 

The distributed database model proposed here has 

on each site a relational database which consists of verti-

cal/horizontal disjoint fragments and copies of relations 

and/or unique relations (12). The model allows possible 

redundant data, where some critical data may be present 

in one or more nodes. The advantage of storing multiple 

copies of data is that access to frequently read items 

may be sped up if the interested item is available at 

the same node that processed the read request (19). Besides, 

7 
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the redundant storage of items makes it less likely that 

an item will be lost· in a crash. Hence, the reliabuity 

of the distributed database is greatly increased due to 

redundancy (11). In this case, the cost of redundancy 

is paid on updates while the benefits are gained on 

retrievals. Furthermore, the copies of data can be used 

to minimize data moves between the nodes (21). 

2.2 EXECUTION SITE SELECTION FOR QUERY GRAPHS (I) 

Query processing investigated by Kerschberg (16) 

involves a relational database organized in a star 

network. Minimal response time processing strategies are 

discussed for queries with SELECTION, PROJECTION and JOIN 

(or SEMIJOIN) commands. 

A locally entered query may sometimes be processed 

more efficiently by transmitting it to a remote site. This 

is possible if the relation to be accessed also exists 

at that remote site. The effect of shipping the relation 

to the remote site is equivalent to sequentially scanning 

it at the local site (16). The choice of processing an 

operation at a local or remote site is made by examining 

the communication line speed of the sites. The results 

of experimenting with various communication speeds indicate 

that faster communication speeds tend to favor serial 

processing at the faster remote site and then shipping 

the join result to the query site. The increased 
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communication speeds lower the cost of file transfer. At 

slower communication speeds, the parallel semijoin operation 

performed at the join site is favored. 

In query graphs, the most important choices made 

for execution site selection are for those sites where 

JOIN or SEMIJOIN takes place. The SELECT and PROJECT 

operations are processed locally at the sites where the 

relations are stored. 

On the selection of the join site, two conclusions 

are quite useful in developing heuristic rules (HR2) which 

perform the selection: 

1. For large volume of join result, the local site is 

chosen as the join site to avoid destination routing 

of the large join result. 

2. The effect of the speed of communication line also 

determines the join site. 

The first conclusion is used in minimizing the amount 

of data transfer in the query graphs. The second is used 

in selecting query graphs that will meet the response 

time requirements. 

The model used in this thesis considers response 

time as a parameter, specified by the user or given by 

the system as default. It is deterministic rather than 

a variable. The Optimizer proposed in (12) makes no efforts 

to minimize the response time. It only selects those 

query graphs that meet the required time limit and ranks 
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them according to cost. 

2.3 EXECUTION SITE SELECTION FOR QUERY GRAPHS (II) 

Generating optimal processing policy by means of 

minimizing data communication is further discussed by Chu 

(6). The theorems presented provide guidelines for 

developing rules of site selection for query graphs. One 

of the theorems in (6) states: "For a given query processing 

graph, if the unit communication costs among different 

pairs of computers are the same, and the processing cost 

for a given operation is the same for all the computers, 

then for each execution node of the graph, selecting the 

storage node site that sends the largest amount of data 

(for single copies of files) to that execution node as 

the site for performing its operations yields minimum 

operating cost for that graph". 

The argument is that minimizing data communication 

between storage nodes and execution nodes is essential 

to reducing communication cost. The argument is proved 

as follows: The operating cost consists of processing 

costs and communication costs. The total processing cost 

is constant since unit processing cost is the same. Only 

by reducing communication cost can we reduce operating 

cost. The communication cost of a given graph has two 

parts (1) cost of transmission between execution nodes, 

and (2) cost of transmission from storage nodes to execution 
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nodes. The first cost is constant for a given graph since 

all unit communication costs are the same and operations 

of adjacent execution nodes must be executed at different 

sites. Therefore, reducing the second cost, namely the 

cost of transmission from storage nodes to execution nodes, 

will reduce communication cost. 

2.4 CURRENT MODEL 

The distributed database model being developed at 

VPI & SU is based on the approach proposed by Chu (6). 

The advantage of this model is that it works in a more 

general and realistic environment. It does not assume 

a reliable network or a dedicated system. Relations can 

be stored in more than one node. There are no 

restrictions imposed on either the number of relations 

in each node or the number of nodes in the system. 

Unlike Chu's model which uses a data reduction function 

to approximate temporary file sizes, this model uses a 

more advanced technique to generate those file sizes. 

With more statistics stored than suggested by Epstein 

{11), the Optimizer implemented is able to provide good 

estimates of the sizes. For instance, the estimated 

resultant file sizes after performing operations on original 

relations are exactly the same as those obtained by performing 

actual operations. This exact calculation lays a good 

foundation for estimates obtained later, since these estimates 
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are based on the sizes of those files. The accuracy of 

the file sizes is important because it has direct influence 

on the heuristic rules (HR2) that use the sizes as criterion 

to select minimum cost query graphs. This method is further 

compared with the one suggested by Dwyer (9), and the 

results show that this method is more accurate in many 

ways (see Chapter VI DISCUSSION). 



III. ESTIMATING THE SIZE OF TEMPORARY FILES 

The sizes of the temporary files are the most important 

statistics used by the Optimizer in generating a minimum 

cost processing strategy. such a strategy requires minimum 

volume of data transfer from one place to another. With 

the estimated file sizes, the Optimizer is able to determine 

which query graphs can best minimize data communication. 

Hence, obtaining good estimates is essential. Performing 

the actual operations to determine the size of the temporary 

files would defeat the purpose of the Optimizer. statistical 

information is the primary input to the estimation technique. 

The amount of statistics kept concerning the key attributes 

and the distribution of data valuetwithin a domain in 

a relation will greatly affect the accuracy of the estimates. 

The focus of this thesis is to develop data structures 

to keep useful statistics and to implement a new method 

that employs the statistics in estimating the size of 

those files more accurately. The major tools designed 

are the Log File and several specialized data matrices. 

These data matrices contain information unique to each 

relation of the database. The Log File is a posting file 

that records the number of occurrences (postings) of 

different values in the database. 

Before discussing the data matrices and the Log File, 

the following concepts, definitions and notations are 

13 
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necessary. A relation is a collection of records (called 

tuples in relational systems). Each tuple contains n 

attributes or columns (n is also called the degree of 

a relation), where each attribute is drawn from the corres-

ponding domain that defines it. The number of tuples 

in a relation is called cardinality of the relation. 

Within a given relation, one attribute called key contains 

values that uniquely identify the tuples in the relation. 

A key may also consist of more than one attribute (a 

composite key). The Supplier relation (relation S) of 

the database in Appendix A is given below as an example. 

S# SNAME STATUS SCITY 

Sl Smith 20 London 

S2 Jones 10 Paris 

SJ Blake 30 Paris 

S4 Clark 20 London 

S5 Adams 30 Athens 

The key of the S relation is S# since each tuple 

contains a distinct S# value. There are four attributes 

and five tuples in the relation. So, the degree is four 

and the cardinality is five. For each attribute in every 

relation, the name and size of the attribute are recorded. 

The size is measured in number of bytes. Some variables 

used repeatedly for the file size estimation are explained 

below. 

TUPLE Number of tuples in a relation. 
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SUM 

SZ(S#,S) 

Number of bytes in a tuple. 

Size of attribute S# of relation 

S (in bytes). 

SIZE The size of the resultant temporary 

file. 

TEMP(Al, A2, •. ,An) - Temporary file with its attributes. 

The size of the temporary file is the product of TUPLE 

and SUM. 

The three data matrices created for the database in 

Appendix A are described below. The first two matrices 

supply information about the original relations and the 

third gives information about the communication line speeds 

of all sites in the network. The information is initialized 

in the procedure OPTIMIZER_INITIALIZATION. The data 

structures that store those data matrices are highlighted 

below and illustrated in Table 1. 

1. DIRE 

contains data describing the key, degree and cardi-

nality of each relation. 

2. sz 
contains data describing each attribute 

name and its size in byte for every relation. 

The input file for both DIRE and sz is DIR.L. 

3. COMMSP 

contains communication line speeds between any 

two nodes in the system. The input file is COMM.L. 
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Table 1 Data Matrices 

1. DIRE: 

Name Key Cardinality Degree 

s S# 5 4 

p P# 6 5 

J J# 7 3 

SPJ S#,P#,J# 11 4 

2. SZ: 

Rel/Attribute Name, Bytes 

s S# 2 SNAME 4 STATUS 2 SCITY 

p P# 2 PNAME 4 COLOR 4 WEIGHT 

J J# 2 JNAME 4 JCITY 4 

SPJ S# 2 P# 2 J# 2 QTY 

3. COMMSP: 

NODE 

1 

2 

3 

2 3 4 5 1 

0 

300 

300 900 1200 4800 

0 1200 

900 1200 0 

900 300 

300 900 

4 1200 900 300 0 1200 

5 4800 300 900 1200 0 

4 

2 PCITY 4 

4 
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3.1 LOG FILE 

In order to obtain the exact distribution of data 

values within a domain (an attribute), a statistical file 

called Log File is established. The Log File contains 

the number of occurrences (postings) of each of the different 

values in each domain other than keys currently held in 

the database. For example, in relation S of the database 

in Appendix A, the posting of the value Adams in the domain 

of SNAME is one. The Log file hence provides the Optimizer 

a more accurate way of obtaining the distribution of data 

values in the database, as opposed to approximating it 

with standard distribution such as the binomial distribution. 

The Log File uses a linked list structure. All the 

attributes in a particular relation are stored in the 

header of an array of n linked list (where n is the max 

number of attributes in a relation excluding the key). 

Each such array is referenced by one of the pointers in 

the Log File directory. The Log File for the database 

in Appendix A is shown in Figure 3.1. 

Each record in the linked list contains three fields: 

Values 

Count 

Value under an attribute name. 

Occurrences of that value in the 

relation. 

Ptr Pointer to the next record. 

To initialize the Log File, the different values 

of the relations in the database are read in from file 
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ORI.L. After being read, the values are stored in ascending 

order for future searching. The Log File is kept current 

with the contents of the database. For economy of storage 

space, the key attribute of each relation is not stored. 

Every value of a key attribute appears exactly once in 

each relation, therefore, the 'count' field would always 

be one. This implementation chooses not to store the keys 

because it is more efficient to check the key information 

in the data directory DIRE. Besides, some keys like social 

security number are quite long and if such keys are stored, 

the Log File may grow too big. 

The Log File is initialized by inserting one attribute 

value at a time. Each relation is read tuple by tuple. 

As each attribute value in a tuple is read in, it is searched 

in the existing Log File. If the value has not been stored, 

a new record in the linked list is created. The new value 

is stored in the 'value' field, and a one is stored in 

the 'count' field. If the value is already in the Log 

File, the 'count' field of the record containing the value 

is incremented by one. For inserting new tuples, the 

process is essentially the same as described above. If 

tuples are deleted, the count for the corresponding attribute 

values is decremented accordingly. Operations for inserting 

and deleting relations are provided too. 

Procedures developed to implement the Log File are 

explained below: 
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1. INFILE: This procedure initializes the structure 

of the Log File. For each attribute value read, it 

calls procedure FINS to do the actual insertion. 

2. FINS: This procedure searches the Log File to determine 

if the current value is a new one. It will either 

insert the new value or increment the count field 

depending on the operation required. This procedure 

is called for initializing the Log File, and inserting 

new tuples as well as adding new relations. 

3. ADDRELATION: This procedure adds the attribute values 

of a new relation to the Log File. It also updates 

the data matrices. 

4. DELRELATION: This procedure deletes from the Log 

File all values in an existing relation and updates 

the data matrices. 
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Log File: 

Directory 

l..r:NAME ... Adams l~Blake 1_.clark 1 __. Jones I.Smith l 

2 STATUS -Jo 10 1 ~ 20 2 --+ 30 2 

3 SCITY ~ Athens 1- London 2 _. Paris 2 

4 

n p 

PNAME -. Bal t 1 -t- Cam 1 - Cog 1 ~ Nut 1-+ Screw 2 

COLOR~ Blue 2 -+ Green 1 ---. Red 3 

WEIGHT~ 12 2 ~ 14 1 --+ 17 2--#' 19 1 

PCITY--+ London 3 ~ Paris 2 ~ Rome 1 

J 

JNAME 

JCITY 

SPJ 

S# ••• • 

P# ••••• 

J# ..••. 

Qty •••• 

Figure 3.1 Data structure of Log File 
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13.2 TEMPORARY FILE SIZE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM 

Before discussing the temporary file size estimation 

algorithm, the following definitions and notations about 

the query tree are given. The query tree is used to indicate 

the operations needed for processing a query and the order 

in which the relational operations are to be performed. The 

file created after performing a relational operation is 

called a temporary file. All data associated with each 

temporary file created are also expressed in the query 

tree. These data include the operation that produces 

the file, the operand(s) of the operation and the attribute 

list the operation is to perform upon. A temporary file 

may also be the operand of another operation at a higher 

position of the query tree. Figure 3.2 shows a sample 

query tree. 

fl 

s 

R 

f6 

~ f2ftf4 
i:r- I f3 

I r 
p J 

Figure 3.2 A 

R= 

l><I = 

II = 
cs = 

S,P,J= 

Query Tree 

As shown above, the temporary file fl is the 

Result 

JOIN 

PROJECTION 

SELECTION 

original 

relations 

result of 
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the execution of SELECTION on original relations, and 

it is the left operand of the JOIN that produces f6 (right 

operand is f5). 

The structure of a query tree is the same as that 

of a binary tree. The differences are that an operation 

occupies the place of a node and that the operands of 

the operations are recorded in the query tree. In this 

sense, a query tree inherits the characteristics of a 

binary tree. The root of a query tree is the last operation. 

It corresponds to the final result. The remaining operations 

are in two disjoint subsets, each of which is viewed as 

a query tree (18). To view the precedence in which the 

operations are performed, the order of levels common to 

the binary tree is reversed in the query tree. The 

operations at the leaf position (bottom of the tree) will 

have the lowest level, and the root operation (top of 

the tree) will have the highest level. The operations 

in a query tree are executed from the bottom level up 

to the top level. 

Just as a node in the binary tree has a left child 

and a right child, an operation in the query tree also 

has a left and a right child operations. This operation 

is called parent operation. The resultant temporary files 

from these operations are called parent, left child and 

right child temporary files. As shown in Figure 3.2, 

the highest level JOIN produces temporary file f6, which 
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is the parent file of left child file fl and right child 

file f5. 

The input query trees are in file ALLQT.L generated 

by an external procedure Q_OPTl (4). The trees are read 

in by the procedure READTREE. As each tree is read in, 

it is stored in an array. Each record in the array contains 

all the information associated with a particular temporary 

file. Such data include the file name, the operation 

that produces the file and the attribute list. The estimated 

size will be stored there too. The structure of the query 

tree is maintained by keeping the information about the 

parent, left and right child temporary files. These files 

are searched in the array by using the name of the files. 

Figure 3.3 shows a temporary file record format. 



flname l parent 

1 lchr rchild 
i .......... 

rel fini bpt tupnum finrel 
t I I 1 totsize 

p rary l finattr 
opary 

flname 
parent 
lchild 

rchild 
opary 

rel 

ptrary 

avail 

attnum attary -i _.; T I [1[···11 
10 

attary 
::,-'-~~ 

temporary file name 
parent file name 
child file name 
flag to indicate if 

it is estimated 
(same as above) 

operation name 
attribute list 
relation ~o be 
worked on 
pointer to attribute 
list 
flag to indicate if 
tee file is available 
for estimation in 
terms of precedence 

Figure 3.3 

I f' tr1 ,t4 i I I 

fini: boolean flag to indicate if 
file has been estimated 

bpt : bytes per tuple 
tupnum: number of tuples 
totsize: size of temp. file 
finrel: pointer to relations 

have been worked upon 
finattr: pointer to resultant 

attribute list 

Temporary File Record Format 

N 
~ 
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The temporary file size estimation algorithm is a 

recursive algorithm that traverses the query tree in 

preorder (bottom-up and left-to-right order) since the 

actual operations are to be performed from bottom level 

up to the top level. A check is made at each visit to 

ensure that the current file will be estimated only after 

the size of both left and right child files are estimated; 

then the file becomes available for estimation. This 

algorithm is implemented in procedure PROCESSQT. 

The procedure PROCESSQT will generate the size of 

the temporary files for each of the query trees. During 

execution, procedure PROCESSQT will call procedure FLSIZE 

whenever a temporary file is available for estimation. 

Procedure FLSIZE is responsible for calling the appropriate 

procedure for estimating the size of the file generated 

by the current operation. The calls are made after the 

procedure has tested if the operation has a JOIN/SEMIJOIN 

at a lower level (i.e., a JOIN/SEMIJOIN is performed ahead 

of the current operation). The existence of a JOIN/SEMIJOIN 

at a lower level is important information in the estimation 

process, since different procedures are called depending 

on that test result. The test is performed by a recursive 

procedure, namely JOINCHILD •. Procedures called by FLSIZE 

are illustrated in Figure 3.4 and are discussed in detail 

in the following sections. These procedures again call 

other procedures during the estimation process. Among 



them 

1. 

2. 
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are: 

QTSER: This function retrieves the position (record 

number) where a temporary file is stored in a particular 

query tree array. 

QTRUPDATE: The size and resultant attributes will 

be recorded, after the size of temporary file is 

estimated. 

3. CHILDDONE: This procedure marks on the parent file 

record that the size of a child temporary file has 

been estimated. 



FLSIZE 

NO 

JOIN/SEMIJOIN PROJECTION SELECTION JOIN/SEMIJOIN I PROJECTION SELECTION 

_L ! I I IV 

1" It 
.....i 

IESTIMJOIN I PROJWCHILD SELECT JOIN IJOINTUPLEI I PROJECTION I !SELECTION 

COEFFJOIN ORIGINALJOIN 

Figure 3.4 Procedures called by FLSIZE 
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3.3 METHODS FOR ESTIMATING FILE SIZES 

Different methods are used for estimating temporary 

file sizes after performing different relational operations 

(SELECTION, PROJECTION, JOIN and SEMIJOIN). The methods 

are discussed in the following four sections. Every 

relational operation may exist at three relative levels 

in the query trees, namely low, mid and high levels. 

The temporary files produced by the same type of operation 

will be estimated differently if the operations exist 

at different levels. For leaf operations (the lowest 

level), the Optimizer is able to generate equally accurate 

size estimates as those obtained by perfo~ming the actual 

operation using the Log File and data matrices. For 

operations at mid levels, coefficients are calculated 

to approximate the resultant size. For operations at 

top levels, statistical averages are used as the main 

input to the file estimation expression and is, in most 

cases, a crude approximation. 

3.3.1 Estimation Method for Selection. "SELECT is 

an operator for constructing a 'horizontal' subset of 

a relation, i.e., that subset of tuples within a relation 

for which a specified predicate is satisfied. The predicate 

is expressed as a Boolean combination of terms, each term 

being a simple comparison that can be established as true 

or false for a given tuple by inspecting that tuple in 

isolation" (8). These Boolean predicates are formed by 
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logical operators like '<' (less than), '>' (greater than), 

'=' (equal). If'=' is used, it is called an equi-

seletion and a nonequi-selection if'>' or'<' is used. The 

contents of the temporary file after performing a SELECTION 

is given below using the relations in the database in 

Appendix A. 

Predicate: SELECT SCITY = LONDON(Operand -- relation S). 

S# SNAME STATUS SCITY 

Sl 

S4 

Smith 

Clark 

20 

20 

London 

London 

The SELECTION operation may exist at the lowest level 

or at the top. If the SELECTION is at the lowest level, 

the Boolean predicate will be expressed in the form: 

Attribute= (or>'<) Value, (e.g., JCITY = ATHENS or 

QTY> 400). Conditional operator (AND) can also be used 

to combine two predicates. The operand performed upon 

will be either an original relation or a temporary file. 

The value of TUPLE (number of tuples in the new file) 

can be calculated by accessing the •count' field under 

the selected value in the Log File. The value of SUM 

(number of bytes in the new tuple) is the summation of 

the size of all attributes presented in the operand. 

The SUM is calculated by accessing the size of the 

attributes in data matrix sz. 
Most of the SELECTION operations are placed by the 

Optimizer at the lowest level of the tree so that the 
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volume of data flow can be reduced from bottom to top 

(4). However, it is possible for SELECTION to occur at 

the top level, although very rare. The predicate format 

is in the form of Attribute!= Attribute2, and the two 

attributes are defined by the same domain (e.g. SCITY 

= PCITY). Such SELECTION is normally done after a 

JOIN/SEMIJOIN operation (4). The resultant temporary 

file sizes is a very crude estimation. It is assumed to 

be the same as its operand. 

Procedures developed for estimating the size after 

SELECTION are described below: 

1. SELECTION: This procedure estimates the size of 

the temporary files after performing SELECTION at 

the lowest level. It calls procedure SER or CNT 

during the process. 

2. SER: This function searches the Log File and returns 

the number of tuples (TUPLE) that satisfy equiselection. 

3. CNT: The value of TUPLE for nonequi-selection is 

returned by this function. 

4. SELECTION JOIN: This procedure estimates the size 

of the temporary files for SELECTION at the top level. 

An example of the method is illustrated in Figure 

3.5. Relation P of the database in Appendix A is used 

in the example. 
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TUPLE2= 3 (Postings) 
TEMP(P#, PNAME, COLOR, WEIGHT, PCITY) SUM2 = SZ (P#,P)+ 

SZ(PNAME,P)+ 
SZ(COLOR,P)+ 
SZ(WEIGHT,P)+ 
SZ(PCITY,P)=l6 

Operand: 

SELECTION 
COLOR= RED 

SIZE2 = 48 

Postings of 'RED'= 3 
(Log File) 

P(P#, PNAME, COLOR, WEIGHT, PCITY) 

TUPLE = 6 (Cardinality) 
SUM = SZ(P#,P)+ 

SZ(PNAME,P)+ 
SZ(COLOR,P)+ 
SZ(WEIGHT,P)+ 
SZ(PCITY,P)=l6 

SIZE = 6 * 16 = 96 

Figure 3.5 Size of Temporary Files after SELECTION 
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3.3.2 Estimation method for Projection. "PROJECT 

is an operator for constructing a 'vertical' subset of 

a relation --i.e., a subset obtained by selecting specified 

attributes and eliminating others (and also eliminating 

duplicate tuples within the attributes selected)'' (8). 

The attributes in the resultant temporary file after PROJECT 

are the same as those presented in the attribute list 

specified for the operation. The PROJECTION may exist 

at all three levels in the query tree. The methods for 

estimating the size are the same for all levels. The 

number of bytes in the new tuple is the summation of the 

size of all attributes in the attribute list. The number 

of tuples after PROJECTION does not change and is the 

same as that of the operand. The contents of a temporary 

file after performing a PROJECTION is given below using 

relations of the database in Appendix A. 

Predicate:PROJECT S#, SNAME, SCITY (Operand-Relation S) 

S# SNAME SCITY 

Sl 

S2 

S5 

Smith 

Jones 

Adams 

London 

Paris 

Athens 

Procedures and functions used in this calculation 

are described: 

1. PROJECTION: This procedure generates the size after 

performing a PROJECTION at the lowest and mid levels. 
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2. PROJWCHILD: This procedure approximates the size 

of the temporary file after performing a PROJECTION 

at the top level. 

Figure 3.6 shows the size of a temporary file after 

PROJECTION. 
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TUPLE2= 5 
SUM2 = SZ(S#,S)+ 

SZ(SNAME,S)+ 
SZ(SCITY,S)=lO 

TEMP(S#, SNAME, SCITY) 
SIZE2 = 5 * 10 = 50 

PROJECTION 

S#, SNAME, SCITY (TUPLE= CARDINALITY) 

Operand: 

S(S#, SNAME, STATUS, SCITY) 

TUPLE = 5 (Cardinality) 
SUM = SZ(S#,S)+ 

SZ(SNAME,S)+ 
SZ(STATUS,S)+ 
SZ(SCITY,S)= 12 

SIZE = 5 * 12 = 60 

Figure 3.6 Size of Temporary File after PROJECTION 
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3.3.3 Size of Temporary Files After Join. The JOIN 

operation is a binary operation that takes two relations 

(temporary files) as operands. If two relations have 

a domain in common, they may be joined together over that 

domain (attribute). The result is a new, wider relation 

in which each row is formed by joining together two rows, 

one from each of the. original relations, such that the 

two rows concerned have the same value in the common domain 

(8). The contents of a temporary file obtained after 

performing JOIN is given below using relations and J 

of the database in AppendixA. 

Predicate: JOIN SCITY = JCITY (Operands: sand J) 

S# SNAME STATUS SCITY J# JNAME 

Sl 

Sl 

S2 

S3 

Smith 

Smith 

Jones 

Blake 

20 

20 

10 

30 

London 

London 

Paris 

Paris 

J5 

J7 

Jl 

Jl 

Collator 

Tape 

Sorter 

Sorter 

The JOIN operations can exist at all three levels 

in the query tree. For convenience, the JOIN at each 

level is given a name, namely original-join, coefficient-

join, and estim-join. The methods for estimating temporary 

file sizes after performing each type of JOIN are described 

below. 

original-Join: The Original-joins are JOIN operations 

performed on·original relations. They are at the lowest 
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level of the query tree. The number of tuples after 

performing an original-join can be obtained by accessing 

the postings in the Log File. The method used is as follows: 

Given two relations Rl and R2 to be joined and V 

the joining attribute, where Vi (1 <= i <= n) stands for 

ith value occurring in attribute V of Rl, and Vj (1 <= 

j <= m) for jth value in V of R2, and Pi and Qj are the 

postings of Vi and Vj, and they are equal to the •count' 

fields of the records containing Vi and Vj in the Log 

File. Three possible situations may occur depending on 

whether a relation has Vas key or not. If a relation 

has Vas key attribute, it is marked with the character 

'#'. However, Rl#---R2# is not included in the following 

situations because we assume that no two relations have 

the same key and that no relations with different keys 

are joined together. 

The postings for values are explained in the table 

below: 
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Rl Attribute Postings R2 Attribute Postings 

Vi 

Vl 

V2 

Vn 

Pi 

Pl 

P2 

Pn 

vj 

Vl 

V2 

Vm 

Qj 

Ql 

Q2 

Qm 

The number of tuples in the new temporary file is 

as follows: 

1) Rl ----- R2 = 1£1 =r:1 Pi * Qj 
Where Vi =Vj 

2) Rl# ---- R2 = ~ Qj 
j=1 

3) Rl ----- R2# = t- Pi 

If V is the key of either relation, each Pi or Qj 

is assumed to be one, although Pi's and Qj's are not stored 

in the Log File. 

The number of bytes in the new tuple is the sum of 

the size of all attributes in the two operand relations. 

The size of the joining attribute will be added only once. 

If that size in the two operands is different, the larger 

size is used. 

Some procedures and functions developed for the origi-

nal-join are described below. 
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1. JOINTUPLE: This procedure determines if a JOIN operation 

is an original-join or coefficient-join by testing 

the operands. 

2. ORIGIJOIN: The temporary file sizes are calculated 

for the original-join and the sizes are exact. 

3. JOINKEY: This function computes the number of tuples 

in new files when one of the two operands has the 

joining attribute as key. 

The methods are illustrated in Table 2 and in Figure 

3.7, using the database given in Appendix A. 
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Table 2 Methods for Calculating TUPLE for Original-Join 

Predicate: SCITY = JCITY (Operands: S & J) 

1) TUPLE for Rl ----- R2 

s Attribute Postings 

SCITY 

Athens 

London 

Paris 

Pi 

1 

2 

2 

J Attribute Postings 

JCITY 

Athens 

London 

Oslo 

Qj 

2 

2 

1 

Paris 1 

Rome 1 

TUPLE= 1 * 2 + 2 * 2 + 2 * 1 = 8. 

Predicate: S# = S# (Operands: S & SPJ) 

2) TUPLE for Rl# --- R2 (Same calculations for Rl -- R2#) 

s Attribute Postings 
(Not stored) 

S# Pi 

Sl 1 
S2 1 
S3 1 
S4 1 
S5 1 

TUPLE = 2 + 8 + 1 = 11. 

SPJ Attribute Postings 

S# Qj 

Sl 2 
S2 8 
S3 1 



TEMP(S#,SNAME,STATUS,SCITY, 
P# ,J# ,QTY) 

JOIN 
S# = S# 

Left Operand: 

S(S#,SNAME,STATUS,SCITY) 

TUPLE1 = 5 

SUM1 = SZ(S#S)+ 
SZ(SNAME,S)+ 
SZ(STATUS,S)+ 
SZ(SCITY,S) = 12 

SIZE1 = 5 * 12 = 60 

40 

TUPLE3= 11 (Table 2) 

SUM3 = SZ(S#,S)+ 
SZ(SNAME,S)+ 
SZ(STATUS,S)+ 
SZ(SCITY,S)+ 
SZ(P#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(J#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(QTY,SPJ) 

= 12 + 10 -2 = 20 

SIZE3 = 11 * 20 = 220 

Right Operand: 

SPJ(S#,P#,J#,QTY) 

TUPLE2 = 11 

SUM2 = SZ(S#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(P#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(J#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(QTY,SPJ) = 10 

SIZE2 = 11 * 10 = 110 

Figure 3.7 Size of Temporary Files after Original-Join 
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Computation of Coefficient. Coefficients are calculated 

to estimate the size of the files after the JOIN/SEMIJOIN 

operations at mid levels of the query trees (that is, 

coefficient-join and coefficient-semijoin). These operations 

are performed upon temporary files. The coefficient is 

used to approximate the number of tuples in the resultant 

files since the contents of those files are unknown. The 

coefficient can be obtained as follows: 

COEF the coefficient. 

TOTAL 

DIFF 

COEF 

number of all possible values present 

in an attribute. 

number of different values occurring 

in the attribute. 

TOTAL/ DIFF (0 < COEF <= 1). 

The coefficient is the value of TOTAL divided by 

DIFF. The value of COEF is usually between zero and one. 

If the joining attribute Vis the key of an operand, the 

COEF becomes one. The value of TOTAL is retrieved by 

accessing the array DIRE for the cardinality of the relation. 

The value of DIFF is obtained by searching the Log File 

for the number of different values occurring in attribute 

v. The calculation of coefficient is implemented in the 

function COEFPT. 

Coefficient-Join. This type of JOIN operation occurs 

at mid level of the query tree. No JOIN/SEMIJOIN exists 

at a lower level. The two operands can be both temporary 
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files or one temporary file and the other an original 

relation. The coefficient is used to estimate the value 

of the number of resultant tuples {TUPLE) in the temporary 

files. 

The value of TUPLE is obtained as follows. The two 

coefficients, Coefl and Coef2, are for the left operand 

{L) and right operand (R). Tupl represents the number 

of tuples in L; and Tup2 in R. The'#' character denotes 

the relation which has joining attributes as key. There 

are also three possible values for TUPLE: 

1) L ---- R = {Tupl * Coefl) * (Tup2 * Coef2) Div 2 

2) L# --- R = Round(tup2 * coef2) 

3) L --- R# = Round{Tupl * Coefl) 

where Div is the integer divisiqn; 

Round gives an integer result. 

The number of bytes in the new tuple is the sum of 

the size of all attributes in both operands. 

Procedures used in this estimation are explained: 

1. COEFFJOIN: This procedure is responsible for 

estimating the size of temporary files after performing 

coefficient-join. 

2. ATTRJOIN: The resultant attributes are copied by 

this procedure when either one of the operands is 

an original relation. 

3. COPYJOINATTR: This procedure copies resultant attributes 

when both operands are temporary files. 
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TEMP3(S#,P#,J#,QTY) 
TUPLE3= Round(Tuple2 * coefficient) 

= Round(4 * 11/7) = 6 

JOIN 

J# = J# 

Left Operand: 

TEMP1 (J#) 

TUPLE1 = 2 
SUMl = SZ(J#,J)=2 
SIZE!= 2 * 2 = 4 

SUM3 = SZ(S#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(P#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(J#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(QTY,SPJ) = 10 

SIZE3 = 6 * 10 = 60 

Coefficient= TOTAL/ DIFF = 11/7 

Right Operand: 

TEMP2(S#,P#,J#,QTY) 

TUPLE2 = 4 
SUM2 = SZ(S#,SPJ)+ 

SZ(P#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(J#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(QTY,SPJ)= 10 

SIZE2 = 40 

Figure 3.8 Size of Temporary Files after Coefficient-Join 
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Estim-Join. This type of join operations exist at 

the top levels of the query tree. The operands are temporary 

files exclusively. At least one JOIN/SEMIJOIN operation 

exists at a lower level. The number of tuples in the 

resultant file is estimated assuming the worst case estimation 

divided by two. The worst case value is the maximum number 

of tuples that can satisfy a JOIN predicate. For two 

temporary files with cardinality of Cl and C2, the worst 

case value is the multiplicative product of Cl and C2. 

However, in a real environment, half of that value is 

actually closer to what one might expect. The value of 

TUPLE is therefore: 

TUPLE= (Cl* C2) Div 2 

The number of bytes in the new tuple is the sum of 

the size of all attributes in both operands. The procedure 

ESTIMJOIN implements the above algorithm. Figure 3.9 

shows the method of estimation. 
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TUPLE3 = ( 2 * 10) DIV 2 

TEMP3(S#,P#,WEIGHT,QTY) SUM3 = SZ(S#,SPJ)+ 

JOIN 

P# = P# 

Left Operand: 

TEMP1(P#,WEIGHT) 
TUPLE1 = 2 
SUM1 = SZ(P#,P)+ 

SZ(WEIGHT,P) 
= 4 

SIZEl = 8 

SZ(P#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(WEIGHT,P)+ 
SZ(QTY, SPJ)= 

SIZE3 = 10 * 10 = 100 

Right Operand: 

TEMP2(S#,P#,QTY) 
TUPLE2 = 10 
SUM2 = SZ(S#,SPJ)+ 

SZ(P#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(QTY,SPJ)=8 

SIZE2 = 10 * 8 = 80 

= 

10 

Figure 3.9 Size of Tempory Files after Estim-Join 

10 
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3.3.4 Estimation Method for SEMIJOIN. The SEMIJOIN 

operation is a JOIN of two relations (temporary files) 

followed by a PROJECTION on a specified operand (left 

or right). The SEMIJOIN can also exist at all three levels 

in the query tree. They are called original-semijoin, 

coefficient-semijoin and estim-semijoin. The methods 

for estimating the number of resultant tuples are the 

same for both JOIN and SEMIJOIN. However, the number 

of bytes in the new tuple (SUM) for SEMIJOIN is the size 

of all attributes presented in the specified operand. 

Procedures and functions used in estimating resultant 

file size after the three types of SEMIJOIN are explained 

below. The estimation method is shown in Figure 3.10. 

1. JOINTUPLE: This procedure estimates the size of 

a temporary file after performing an original-semijoin. 

2. COEFFJOIN: The size of the temporary file after 

performing a coefficient-semijoin is estimated here. 

3. ESTIMJOIN: This procedure estimates the size of 

a file after an estim-semijoin. 

4. ATTRSEMIJ: This procedure copies resultant attributes 

for coefficient-semijoin. It calculates the value 

of SUM when the orginal relation is the one the semijoin 

projects upon. 

5. SEMIATTR: This function copies the resultant attributes 

for coefficient-semijoin. It calculates the value 

of SUM.when both operands are temporary files. 
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TUPLE3 = 11 (Table 2 (2)) 
TEMP3(S#,SNAME,STATUS,SCITY) SUM3 = SZ(S#,S) + 

SEMIJOIN 
S# = S# 

Left Operand: 

S(S#,SNAME,STATUS,SCITY) 

TUPLE1 = 5 
SUM1 = SZ(S#,S)+ 

SZ(SNAME,S)+ 
SZ(STATUS,S)+ 
SZ(SCITY,S)= 12 

SIZE1 = 5 * 12 = 60 

SZ (SNAME,S) + 
SZ (STATUS,S) + 
SZ (SCITY,S) = 12 

SIZE3 = 11* 12 = 132 

(Semijoin projects upon left 
operand.) 

Right Operand: 

SPJ(S#,P#,J#,QTY) 

TUPLE2 = 11 
SUM2 = SZ(S#,SPJ)+ 

SZ(P#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(J#,SPJ)+ 
SZ(QTY,SPJ) = 10 

SIZE2 = 11 * 10 = 110 

Figure 3.10 size of Temporary Files After Original-SEMIJOJN 



IV. QUERY GRAPHS 

To reduce communication cost in distributed database 

systems, it is often desirable to perform a group of operations 

at a single site and then transmit the result to other 

sites for further processing. These groups of connected 

operations, to be performed at a single site, are called 

local operation groups. Query graphs are generated from 

each given query tree based on these local operation groups. 

The query graph represents a processing strategy since 

it defines the sequence of operations and the sites for 

performing the operations. The operations in a query 

graph can be divided into three types. Initial operations 

are the SELECTIONS and PROJECTIONS performed locally at 

the node where the original relations are stored. Inter-

mediate operations are the set of binary and adjacent 

unary operations performed at the same site. The final 

operation is the query result sent to the query initiating 

node. Figure 4.1 shows a query graph. 

1 

Beta2, Beta3 

f4 

4 

Figure 4.1 A Query Graph 

48 
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A query graph consists of storage nodes (denoted 

by triangles), execution nodes (denoted by circles), and 

arcs (6). A storage node represents a site where an original 

relation ( or relations) is stored. An execution node 

represents the optimal execution site of one or more local 

operation groups (Betal, 2 or 3). Each execution node 

is chosen by the heuristic rules from the adjacent storage 

nodes (linked by arcs to the execution node). Arcs connect 

storage nodes to execution nodes as well as distinct 

execution nodes. Arcs show data communication between 

sites. 

The communication cost for a query graph can be reduced 

by minimizing data movement between storage nodes and 

execution nodes. Heuristic rules (HR2) are developed 

to examine all the execution nodes in each of the query 

graphs. If every execution node in a graph requires minimum 

data transfer, the query graph is selected. If there is 

at least one execution node that does not meet such 

requirement, the amount of data communication will not 

be minimal and that query graph will be eliminated. For 

example, in Figure 4.1, the execution node with local 

operation group Betal has two adjacent storage nodes, 

namely site 3 and site 4. Heuristic rules will be applied 

to the execution nodes, i.e. site 4 and 5. If site 4 

can not minimize data movement, this graph will be eliminated. 

The set of heuristic rules that select the optimal 
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execution nodes are explained below. 

l. If the execution node is the query initiating 

node, it is a qualified execution node by default, 

since the result must be submitted to the initiator. 

2. If the current execution node has only one adjacent 

storage node, that storage node is the execution 

node. 

3. If an execution node has more than one adjacent 

storage node, the volume of input data (temporary 

file sizes) between these storage nodes are compared. 

The execution node should be the storage node 

that supplies the largest volume of input data 

(the site where the largest temporary file is 

stored). 

The result of the application of HR2 is a reduced 

set of query graphs with minimum data communication. 

However, the volume of data transmission is not the only 

deciding factor considered. Communication line speeds 

are also included. 

For a query graph, the total volume of data commu-

nications is the algebraic sum of the volume of data transfer 

among all the execution nodes. The total transmission 

time for a query graph is the sum of transmission time 

required for each execution node in the graph. For every 

adjacent storage node other than the execution node, the 

temporary file stored there needs to be sent to the execution 
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node for processing. If a temporary file of size S bytes 

at storage node nl is to be transferred to execution node 

n2, and the communication line speed between nl and n2 

is commsp(nl, n2), measured in bytes per second, the trans-

mission time Tis measured in number of seconds. 

T = s / commsp (nl, n2) 

The value of Twill be calculated for every temporary 

file sent to the execution node. The sum of all such 

T values is the time required to send all input temporary 

files to one execution node. The total transmission time 

needed for a query graph is the sum of the transmission 

time required at all execution nodes. After the transmission 

time for every query graph in the reduced set is calculated, 

the Optimizer ranks them in ascending order of time. 

Procedures developed for implementing the above algorithm 

are described below: 

1. HR2QG: This procedure reads in input query graphs 

from file QGPH.L, and applies HR2 to eliminate nonoptimal 

query graphs. It selects a set of query graphs that 

can best minimize data communication. 

2. RANKQG: This procedure computes transmission time 

for every query graph in the selected set. 

3. SORTQG: This procedure sorts the query graphs in 

ascending order of transmission time. 

4. SWAP: This procedure swaps places of any two query 

graphs during the ranking process. 



V. EXAMPLE 

The theory explained in Chapter I through IV is imple-

mented by the query optimization algorithm listed in Appendix 

c. This chapter gives an overview of the algorithm and 

illustrates its execution with an example of the file 

size estimation method. 

The PASCAL Programming Language used in this implemen-

tation lends itself to a high degree of program structure. 

Consequently, the Optimizer is highly modularized. In 

fact, the first two modules that estimate the temporary 

file sizes are converted into an external procedure, called 

by the beginning part of the Optimizer implemented by 

Chandrasekhar (4). The three main modules of the Optimizer 

program are: 

1. OPTIMIZER INITIALIZATION 

2. TEMP FILE SIZE 

3. QUERY_GRAPH_REDUCTION 

OPTIMIZER INITIALIZATION initializes the data matrices 

and the Log File for all the original relations currently 

held in the distributed database system (referring to 

the database in Appendix A). TEMP_FILE_SIZE calculates 

the sizes of all the temporary files in each of the input 

query trees. These query trees are generated by an external 

procedure Q_OPTl (4). QUERY_GRAPH_REDUCTION applies the 

Heuristic rules to eliminate nonoptimal query graphs. The 
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selected set of query graphs are ranked by the transmission 

time required for the graph. 

Before discussing of the example, some of the input 

files required are explained briefly. The input file 

for data matrices is DIR.L. For each relation, (S, P, 

J and SPJ) the following data are stored in sequence. 

The relation name is on the first line; key attribute, 

cardinality and degree on the second; and each attribute 

and its size in bytes on the subsequent lines. These 

data are read in and stored in array DIRE and matrix sz 
(Table 1). 

s 

S# 

S# 

SNAME 

5 

2 

4 

STATUS 2 

SCITY 4 

4 

The input file for Log File is ORI.L. The first 

several lines are the attributes in each tuple excluding 

key, followed by the tuples in the relation (Figure 3.1). 

SNAME 

STATUS 

SCITY 

SMITH 

JONES 

BLAKE 

20 

10 

30 

LONDON 

PARIS 

PARIS 
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20 

30 

LONDON 

ATHENS 

The input file for query trees is ALLQT.L. The trees 

can be categorized into two groups. The structures of 

the second group (tree #4,5,6) are much more complicated 

than those of the first group(tree #1,2,3). The second 

group considers the possibility of a JOIN/SEMIJOIN performed 

at a third site. A set of operations is added to that 

group, and there are some duplicated operands in the 

structure (4). Those trees are not in binary structure. 

To turn such trees into binary form and to check the 

duplications, the duplicated files are given a file number 

above 1000 (e.g. fl012, fl003) and treated as different 

files. The original tree #4 is used in the example and 

given in Figure 5.1. The new binary structure of the 

tree is given in Figure 5.3. 

Tables 3 and 4 contain the results of the estimated 

sizes. Table 3 records the temporary file sizes after 

performing operations on original relations; Table 4 records 

the file sizes after performing operations on temporary 

files. The duplicated files are estimated during the 

process, but not specified in the tables. Variables SUM, 

TUPLE and SIZE have the same definitions as in Chapter 

III. Other variable names used are explained below. 

Temp file - resultant temporary file name. 

Operation - SELECTION, PROJECTION, JOIN, 
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SEMIJOIN (specifies the left 

or right operand projected upon). 

Attrib list - attribute list for the current 

operation. 
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Figure 5.1 Tree #4. 
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TABLE 3 size of Temporary files in Tree# 4 - part 1 

TEMP ATTRIB SIZE 
FILE OPERATION LIST OPERAND SUM TUPLE (BYTES) 

f4 Selection PNAME p 16 2 32 
= 

SCREW 

fl004 Duplicate II II II II II 

of f4 

f8 Selection JCITY J 10 2 20 
= 

ATHENS 

fll Projection SNAME s 10 5 50 
SCITY 
S# 

fl2 Selection QTY SPJ 10 4 40 
> 

400 

fl012 Duplicate " II II 

of fl2 
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Table 4 Size of Temp Files in Tree #4 part 2 

TEMP ATTRIB SIZE 
FILE OPERATION LIST OPERAND SUM TUPLE (BYTES) 

f3 Projection WEIGHT,P# f4 4 2 8 

fl003 Duplicate II II II 

of f3 

fl02 Projection P# fl003 2 2 4 

f7 Projection J# f8 2 2 4 

fl04 Projection S# fl2 2 4 8 

fl03 Semijoin S# fll (L) 10 15 150 
(L) = fl04 (R) 

S# 

flO Join S# fl03 (L) 18 30 540 
= fl012(R) 
S# 

f9 Projection SNAME flO 16 30 480 
SCITY 
P# 
J# 
QTY 

f6 Semijoin J# f7 (L) 16 30 480 
(R) = f9 (R) 

J# 

f5 Projection SNAME f6 14 30 420 
SCITY 
P# 
QTY 

flOl Semijoin P# fl02 {L) 14 30 420 
(R) = f5 {R) 

P# 

f2 Join P# f3 (L) 16 30 480 
= f 101 (R) 
P# 

fl Projection WEIGHT f2 14 30 420 
SNAME 
SCITY 

TY 
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After the sizes of all temporary files in the six 

trees are generated, the query graphs generated by the 

external procedure Q_OPTl (4) are read in from file QGPH.L. 

six graphs are selected by Heuristic rules, as shown in 

Figure 5.3. Tables 5 and 6 are given below to illustrate 

the transmission time calculated for each of the graphs. 

Each table contains the following variables: 

Exe - the site where the current execution 

node is. 

Num - the counter for the adjacent storage 

Tempfl 

Site 

Txf 

Commsp 

nodes. 

- the temporary file name stored at 

the current storage node. 

- the site of the storage node. 

- the column.is marked with "x" if 

the file is to be transferred. 

- the communication line speed between 

execution and storage nodes. 

Trans (1) - the time required to transmit the 

current temporary file. 

Trans (2) - time required to send all input temporary 

files to current Exe. 

The total transmission time required for each 

graph is recorded on the first line of each query graph. 
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2) 

4) 

6) 
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h 

Figure 5.3 six query graphs in the reduced set 
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Table 5. Transmission time for Query graph 1,2,3. 

1) QGl: 3.71111E-Ol (seconds). 

Exe num Tfl site size Txf commsp trans(l) trans(2) 

5 1 f3 5 8 
2.33333E-Ol 

2 f5 3 210 X 900 2.33333E-Ol 

1 f7 1 4 X 900 4.44444E-03 

3 2 fll 3 50 1. 3 777 BE-01 

3 fl2 4 40 X 300 l.33333E-Ol 

2) QG2: 3.77778E-Ol (seconds). 

5 1 fl 3 210 X 900 2.33333E-Ol 2.33333E-Ol 

1 f3 2 8 X 1200 6.66667E-03 

2 f7 1 4 X 900 4.44444E-03 1. 44444E-Ol 
3 3 fll 3 50 

4 fl2 4 40 X 300 1. 33333E-Ol 

3) QG3: 4.00833E-Ol (seconds). 

1 f3 1 4 X 4800 8.33333E-04 

5 2 f7 5 8 2.67500E-Ol 

3 f9 3 240 900 2.66667E-Ol 

3 l fll 3 50 1. 33333E-Ol 

2 fl2 4 40 X 300 1. 33333E-Ol 
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Table 6. Transmission time for Query graph 4,~6 

4) QG4: 3.77778E-Ol (seconds). 

Exe num Tfl site size Txf comrnsp trans(l) trans(2) 

5 1 fl 3 210 X 900 2.33333E-Ol 2.33333E-Ol 

1 f3 1 4 X 900 4.44444E-03 

2 f7 2 8 X 1200 6.66667E-03 1. 44444E-Ol 

3 3 fll 3 50 

4 fl2 4 40 X 300 1. 33333E-Ol 

5) QG5: 2.27500E-Ol (seconds). 

1 f3 1 4 X 4800 8.33333E-04 
5 2 f7 5 8 

3 fl03 3 150 X 900 l.66667E-Ol 2.00833E-Ol 
4 fl2 4 40 X 1200 3.33333E-02 

1 fll 3 50 
3 2.66667E-02 

2 fl04 4 8 X 300 2.66667E-02 

6) QG6: 8.97222E-02 (seconds). 

1 f3 1 4 X 4800 8.33333E-04 

2 f7 3 50 X 900 5.55556E-02 
5 8. 97222E-02 

3 flO 5 8 

4 f12 4 40 X 1200 3.33333E-02 



VI. DISCUSSION 

This chapter presents a comparison of the methods 

used to estimate the size of temporary files in this thesis 

with the one proposed by Dwyer (9), a part of the Materization 

and Access Planning (MAP) for the Distributed Database 

Testbed System (DDTS). 

The primary goal of DDTS is to provide a general 

transaction processing interface for a system user. MAP 

will produce a minimum cost execution strategy for a query, 

update or transaction. The cost function consists of 

communication costs and processing costs. The processing 

cost is assumed to be negligible with respect to communi-

cation costs. The communication cost is defined as a 

linear function of the size of the data transmitted. 

MAP is another optimization algorithm which uses temporary 

file sizes to reduce the amount of data transission and 

generate optimal processing strategy. The steps involved 

are illustrated in Figure 6.1. A query is expressed in 

GORDAS (Graph oriented Data Selection Language). It is 

translated into a single cluster tree, which is the input 

to the MAP. Various statistics are kept for estimating 

the size of resultant files and they are listed below. 

For each base relation, R(i), i = 1,2, .•. , n, the 

following data are stored in the data dictionary: 

For each relation, R(i), 
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n(i): the number of tuples (cardinality), 

a(i): the number of attributes (degree), 

s(i): the size, s(i) = n(i) * (sum over all 

a(i) of w(i,j)). 

For each attribute, d(i, j), j = 1, 2, .•. , a(i) of R(i): 

v(i,j): the number of possible domain values, 

u(i,j): the number of distinct domain values 

currently held, 

w(i,j): the size of one data item in attribute 

domain (bytes), 

h(i,j): the high value of d(i,j) in u(i,j), 

l(i,j): the low value d(i,j) in u(i,j). 

The following data can· be computed using the above data: 

s(i,j) = size of all attributes j, = n(i) * w(i,j). 

p(i,j) = selectivity of attribute j, = u(i,j) 

/ v(i,j). 

The selectivity is the number of different values 

occurring in the attribute divided by the number of all 

possible values of the attribute. Thus, O <p(i,j)<= l. 

To process the query represented by the leaf clusters 

(comparable to leaf operations represented by query trees 

in this thesis), only SELECTION, PROJECTION and JOIN are 

needed. Before computing the joins, the sizes of the 

relations are reduced by SELECTIONS and PROJECTIONS at 

each site. The sizes are estimated by calculation of 

selectivity factor F. 
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For SELECTION, the selectivity factor Fis the expected 

fraction of tuples that satisfies a boolean predicate. 

F for each of the different predicates is given: 

1) column= value 

F = 1/u ( i, j) 

2) column!= column 2 

F = 1/MAX (u(i,columnl), u(i,column2)) 

3) column> value 

F = (h(i,column) - value)/ (h(i,column) - l(i,column) 

4) column< value 

F = (value - l((i,column) / (h(i,column) - l(i,column)) 

= 0 (if F < 0) 

5) (predl) AND (pred2) 

F = F(predl) * F(pred2) 

The estimated size will be calculated by multiplying 

the selectivity factor F with base relation parameters, 

which is given as follows: 

T <--- SELECT R WHERE predicate 

n(T) = n(R) * F 

a (T) = a (R) 

s(T) = s(R) * F 

For PROJECTION, no selectivity factor is calculated 

for estimating the sizes: 

T <--- PROJECT ROVER d(j), ..•. 

n(T) = n(R) 

a(T) = count (d(j), ... ) - the number projected 
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s(T) = n(T) * (the sum over the attributes projected) 

For a join operation, the selectivity factors are given 

by the selectivity, p(i, j), of the joining attributes. 

For the following join: 

For 

are: 

JOIN R(l), R(2) WHERE R(l).A = R(2).A 

F ( 1) = p ( 2, A) and F(2) = p ( l,A) 

n (1) = n ( 1) * F ( 1) n(2) = n(2) * F (2) 

a (1) = a ( 1) a(2) = a(2) 

s ( 1) = s ( 1) * F ( 1) s(2) = s(2) * F (2) 

the new relation that results from the join, the parameters 

if (n ( 1) > n ( 2)) 

n = n(l) 

s = s(l) + s(2) + (s(2) * ( (n(l) - n(2)) / n(2)) 

else 

n = n(2) 

s = s(l) + s(2) + (s(l) * ( (n(2) - n(l)) / n(l)) 

a= a(l) + a(2) 

Query tree A shown in Figure 6.2 is used to compare 

the estimated sizes produced by three different methods: 

(1) obtained by performing actual operations, (2) estimated 

by accessing Log File and data matrices, (3) estimated 

by selectivity factors. TABLE 7 lists the results using 

the database in Appendix A. The variables in the tables 

are explained below. SUM, TUPLE and SIZE are defined 

as before. In DWYER (9), a(T) is the notation for SUM, 
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n(T) for TUPLE; and S(t) for SIZE. 

name 

op 

attribs 

operand 

temporary file name. 

operation type. 

attribute list the operation performed 

upon. 

operands. 

By comparing the results in TABLE 7, we can see that 

method (2) is obviously superior to method (3) in obtaining 

accurate sizes. The sizes generated by method (2) are 

exactly the same as the sizes obtained by performing actual 

operations while differences exist between the sizes estimated 

by method (3) and the exact size. 

All three methods generate the same sizes for files 

produced by PROJECTIONs. As to equiselection, method 

(2) provides the actual number of tuples in the resultant 

files while method (3) supplies only a fixed fraction, 

selectivity factor F. Fis one over the number of distinct 

domain values currently held in the system. Hence, the 

number of tuples estimated by F will be the same no matter 

what values are used in the selection predicates, which 

is grossly inaccurate. For example, predicates JCITY=ATHENS 

and JCITY=PARIS for relation J will have the same number 

of tuples 7/5. In fact, two tuples contain Athens, but 

only one contains Paris. A similar situation applies 

to nonequi-selection. As to JOIN operations, great differences 

exist in the file sizes estimated by method (1) and method 
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(3), especially when the JOIN is performed upon non-key 

attribute (e.g.f200, SCITY = JCITY). In the later case, 

the estimated size is much smaller than the actual size. The 

reason is that the selectivity factor inacurrately reduces 

the number of tuples as well as the file sizes. As a 

result, method (3) fails to produce accurate estimates 

for temporary files at the bottom levels of the query 

tree. However, the the size of temporary files at the 

bottom level is most influential in the whole optimization 

process because all estimates obtained later are based 

on these sizes. 

The overhead of maintaining the Log File of a small 

database is not very much. But, for a very large database, 

the trade off should be measured to determine the feasibility 

of keeping a Log File that may require large storage and 

efficient searching techniques. However, the good estimates 

provided by the Log File are essential to generating the 

minimum cost processing strategy. 
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QUERY: LIST SNAME, SCITY, PWT & QTY FOR SCREWS SUPPLIED IN QUANTITY 
MORE THAN 400 FOR A PROJECT IN ATHENS. 

G 
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Name 

fl 

f2 

fl5 

f3 

fl6 

f4 

-

flOO 

f200 

Table 7. Comparison of File sizt.~S Generated by Three Methods 

Method (1) Method (2) Method (3) 

Operation Attribs Operand Sum Tuple Size Sum Tuple Size Sum F Ti.:ple Size 
a<n l'1(T) S(T) 

Project SIi. s 10 5 50 10 5 50 10 5 50 
SNAME 
SCITY 

Select PNAME p 16 2 32 16 2 32 16 1/ 5 6/5 19.2 
= 
SCREW 

Project P# f2 4 2 8 4 2 8 4 2 8 
WEIGHT 

Select JCITY J 10 2 20 10 2 20 10 1/5 7 /5 14 
' = 

ATHENS 

Project J# f3 2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2 4 

Select QTY SPJ 10 4 40 10 4 40 10 4/7 44/7 63 
> 
400 

Fl=ll 
Join St! SPJ(l) 20 11 220 20 11 220 16 F2=3/11 11 242 

= S (2) 
St! 

Join SCITY s (1) 18 8 144 18 8 144 12 Fl=5/10 2.5 55 
= J(2) F2=3/10 
JCITY 

..J 
tlJ 



VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In distributed database systems, the objective of 

query optimization is to generate optimal processing strategy 

such that the operating cost for a query is minimized. 

The approach implemented here is to represent and analyze 

a query by means of query trees and query graphs. The 

query tree depicts the operations required for processing 

the query and the order in which they have to be performed. 

The query tree is then transformed to query graphs which 

define the sequence of those operations and the sites 

for performing the operations. 

If data are distributed, the cost of data transfer 

becomes a decision variable rather than a constant in 

the query optimzation problem (15). Communication costs 

tend to dominate the local processing costs. The volume 

of data transfer between sites must be reduced to minimize 

the communication costs. In this thesis, PASCAL procedures 

are developed to implement the part of the Optimizer that 

selects query graphs requiring minimum data transfer. The 

primary decision influencing data transfer is the selection 

of the sites where computations are performed. To select 

the optimal processing sites, the Optimizer needs to know 

the sizes of the temporary files transferred from one 

site to another and choose the sites that requiring minimum 

data communication. For this purpose, we need to estimate 
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the sizes of the temporary files depicted in the query 

trees. The Log File and specialized data matrices are 

designed to supply essential statistics about the original 

relations currently in the system. Different methods 

are applied to estimate temporary files existing at different 

levels of the query trees. The fact that the proposed 

Optimizer generates the exact sizes for temporary files 

at bottom levels of the trees proves the importance of 

the Log File and data matrices. Based on the estimated 

file sizes and a set of heuristic rules, we select those 

query graphs with minimum data transfer between execution 

nodes and storage nodes. The transmission time for each 

of the selected graphs is calculated and used for ranking 

the candidate graphs. The set of selected graphs represents 

processing strategies with minimum communication costs. 

The query evaluation algorithm must rely heavily 

on heuristic rules in that the exact optimization process 

is, in general, computationally intrackable (15). This 

fact makes the accuracy of the estimated file sizes even 

more important because those file sizes will directly 

affect the choices made by the heuristic rules. Furthermore, 

although this method of file size estimation is designed 

for the Optimizer proposed, it can also be tailored for 

use in other existing query optimization algorithms that 

employ the statistics of the temporary file sizes. 

Suggestions for further improvements on this work 
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are provided below. Special techniques should be devised 

to provide statistics for operations at the top level 

of the query tree so that the accuracy of estimated sizes 

for those files can be improved. This thesis supplies 

only crude estimates for such operations as estim-joins 

and estim-semijoins. Furthermore, the join operations 

can be extended to include joins performed on composite 

keys, but this thesis considered only joins performed 

on a single key attribute. Finally, a larger sample of 

test data should be used in order to verify the validity 

of the proposed Optimizer and file estimating method, 

not only in itself but for further performance comparisons 

with other methods. 
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLIERS AND PARTS RELATIONAL DATABASE 

s S# SNAME STATUE SCITY SPJ S# P# J# QTY 

Sl SMITH 20 LONDON Sl Pl Jl 200 
S2 JONES 10 PARIS Sl Pl J4 700 
S3 BLAKE 30 PARIS S2 P3 Jl 400 
S4 CLARK 20 LONDON S2 P3 J2 200 
ss ADAMS 30 ATHENS S2 P3 J3 200 

S2 P3 J4 500 
S2 P3 JS 600 
S2 P3 J6 400 

p P# PNAME COLOR WEIGHT PCITY S2 F3 J7 800 
S2 PS J2 ]00 

Pl NUT RED 12 LONDON S3 P3 Jl 200 
P2 BOLT GREEN 17 PARIS 
P3 SCREW BLUE 17 ROME 
P4 SCREW RED 14 LONDON 
PS CAN BLUE 12 PARIS 
P6 COG RED 19 LONDON 

J J# JNAME JCITY 

Jl SORTER PARIS 
J2 PUNCH ROME 
J3 READER ATHENS 
J4 CONSOLE ATHENS 
JS COLLATOR LONDON 
J6 TERMINAL OSLO 
J7 TAPE LONDON 
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APPENDIX B User's Operating Manual 

This manual explains how to run the Query_Optimizer 
program. 

1. Terminal Configuration: 

Full Duplex 
300, 1200, 2400, 4800, or 9600 baud 
No parity on HP type terminals 
Even parity on TAB terminals 

2. (NVA) Enter Destination:Lan (Ret) 
#call 350 (Ret) 
Call completed to 350,0. 

3. USERNAME: username (ret) 
PASSWORD: password (ret) 

4. You are now logged on. A'$' sign will appear 
on the screen which indicates that the system 
is ready. To compile and run the program: 

$ pascal rr (*rr.pas -- source of Query_Optimizer 
program) 

$ pascal tsize (*tsize.pas -- souce of file 
size estimation procedure 
called by thesis.pas*) 

$ pascal thesis (*thesis.pas -- source of 
Q OPTl that generates query 
trees and query graphs*) 

$ link rr, tsize, thesis 
$ run rr 

5. The output are stored in four files. 
File ST.L - the trace of the data matrices 

and Log File. 
File ST2.L - trace of calculation of temporary 

file sizes. 
File GRI.L - name and sizes of the temporary 

files. 
File TT.L - trace of applying HR2 to query 

graphs and calculation of transmission 
time. 

6. To get a printout of the programs or output 
file, type rprint fn.type rmt65 (replace fn.type 
with any of the above files). 
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APPENDIX C INPUT FILES FOR UPDATING LOG FILES 

The Log File is updated automatically each time the 
QUERY_OPTIMIZER program is executed by calling a procedure 
ANYUPDATES. The procedure performs the updates by opening 
a file named UPD.L which contains one or more lines of 
updating operations. For each operation specified, a 
procedure is called to perform the desired updates. There 
are two steps in preparing the input files for updates: 
first, create file UPD.L; second, create an input file 
for each procedure called. All input files should be 
entered in lower case. 

1) Creating file UPD.L: 

Operation: 

none 
instuple 
deltuple 
addrel 
delrel 

Meaning: 

No updates. 
Insert tuple(s). 
delete tuple(s). 
add new relation(s). 
delete relation(s). 

Procedure called: 

N/A 
INSTUPLE 
DELTUPLE 
ADDRELATION 
DELRELATION 

2) Creating an input file for each procedure called: 

a) Procedure INSTUPLE: 

The input file is BINSl.L. The first line of the 
file contains the operation type. For each relation to 
be updated, the following data are supplied: the relation 
name, the number of attributes in the tuple excluding 
key and the tuples to be inserted. An example is given 
below: 

insert 
j 2 
keyboard d.c. 
console a thens 
p 4 
screw green 17 

b) Procedure DELTUPLE: 

london 

The input file is BDELl.L which has the same format 
with file BINSl.L except that the operation is changed 
to 'delete' • 

c) Procedure ADDREL: 
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The input file 
name, key attribute, 
in the new relation. 
as an example: 

emp 
s# 
s# 
name 
salary 
smith 
wills 

3 2 
6 
4 
4 
22000 
19800 
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is ADDR.L which contains relation 
cardinality, degree and all the tuples 

Relation Employee is given below 

d) Procedure DELREL: 

Input file is RDEL.L which contains the name of the 
relation(s) to be deleted. 



APPENDIX D PROGRAM LISTING 

program Query_Optimizer Cdata,data2, outfl); 

(*************************************************************) C• The Optimizer is a front-end software that determines •> 
C•an optimal query processing policy for a distributed •> 
(•relational database system. •> <• This program implements a part of the Optimizer that *) 
(•generates a reduced set of query 9raphs, where each query •> 
(•graph represents a processing policy with minimum •> 
(•communication cost. •> 
<• There are three main modules in this program: •> 
C• 1) Optimizer Initialization: •> 
<• initializes Data matrices and set up Log File which•> 
<• provides information needed in generating temporary•> 
C• file sizes. •> 
C• 2) Temp, File Size Module •> 
<• gene~ates-size-of temporary files after executing •> <• relational operations for use in Heuristic rules •> 
(* (HR2). •> 
<• 3) Query Graph Reduction •> 
C• generates reduced set of query graphs using HR2. *) 
(*************************************************************) 

const m1=7; 
anum=s; 
maxr=Si 
maxnode=2Q; 
mrel=1Q; 
blank=· 
maxfl=3Q; 
maxqt=10i 
maxchild=10i 
maxfg=25i 
maxexe=10i 

<•max# of elements in type dict1•> 
C•max # of attribs allowed per relation•> 
<•total# of nodes existing in the system•> 
C•l~tal # of relations in the system•) , 
<•max# of files in a q tree•> 
C•max feasible q trees•> 
(•max# of children for execution node•> 

<•max reduced# of feasible graphs•> 
<•max# of exe nodes in QG •> 

type 
attrib=packed arrayC1 •• 10J of char; 
(***********log file structure************) 
next=·maini 
main=record 

value:attribi 
count:integeri 
ptr:next 
endi 

dirm=record 
aname:attribi 
head:next 
endi 

dicptr=-dict1i 
darry=arrayC1 •• mrel] of dicptri 

(**********data matrices structure***********) 
dict1=arrayC1 •• m1J of dirmi 
header=record 

attr:attribi <•attrib name in a relation•> 
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byt 1nteger t*ff ot bytes of that attrib*J 
end 

directory record 
rrname:attribi(*relation name*) 
relsize:integeri <•total size in bytes•> 
key:attribi <•key attrib in the relation*) 
tuples:integer; (*# of tuples --cardinality*) 
attnum:integer {*# of attribs --degree*) 
endi 

dirlookup=array C1 •• maxrJ of directory; 
szlookup=array C1 •• maxr, 1 •• anumJ of header; 

<•array for table lookup of size of ea. attrib*) 
(****Otree record--store attribs for the op****> 

childstatus=record 
cname:attribi 
cdone:boolean 
end; 

opstatus=record 
opx:attrib; 
optnx:attrib; 
semij:attrib; 
<•record left or 
loc9roup:attrib 
end, 

attptr=-attrname; 
attrname=record 

<•name of the child of the file*) 
C•if has been processed*) 

<•op name•> 
(*options: >,=,<•> 
right rel (temp file)projected upon*) 
(•when semijoin is performed•) 
<•local op group op belongs to*) 

attnum:integeri C•# of attrib 
attary:arrayC1 •• 10J of attrib; 
end; 

names or values•) 

sznode=record 
flname:attrib; (*file name after the curr. op*) 
parent:attrib; (•parent flname*) 
lchild:childstatus; 
rchild:childstatus; 
opary:opstatus; 
rel:array[1 •• 2J of integer; (*relation or file#•) 
ptrary:attptri 
avail:boolean; C•if file avail for process*> 
fini:boolean; (*if process finished*) 
bpt:integer; (*bytes per tuple after the op*) 
tupnum:integeri (*# of tuples after op*) 
totsize:integer; <•size of resulting file*) 
finrel:array[1 •• 10J of integer; 

<•rel. #'sop. has performed upon*) 
finattr:attptr; (*ptr to resulting attribs•> 
end; 

sznodeary=arrayC1 •• maxflJ of sznodei(*inform in 1 qtr•e*) 
{**************OG structure**************) 

chstate=record 
chname:attrib; 
chnode:integeri 
chsize:integeri 
end; 

<• child of exe node•) 
C• child name•> 
(* child temp file reside•> 
(* size of the temp file*) 

opgrp=arrayC1 •• 10J of attribi C•loc op group of exe node•> 
<•execution node•> 

exnode=record 
exe:integeri 
locg:opgrp; 
chnum:integeri C•num of children*) 
children:arrayC1 •• maxchild] of chstatei 

(*#of children temp file allowed•) 
parfl:attribi (•parent file*) 
dsstime:reali C•DSS estimated trans. time•> 



var 

<••> 
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end; 
qgraph=array[1 •• maxexeJ of exnode; 

<•max# of exe nodes allowed in QG•) 
exp=·qgraph; 
qghead=record 

qtree:integer; (•qtree # •> 
exnum:inte~er; (*# of exe nodes in the ~G•> 
trans:real, 

<•total transmission time per QG •> 
dsstotal:real; C•DSS estimated total time•> 
qgptr:exp 
end; 

qgary=arrayC1 •• maxfgJ of qghead; 
<•each qghead in the array points to a oraph, which•) 
(•is an array of exnode records. One exnode contain•> 
<•an execution node in the current QG. If the QG •) 
C•does not meet HR2 rules, the qghead ptr is reset•> 
C•to nil--the QG is deleted •> 

data,data2:text; 
outfl:text; 
w,x,y,z:attribi 
relcnt:integer; <•count for curr. relations in the system•> 
dm:darry; (•directory headerfor log filei) 
curel:inte9eri(•keep track# of rel's currently in system•> 
a,b,c,num,1,j,qcount:integer; 
p1,p2:nexti 
ch:char; 
done:boolean; 
dire:dirlookupi 
sz:szlookup; 
commsp:arrayC1 •• mrel, 1 •• mrelJ of integer; 

<•communcation line speed between any two nodes•> 
qtt:arrayC1 •• maxqtJ of sznodeary; 
gph:q9aryi 
stmp:1ntegeri 
qtflct:arrayC1 •• maxqtJ of integer; 

C• count total# of temp file for ea. qt•> 
qinitor:integeri (•query initiator•) 
headct:integeri C•# of total feasible QG's after HR2•> 
tr:integer; C•# of total input trees•> 
Jchild:boolean;C• test if join or semijoin at lower level•> 
1nitr,lasttr:integeri <•tree count•> 

<• call external procedure Q OPT1 to get Query Processing 
Graphs input•> -

CexternalJ procedure q_opt1i extern; 

<••> 
procedure fins(b:integeri u:attrib; var dd:dict1); 
<•Search the Log File created for a specilfied relation for•> 
<•the interested vlaue. If the value is not found, a new •> 
<•record is created to store that value, otherwise the •> 
(•count field of the record containing the value is ~l 
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\•incremen~ea oy one. 
var qq,q,s,np:next; 

done:boolean; 

,t) 

begin 
q:=dd(bJ.head; 
done:=false; 
if (q = nil) or Cu< q-.value) 

<•insert at front or initially•) 
then begin 

new(np); 
np-.value:=u; 

s:=q; 

np-.count:=1; C•add one new value•> 
np-.ptr:=q; 
q•-np· 
dd(bJ:head:=q; 
done:=true 

end; 

while not done do 
begin 

qq:=s; 
s:=qq 00 .etr; 
if u=qq .value 

then begin 
qq-.count:=qq 00 .count 
done:=true 

else 
end 
if Cs= nil) or Cu< s-.value) 

<•insert at the end•> 
then begin 

new(np); 
np-.value:=u; 
np 00 .count:=1; 
np·.ptr:=s; 
s:=np; 
qq-.ptr:=s; 
done:=true 
end 

end; <•while•> 
end; <•fins•> 
<••> 

<••> 
function convert(vv3:attrib):integer; 
(•convert current relation name to •> 
<•corresponding relation number in log file •> 
var i,j:integer; 
begin 

j:=O; 
for i:=1 to curel do C•look through current rel's•> 
begin 

if vv3 = direCiJ.rrname 
then j:=ii 



endi 

C••> 
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if j=O 
then writeln(outfl, 'convert:wrong rel. name') 
else convert:=j; 

<•convert•> 

procedure infile Cjj,j:integeri var dic:dict1)i 
<•build a log file for each initial base relation in system•> 
(•according to the number of attributes the relation has, •> 
<•the 'key attribute' in each relation is not stored in •> 
<•the log file. 'die' is an array of C1 •• m1] of linked •> 
<•list, where 'm1' is# of attribs except key attribi •> 
<•each linked list stores records with values under the •> 
<•same attribute name; 'j' is the cardinality •> 
var x,y,z,w:attribi 

i,k:integeri 

begin 

for i:=1 to jj do C•jj-# of attrib*) 
begin 

<••> 

readlnCdata, x)i 
dicCi].aname:=xi <•storing attrib name•) 
writelnCoutfl, dic[i).aname)i 
dicCi].head:=nil 

end; 
(•inserting one tuple, each value in the tuple will•> 
(*be placed in ascending value order under its •> 
(•attribute name •> 
for k:=1 to j do <•cardinality--# of tuples in rel.•) 
begin 

end; 

for i:=1 to jj do 
begin 

read(data, x); 
writeCoutfl, x:12); 
finsCi, .x, die); 

endi 
readln(data); 
writeln(outfl) 

<•degree--# of attributes•> 
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C••> 
procedure del (oo:integer; v:attrib; var mm:dict1); 
(•when a value is deleted, the count field of the record•) 
(•containing the value is decremented. If the count •> 
C•is decremented to 0, the record is deleted from the •> 
<•Log File •> 
var p,q:next; 

done:boolean; 

begin 

end; 

p:=rnmCooJ.head; 
done:=false; 
if (p <> nil) and Cv=p-.value) (•first node•> 

then begin 
p-.count:=p-.count - 1; 
if p-.count=O 

then mm(ooJ.head:=p-.ptr 
end 

else begin 
q:=p-.ptr; 
while (q <> nil> and (not done) do 

begin 
if v=q-.value 

then begin 
q-.count:=q-.count - 1; 
if q-.count=O 

then p-.ptr:=q-.ptr; 
done:=true 

end; 
p:=q; 
q:=p-.ptr 

end C•111hile•) 
end C•else•> 

procedure update; 
C *The pro c e d 11 re III i 11 take ca re of . ins cir ting or de let in g * ) 
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,•~up1es 1n oa~cn, Tor any one re1a~ion speciTieo 

var kk,11:integeri 
op,x,y,z,w,name:attribi 

begin 
reset(data); 
writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl)i 
readln(data, op); (*operation type•> 

while not eof (data> do 
begin . 

(ikk-~ of attrib*) 

., 

readln(data, naTe, kk)i (•name--relationJ) 
writeln(outfl, relation to be updated is R',name:12); 
11:=convert(name)i 

end; 

writeln(outfl, 'operation is', op:12); 

<•••updates: insert/delete•••> 

for i:=1 to kk do 
begin 

read(data, x); 
writeCoutfl, x:12); 
if op='insert ' 

then fins(i, x, dmClll-) 
else 

end; 

readln(data); 
11riteln(outfl) 

end; <•while•) 

writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl)i 
close(data) 

<•update*) 

function getptr Cnn:integeri var pos:integer; v:attrib):nexti 
<•search 'nnth' log file of nnth relation for pointer •> 
(•points to linked list containing values of attrib 'v·,•> 
C•'pos· stores the position of that attrib in the log •> 
<•file. •> 
var j:integeri 

done: boolean; 
dics:dict1i 

begin 

dics:=dmCnnJ·; 
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wr1telnloutt1, -attr1b name=-, v:ltJ; 
j:=o; <•position of the attrib in the relation•> 
done:=falsei 
while not done do 

begin 
j:=j+1; 
if dics[j].aname=v 

then 6egin 
getptr:=dics~j].head; 
pos:=j; 
writeln(outfl, ': attrib 
done:=true 

poss=', j:3); 

end 
end; <•while•> 

end; C•getptr•> 
<••> 

<• *) 

function ser(e:integeri gg:attrib; hh:dict1):integer; 
(•search log file for the number of tuples satisfy the•> 
<•selection predicate, with option·=· •> 
var r,v:next; 

done:boolean; 
begin 

r:=hhCeJ.headi 
done:=false; 
while Cr<> nil) and not done do 
begin 

if gg=r'".value 

end 

then begin 
ser:=r·.counti 
writeln(outfl, '# of tuples 

r·.count:3); 
done:=true 

endi 
r:=r'".ptr 

endi C•ser•> 
<••> 

function cnt(ee:integeri uu:attribi vv:dict1i 
opt2:attrib):integer; 

with',gg:12,'=', 

<•search log file for number of tu~les satisfying the select~ 
<•predicate, with option'>' or '<'--non-euqi selectionA) 

var r:nexti 
sum:integeri 
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begin 

endi 

<••> 

r:=vvCeeJ.headi 
SU!": ::sQ; 

while Cr<> nil) do 
begin 

if opt2='> 
then if 

else if 

r:=r-.ptr 
endi 

r-.value > uu 
then begin 

sum:=sum + r-.c9unti 
writeln(outfl, cnt:', r·.count:2, 

r-.value:12, '>', uu:12) 
end 

opt2='< • 
then if r·.value < uu 

then begin 
sum:=sum + r-.counti 
writeln(outfl, 'cnt:', r·.count:2, 

r·.value:12,' <', uu:12) 
endi 

cnt:=sumi 
writeln(outfl, 'there are ',sum:3, • 

uu:12) 
values',opt2:10, 

function keyattrib (w7:attrib):integer: 
(•find out which relation has attrib 'w7' as key•> 
C•if the attrib is not a key, ·o· is returned•) 
var i,tt :integer; 
begin 

end; 
C••> 

tt:=o; 
for i:=1 to curel do 

if dire[iJ.ke¥=w7 
then tt:=i, 

keyattrib:=tt; 
<•keyattrib•> 
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function qtser la1m:attr10; mm:1ntegerJ:1nteger; 
(*get the record number where the temporary file is•> 
(*stored in a specified query tree array •> 
var found:boolean; 

i,j:integeri 
begin 

if aim<> 'none 
then begin 
found:=false; 

, (•not a temp file•> 

end; 

C••> 

i:=o; 
while not found do 

be9in 
1:=i + 1; 
if aim=qtt(mm, iJ.flname 

end 

then begin 
qtser:=ii 
found:=true 
end 

end (•then•> 
else qtser:=O 

C•qtser•> 

procedure childdone (o1, o2:integer); 
(*update parent status when its child finishes the op•> 
<•check which child finishes the op and change its •> 
<•status to 'done' •> 
var chd, par:attribi 

a4:integer; 
begin 

chd:=qtt(o1, o2J.flnamei 
par:=qtt(o1, o2J.parenti 
a4:=qtser(par, o1>i 
if a4 <> 0 then 

with qtt(o1, a4J do 
if chd=lchild.cname 

then lchild.cdone:=true 
else if chd=rchild.cname 

then rchild.cdone:=true; 
end; C•childdone•> 
(**) 

(**) 
procedure joinchild Crr1, rr2:integer); 
<•The recursive algorithm tests if the current op has a~ 
~*join OP!.. at lower .leve~. If it_ ~a?, char:ige _ fla9 to ~> 
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~•true. This procedure 1s essential 1n a1st1ngu1sh what•J 
<•level in the query tree the current operation is at ~> 
<•and consequent!~ determine what procedure to call for*' 
<•estimating the file sizes. 

var lch,rch,opr,opr2:attrib; 
i,j:integer; 

begin 
with qtt[rr1, rr2] do 
begin 

rch:=rchild.cname; 
lch:=lchild.cname; 

end; 

<•get children file names•> 

if lch <> 'none • 
then begin 

J:=qtser(lch, rr1); 
opr:=qtt,rr1, j].opary.opx; 
if (opr= join ') or (opr='semijoin 

then jchild:=true 
else 

end; 
joinchild(rr1, J>; 

if rch <> 'none • 
then begin 

i:=gtser(rch, rr1); 
opr2:=qtt~rr1, iJ.opary.opx; 
if (opr2= join ') or (opr2='semijoin 

then jchild:=true 
else 

end; 
joinchild(rr1, i); 

endi C•joinchild•) 

<••> 

procedure qtrcopr (aa,bb:integer; q3,q4:attptr); 
<•store the resu ting attribs after ea. op•> 
var j:integer; 
begin 

for j:=aa to bb do 
begin 

q3·.attaryCjJ:=q4·.attary[jJ; 
writeln(outfl, j:2, q3·.attaryCjJ:14) 

end 

. ) 

') 
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endi 

<••> 
procedure qtrupdate (tot, nm, byy:integeris6:attptri 

d1, d2:integer); 
<•The procedure updates status of temp file records for•> 
<•each temp file after the size is estimated. It records•> 
<•the resulting file size,# of tuples, bytes per •> 
<•tuples and resulting attribs for projection. ~) 

var s2, s3,s4,s5:attptri 
i,j,aS,b,c,k,m,n,count:integeri 
lch,rch,val:attribi 

begin 
writeln(outfl, ': qtrupdate'); 
with qtt[d1, d2J do 
begin 

fini:=truei (•update status•> 
bpt:=tot; C• # of bytes per tuple•> 
tupnum:=nmi <•#of tuples•> 
totsize:=by)I; 
writelnCoutfl, 'bytes per tuel•=', bpt:3); 
writeln(outfl, '# of tuples=, tupnum:3); 
writeln(outfl, 'total size=', totsize:3); 
writeln(outfl, 'status:avail--', avail,',', 

'fin--•, fini); 
lch:= lchild.cnamei 
rch:= rchild.cname; 
writeln(outfl, ' lchild:',lch:12,',', 

lchild.cdone); 
~riteln(outfl, • rchild:',rch:12,',', 

rchild. cdone); 
new(s2)i 
if opary.opx = 'projection' 

then begin 
a5:=s6·.attnumi (•get# of resulting attr~) 
s2-.attnum:=as; <•#of attribs •> 
writeln(outfl, 'resulting attribs:'); 
qtrcopy(1, aS, s2, s6); 

finattr:=s2i 
if finattr=nil 

then writeln(outfl, 'finattr=nil') 
end; 

<•recording relations have been worked oil") 
b:= finrelC1Ji 
c:=1i 
k:=1; 
writeln(outfl, 'rels. have been worked upon', 

•, up to this op:~); 
while b <> 0 do 



end; 

<••> 

end; 

Deg1n 
writelnCoutfl, 
c:=c + 1; 
b:= finrelC:cJ 

end; 
<•with*) 

111riteln(outfl) 

C•qtrupdate•> 
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c:1,'th rel.# .. . , b:3); 

procedure selection Coper, opt:attribi el, e2:integer); 
<•compute temp file size for selection without child•> 
<•of join •> 
var op,y,z,par,chd:attrib; 

s1,s2,s3,s4,s5:attQtr; 
k,num,sum,r,a,a2,aJ,a4,a5,i,j,tupl,bytes:integer; 
degree,anum,temp1,temp2,aa:integer; 
tt:real; 
p4:next; 

function selectpl(s7:attptr; rr,h1,h2:integer;d1:dict1):integer; 
C•get the# of tuples satisfy one selection predicate•> 
(•with three attributes •> 
var op,y,z,par,chd,opt:attrib; 

s1,s2,sJ,s4,s5:attptr; 
k,gnum,sum,r,a,a2,a3,a4,a5,i,j,kk,tupl,bytes,nn:integer; 
p4:next; 

begin 

z:=s7·.attaryCh1J; C•attrib name•> 
y:=s7·.attaryCh2J; <•value of attrib*) 
nn:=h1 + 1; (•option: ">"or·=·•> 
opt:=s7·.attaryCnnJ; 
writelnCoutfl, 'selection predicate:'); 
writelnCoutfl, z, opt, y); 

if z=direCrrJ.key <•test for key*) 
then 
gnum:=1 C•1 tuple in each rel.*) 

else begin 
<•nonkey, search 109 file•> 

a:=Q; <•position of the attribute in log file•> 
p4:=getptr(rr, a, z)i C•get pos in log file•> 
if O t="= ' 

t~en gnum:=ser(a, y, d1) (•equal select*) 
else gnum:=cntCa, y, d1, opt)i(•nonequal select*) 



endi 

begin 
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end; 
selectpl:=gnumi 

C•selectpl•> 

<•calculate# of resulting tuples•> 

r:=qttCe1, e2J,relC1Ji <•rel. selection performed on•> 
writeln(outfl, compute temp file size of R', r:3,' :'); 
writeln(outfl, 'op is•, oper:12); 
s1:=qttCe1, e2].ptraryi 
anum:=s1·.attnum; C•get # of attributes•> 
if s1 <> nil 

then begin 
<•one selection predicate••> 

num:=selectpl(s1, r, 1, 3, dmCrJ·);C•first 3 attribs•> 
C•two selection predicates combined by AND•> 

if anum=7 <•total 7 attribs•> 
then begin 

aa:=numi 
temp1:=selectpl(s1, r, 5, 7, dmCrJ·); 

(•process 2nd select predicate•> 
temp2:=direCrJ.tuplesi 

(•cardinality of the rel.•> 
writeln(outfl,'tup1=',temp1,' tup2=',aa)i 
writeln(outfl,'cardi=',temp2)i 

tt:=aa • temp1 / temp2; 
writeln(outfl,'tt =tup2•tup1/cardi =',tt)i 

a5:=round(tt)i 
writeln(outfl,'round(tt)=',a5)i 

if Ctt < 1) or Ca5 < 1) 
then a5:=1i 

num:=a5i 
end; 

writeln(outfl, ':num =',num:4)i 

sum:=Oi <•store total# of bytes per tuple•> 
C•add up bytes of each attrib per•> 
<•tuple, including key attribute •> 

degree:=direCrJ.attnum; <•degree of the relation•> 

for k:=1 to degree do 
sum:=sum + szCr, kJ.byti(•add up bytes per tuple•> 
writeln(outfl, 'bytes per tuple= •,sum:4)i 

bytes:=sum * numi 
(•bytes per tuple•# of tuples selected•> 

writeln(outfl, 'the size off for R', r:3,' is•, 
bytes:S)i 

qtt[e1, e2J.finrelC1J:=ri 
childdone(e1, e2)i 
s2:=qttCe1, e2J.ptrary; 



endi 
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qtrupdatetsum, num, by1es, sl, el, elJi 
(•recording resulting attribs•) 

new(s4); 
writeln(outfl, 'resulting attribs:'); 
a2:=direCrJ.attnum; <•print resulting attrs*) 
s4-.attnum:=a2: 
for a3:=1 to a2 do 
begin 

s4·.attaryCa3J:=szCr, a3J.attr; 
writeln(outfl, a3:2, s4·.attaryCa3J:14) 

end; 
qtt[e1, e2J.finattr:=s4; 
writeln(outfl) 

end <•then•> 
(•selection•> 

procedure selectjoin (op12, opt12:attrib; w11, w12:integer); 
<•This procedure computes temporary file size for selection•) 
<•with a join operation at a lower level •> 
var s7,p1,p2:attptr; 

y:attrib; 
m,n,sum,tupl,bytes,l,k,num:integeri 

begin 
y:=qttCw11, w12J.lchild.cname; 
m:=qtser(y, w11)i 

(•cop~ the size of its operand•) 
with qtt[w11, mJ do 
begin 

sum:=bpti 
tupl:=tupnum; 
b~tes:=totsize 

end, 
writeln(outfl, 'For lack of statistics, size after'); 
writeln(outfl, 'selectjoin is assumed to be the same'); 
writelnCoutfl, 'as its operand.'); 
writeln(outfl, 'temp file size of ',qtt[w11, w12J.flnam•)i 
writeln(outfl, '# of tuples=', tupl); 
writelnCoutfl, 'bytes ier tuples=', sum); 
writeln(outfl, 's1ze = ,bytes); 
<•copy relations that have been worked upon•> 
l:=qtt[w11, mJ.finrelC1Ji 
k:=1i 
while 1 <> 0 do 
begin 
qtt[w11,w12J.finrel[k]:=l; 

k:=k + 1; 
l:=qttCw11, mJ.finrelCkJ; 
end; 
C•copy resulting attributes•) 
p1:=qttCw11, m].finattri 
new(p2); 
writeln(outfl, 'resulting attribs:'); 
if p1 <> nil 

then begin 
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num:=p1 .attnum; l*ff or attr1DS*J 
qtrcopy(1, num, p2, p1); 
endi 

p2-.attnum:=numi 
qttCw11, w12J.finattr:=p2; 

childdoneCw11, w12); 
s7:=qtt(w11, w12].ptrary; 
qtrupdate(sum, tupl, bytes, s7, w11, w12)i 
writeln(outfl); 

end; C*selectjoin*) 

function pjbytsize (rel:integer; jattr:attrib):integeri 
(*look up 1n the directory for byte size of ea. attrib*) 

var i,g,sum:integer; found:booleani 

begin 

end; 

sum:=O; 
found:=false; 
i:=O; 
j:=direCrelJ.attnum; (*#of attribs in ~j) 

while (not found) and Ci<= j) do 
be9in 

1:=i + 1; 
if szCrel, iJ.attr=jattr 

then begin 
sum:=szCrel, iJ.byti 
found:=true 
end 

endi 
pjbytsize:=sum 

C•pjbytsize*) 

procedure projection(opp:attrib; g1, g2:integer); 

<•compute temp file size for a relation after operation 
(*projection without child of join. Two kinds of proj: 
(* 1. project upon original relation. 
(* 2. project upon temp. file. 

var op,y,w,z,lch,rch:attribi 
k,num,sum,r,r2,a,i,j,temp,tupl,bytes:integeri 
s1,s2:attptri 

begin 

y:=qttCg1, g2J.flnamei 
lch:=qtt(g1, g2J.lchild.cnamei 
rch:=qtt(g1, g2J.rchild.cnamei 

oO) 
'ic) 
*) 
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~•proJect upon or1g1na! relat1on•J 
if Clch = 'none ') and Crch = 'none ') 

then begin 
r:=qtt[g1, g2J.rel[1J; 

C•get relation# for which the projection was 
tupl:=dire[rJ.tuples 
end 

C•origi. fl •> 

(•project upon temp file•) 
else begin 

a:=qtser(lch, g1); 
r:=qtt[g1, a].rel[1J; 

(•same rel as child op performed upon•> 
tupl:=qtt[g1, a].tupnum performed•) 

<•temp fl, look for child's tupl size•> 
end; 

writeln(outfl, 'temp file size of ', y:12,' :'); 
writeln(outfl, 'op is ', opp:12, ', upon rel.',r:2); 

C•tupl-total # of tuples in a relation•) 
if r <> 0 

then begin 
sum:=o; 

endi 

s1 :=qtt(g1, g2J.ptrary; 
if s1 <> nil 

then begin 
j:=s1-.attnum; 
for k:=1 to j do 
begin C•look up in directory fer byte size•> 

w:=s1-.attary[k); 
writeln(outfl, 'upon attrib', w:12); 
temp:= pjbytsizeCr, w)i 
sum:=sum +temp 

end; <•for•> 

bytes:=sum * tupli 
(•bytes of attrib projected per tupl•) 
<•times total# of tuples in rel.•> 

writeln(outfl, 'total# of tuples ',' = ', tupl:3); 
writeln(outfl, 'bytes per tuple after projection=', 

sum:3>i 
writeln(outfl, 'the total size=', bytes:4); 
qtt[g1, g2J.finrel[1]:=r; 
qtt[g1, g2J.relC1J:=r; (•update rel. N•> 
childdoneCg1, g2)i 
s2:=qtt[g1, g2J.ptraryi 
qtrupdate(sum, tupl, bytes, s2, g1, g2)i 
writeln(outfl) 

end <•then•> 
end <•then•> 

(•projection•> 
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(**J 

procedure projwchild (op4:attrib; 11, 12:integer); 
(•compute temp file size for projection with join op *) 
C•at its lower level *> 
var s1,s2,s3:attptri 

i,j,k,m,n,temp,l,sum,tupl,bytes,c,b:integeri 
lch,w,y:attribi 
ary:arrayC1 •• 8J of attrib; <•copy projected attribs•> 

begin 
y:=qtt[l1, 12J.flnamei 
writeln(outfl, • temp file size of •, y:12)i 
writeln(outfl, ·op is•, op4:12); 
s1:=qttC11, 12J.ptrary; 
j:=s1·.attnumi C• # of attribs projected*) 
for l:=1 to j do C•copy projected attribs *) 

ary(lJ:=s1 .attaryClJi 
lch:=qttCl1, l2J.lchild.cnamei 
m:=qtserClch, 11); 
i:=qttC11, mJ.finrelC1J; 
n:=1; 
sum:=O; 

C•for ea. rel. search attrib size through directory*) 
while i <> 0 do 

begin 
qtt(l1, 12].finrel(nJ:=ii (•copy final rel.•> 
for k:=1 to j do 

begin 
w:=ary(kJ; 
temp:=pjbytsizeCi,w); <•table look up for size*> 
if temp<> 0 

then begin 
writeln(outfl, •upon attrib',m:12)i 
sum:=sum + tempi 

endi 
n:=n + 1; 

ary(k]:=blank 
end 

i:=qttC11, mJ.finrelCnJ 
end; 

C• # of tuples is that of child's~) tupl:=qtt[l1, mJ.tupnumi 
bytes:=sum * tupl; 

(*bytes of attrib projectioned per tupl*) 
(•times total# of tuples in relation*) 

writelnCoutfl, ·total# of tuples •,• = •, tupl:3); 
writeln(outfl, 'bytes per tuple after projection=', 

sum:3); 
writeln(outfl, 'the total size=', bytes:4); 
childdoneC11, 12); 
s2:=qtt[l1, 12].ptraryi 
qtrupdate(sum, tupl, bytes, s2, 11, 12); 
writeln(outfl) 

C•projwchild•) 
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C••> 
procedure origijoin Copet, opt3, val:attrib; r1, r2, m1, m2: 

integer); 
C•get number of tuples after the equi- or nonequi join•) 
(* or semijoin of two relation •> 
var p1,p2,p3:next; s2:attptr; 

tupl,sum,temp,bytes,i,j,m,n:integer; 
pos1,pos2,a,b:integer; 
found, done:boolean; 

function joinkey(nn:integeri sgl, val3:attrib):integer; 
(•compute# of tuples for join, semijoin operation•> 
<•when one relation has the Joining attrib as key. •> 
C•The resultant# of tuples 1s the sum of the •> 
(•postings of the values in the other relation. •> 
var q2,q3,q4:next; pos5,temp:integer; 
begin 

pos5:=o; 
temp:=Oi 
q3:=getptr(nn, pos~, val3)i 
if sgl='= 

then 
while (q3 <> nil) do 

begin 
temp:=temp + q3·.count; 
q3:=q3-.ptr 

end 
else 

if sgl='> 
then begin 

if q3 <> nil 
then q3:=q3-.ptr;C•get next higher value•) 
while (q3 <> nil) do 

begin 
temp:=temp + q3-.counti 
q3:=q3-.ptr 

end 
end; 

joinkey:=temp 
end; 

begin 
writeln(outfl, 'compute temp file size:'); 
writeln(outfl,'operation is ',opet,•, options is •, opt3:12)i 
writeln(outfl, 'upon two relations: ','R', r1:2,',','R',r2:2)i 
writeln(outfl, 'joining attrib name is: ', val:12); 
j:=keyattrib(val); (•find out which rel. has 'val'*) 

<•as key attrib*) 
if r1=j 

then tupl:=Joinkey(r2, opt3, val) 
else if r2=J 

then tupl:=joinkey(r1, opt3, val) 



e.lse 
begin 
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pos1: =o; 
pos2:=o; 
p1:=getptr(r1, pos1, val); 

(•pos1,pos2 will get the position the attrib is stored•> 
<•in the log file •> 

p3:=getptr(r2, pos2, val); 
tupl:=o; <•num. of tuples after join or semijoin•> 
if opt3=·= • then 
be9in 
while (p1 <> nil) do 

begin 
found:=false; 
p2:=p3; 
while CP2 <> nil) and (not found) do 

begin 
if p1·.value=p2·.value 

then begin 
temp:=p1·.count * p2·.count; 
writeln(outfl, ·join:·,temp:3,p1·.value:12); 
tupl:=tupl + temp; 
found: =tr-ue 

end; 
p2:=p2·.ptr 

end; <•while•) 
p1:=p1·.ptr 

endi <•while*) 
end; (*then•) 

endi (*else•) 

writeln(outfl, •# of tuples after •,opt3:12,opet:12, • = •, tupl:4); 
sum:=o; 
a:=dire(r1].attnum; <•get# of attribs in the relation•> 
b:=direCr2J.attnum; 
if opet=·join 

then begin 
<•add up brtes per tuple for two relations•) 
<•after Jon, but subtract the brtes of •> 
<•the joining attrib from one re ation--r1•> 

for i:=1 to a do 
sum:=sum + szCr1, iJ.byti (•1st relation•> 

for i:=1 to b do 
sum:=sum + sz[r2, iJ.byt; (•2nd relation•> 

if Cr1 = 1) or Cr1 = 2) or ,r1 = 3) 
then pos1:=pos1 + 1; 

sum:=sum - sz[r1, pos1J.byt; 
writeln(outfl, ·b~tes per tuple after•, 

opt3:12, opet:12, • = •, sum:4); 
bytes:=sum * tupli 
writeln(outfl, ·temp file size of f is •,bytes:S)i 
writeln(outfl) 

end 
else if opet=·semijoin 

then be9in 
if qttCm1, m2J.opary.semij:•r 

then 
<•semijoin upon 2nd relation •> 
<•add up bytes per tuple in 2nd •> 
C•relation--r2 •> 

for i:=1 to b do 



endi 
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sum:=sum ~ szLrt, iJ.oyt, 
if qtt[m1, m2).opary.semij='l 

then 
(*semijoin projected upon 1st rel.•> 

for i:=1 to a do 
sum:=sum + sz[r1, i).byti 

writeln(outfl, 'bytes per tuple after ·,opt3:12, 
opet:12, • = ·, sum:4)i 

bytes:=sum * tupli 
writeln(outfl, 'the size of f is •, bytes:5)i 
writeln(outfl) 

endi 
qtt[m1, m2J.finrel[1):=r1i 
qtt[m1, m2J.finrel[2l:=r2i 
childdone(m1, m2)i 
s2:=qtt[m1, m2).ptraryi 
qtrupdate (sum, tupl, bytes, sZ, m1, m2)i 
wri teln ( outf 1) 

(*jointtuple*) 

procedure attrjoin(trr,pos, r1,f1:integeriv8:attrib)i 
<•copy resulting attribs for join/semijoin perform*) 
(*upon 1 orig. rel & 1 temo file *) 

var p7,p8,p3:attptri 
i,j,k,m,n:integeri 
x:attribi 

begin 
(•copy 2 children's attribs •> 

p7:=qtt[trr, f1).finattri (*temp file attrib•) 
new(p8)i 
writeln(outfl, 'resulting attribs:'); 
if p7 <> nil 

then begin 
m:=p7-.attnum; <•#of attribs •> 
qtrcopy(1, m, 08, p7) 
endi 

(*copy orig. rel.'s atribs*) 
n:=m; 
m:=dire[r1).attnumi (•# of attribs•> 
i:=1i 
while Ci <=m> do 
begin 

x:=sz[r1, i).attri 
if x <> v8 (*copy att <> joining attrib*) 

then begin 
n:=n + 1i 



end; 
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po .a~~aryLnJ:=K, 
writeln(outfl, n:2,ps·.attaryCnJ:14); 
end; 

i:=i + 1; 
end; 
p8·.attnum:=n; <•total# of attribs*) 
qttttrr, pos).finattr:=p8; 

C•attrjoin•> 

procedure copyjoinattr Ctr, pos, c1, c2:integer;vs:attrib); 
<•copy the resulting attribs after coeffjoin •> 
(* and estimjoin •> 
var p1,p2,p3:attptr; 

i,j,k,m,n:integer; 

begin 

endi 

<•copy 2 children's attribs"'1 
p1:=qttttr, c1J.finattr; 
p2:=qttttr, c2J.finattr; 
new(p3)i 
writeln(outfl, 'resulting attribs:'); 
if p1 <> nil 

then begin 
m:=p1·.attnum; C• # of attribs •> 
qtrcopy(1, m, p3, p1) 
endi 
<•record 2nd temp file's attrib at end of 1st•> 

if p2 <> nil 
then begin 

n:=m + 1i 
m:=p2·.attnum; 
J:=m + n -1; 
1: = 1; 
while Ci <= m) do 

begin 
if p2·.attary(iJ <> vS 

then be~in 
p3 .attarytnJ:=p2·.attaryCiJi 
writ@lnCoutfl, n:2, p3·.attaryCnJ:14)i 
n:=n + 1; 
end; 

i:=i + 1; 
end 

end 
else writeln(outfl, 'copyjoinattr: p2=nil'); 

p3·.attnum:=n-1i <•total# of attribs •> 
qttCtr, pos].finattr:=p3 
C•copyjoinattr•) 
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function coefpt (fnum:integer; wS:attrib):real; 
<•Compute 
<•tuples. 
C•coef 
C•tup 
C•temp 
C•coef 

coefficient for estimating number of resultant•> 
•> •> in an attrib*) 

the attrib. *) 

the coefficient 
# of all possible values presented 
# of different values occurring in 
tup / temp. 

var c,i:integer; 
p1:next; temp,tup:integer; 
coef:real: 

•> 

begin 
tup:=dire[fnumJ.tuples; 
c:=Oi 

C•tot # of occurrences•> 
p1:=getptr(fnum, c, w5); 
temp:=o; 
while (p1 <> nil) do 

begin 
temp:= temp+ 1; 
p1:=p1·.ptr 

end; 

<•add up diff. value•> 

writeln(outfl, 'thtre are', temp:3,' diff. values of', 
w5:12,in rel. , fnum:3); 

coef:=tup, temp; 
coefpt:=coef 

end; C•coefpt•> 

( * *) 

function attrsemij Cnum,rr,ttr,ps:integer):integer; 
<•copy final attribs for coff. semijoin perfor~ing •> 
<•on 1 orig. file & 1 temp file •> 
<•copy attribs of the orig rel. when op projects •> 
(•upon it, at the same time calculate bytes per •> 
<•tuple •> 
var i,k,temp:integer; 

s9:attptr; 
y:iittrib; 

begin 
new(s9); 
temp:=o; 
for i:=1 to num do 
begin 
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sY .attaryL1J:=szLrr, 1J.attr; 
temp:=temp + sz(rr, i].byt; 

end; 
qttCttr, ps].finattr:=s9; 
attrsemij:=temp; 

C•attrsemij•) 

function semiattr(ll, rr:integer; ss3:attptr; pp1,pp2,cc1, 
c~l:integer):integer; 

<•the function will add up bytes per tuple for the•> 
(*left or right temp file semijoin projects upon *) 
C•and also copy the resulting attribs of semijoin •> 
C•from the temp file projected on •> 
var sub,te~p,temp2,ind,rr4:integer; 

w:attr1bi 
s9:attptri 
found:boolean: 

begin 

temp2:=o; 
new(s9); 
s9·.attnum:=ll; (•total# of attribs•> 

for sub:=1 to 11 do 
begin 

w:=ss3·.attary(sub]; 
<•copy final attribs•> 

s9·.attary(sub]:=w; 
writeln(outfl, ·semij attr',sub:2,•:•,w:12); 

C•look up in dir. for byte size•> 

if rr <> 0 
then begin 

<•called from coeffjoin•> 
temp:=pjbytsize(rr, w); 

writeln(outfl, •byte size=·,temp, 
', rel:',rr:3); 

end 

else begin 
(•called fro~ estimjoin•> 
C•loop through all rel·s worked~ 

ind:=o; 
found:=false; 
temp:=o; 

while (ind<= 8) and (not found) do 
begin 

ind:=ind + 1; 
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rr~:=qttLPpl, ppcJ.r1nreiL1naJ, 
if rr4 <> 0 

then temp:=pjbytsize(rr4, w); 
if temp<> 0 

then begin 
found:=true; 
writeln(outfl, 'byte size=·, 

temp:2, ·, rel:',rr4)i 
end 

end; 
temp2:=temp2 + tempi 

C•for•) 
qttCccl, cc2J.finattr:=s9; 

<•store ptr to final attribs•> 
semiattr:=temp2; 

end; C•semiattr•> 
(*bytes/tuple*) 

procedure coeffjoin (op8, opt8, v3:attrib;a, b, tt, ss:integer; 
nl, n2:integer); 

(*join & semijoin operation performed on 1)two temp files•) 
<•2> one ori9inal rel. & one temp filei •> 
C•use coefficient to estimate resulting# of tu~les and •) 
C•calcuate the size •> 
var i,J,tupl,sum,bytes,tup1,tup2,kk:integeri 

su6, tt1,tt2,aa,rrl:integer; 
s2,s8:attptri 
coef1,coef2,temp1,temp2:reali 

begin 
writeln(outfl); 
i:=keyattribCv3); 
if nl <> 0 

then tup1:=qtt[tt, n1J.tupnum 
else tupl:=dire[aJ.tuples; <•# of tuples of orig. rel*) 

if n2 <> 0 
then tup2:=qtt[tt, n2J.tupnum 
else tup2:=dire[bJ.tuples; 

<•1st temp file has key attrib*) 
if Ci=a> and Ctup1 <> 0) 

then begin 
coef2 =coefpt(b, v3)i 
temp1 =tup2 * coef2i <•estimate using coeff•) 
tupl: round(templ) 
end 
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else it l1=bJ and ltupl <> UJ 
then begin 

coef1:=coefpt(a, v3); 
temp1:=tup1 * coef1; 
tupl:=round(temp1) 
end 

else C•no temp fl has key attrib•) 
if Ci <>a) and Ci<> b) 

then begin 
coef1:=coefpt(a, vJ); 
coef2:=coefptCb, v3)i 
temp1:=coef1 * coef2 * tup1 * tup2 / 2; 
tupl:=round(temp1) 
end; 

if (tup1=0) 
then writeln(outfl, '# of tupl=O for rel',a:2) 
else if Ctup2=0) 

then writeln(outfl,'# of tupl=O for rel',b:2); 
writeln(outfl, '# of tuples after join of two temp fl=', 

tupl:3)i 
(*b~tes per tuple=sum of two chidlren's temp~) 
<•file sizes ~) 

<•calculate bytes per tuple & copy resulting attr~) 
if op8='Join 

then 6e~in 
if (n1 <> 0) and Cn2 <> 0) 

<•two temp files•) 
then begin 

j:=pjbytsize(a, v3); 

else 

<•joining attrib's size•> 
sum:=qtt[tt, n1J.bpt + qtt[tt, n2J.bpt - j; 
copyjoinattr(tt, ss, n1, n2, v3); 
end 
begin <•either one is orig. rel•) 
if Cn1=0> 
then begin 

j:=pjbytsizeCa, v3); 

rrl:=ai 
tt2:=qtt[tt, n2].bpt; 
end 

else if (n2 = 0) 
then begin 
rrl:=bi 
j:=pjbytsizeCb, v3)i 
tt2:=qtt[tt, n1J.bpt; 
endi 

tt1:=Q; 
aa:=dire[rrl].attnum; 
for sub:=1 to aa do 

tt1:=tt1 + sz[rrl, subJ.byt; 
sum:=tt1 + tt2 - j; <•bytes per tuple•> 
if Cn1=0) <•copy result attribs•> 

then attrjoin(tt, ss, rrl, n2, v3) 
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end 

else 
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else 1t lnl=UJ 
then attrjoin(tt, ss, rrl, n1, v3)i 

, *) 

if op8='semijoin ' 
then if qtt[tt, ss].opary.semij='l 

then begin 
(*projecting upon left child temp file•) 

if n1 <> 0 
then begin 

s8:=qtt[tt, n1J.finattri 
if s8 <> nil 
then begin 

writeln(outfl, 
'projected on left child', 
qtt(tt, ssJ.lchild.cname:12>; 
kk:=se-.attnumi 
sum:=semiattrCkk, a, s8, 0, 0, 

tt, ss)i 
<•search byte size in 'a'•) 
(*update resulting attribs*) 
(*for file at 'tt, ss' •> 

end 
end 

else if n1 = 0 

end 
else 

(*project on left rel.•) 
then begin 

writeln(outfl,'proJ on l,R:',a:2); 
kk:=dire(aJ.attnum, 
sum:=attrsemij(kk,a,tt,ss); 

end 

if qtt(tt, ss].opary.semij='r 
then begin 

if n2 <> 0 
C•proj on r temp file•) 

then begin 
s8:=qtt(tt, n2J.finattri 
if s8 <> nil 

else 

then begin 
writeln(outfl, 
'projected on right:', 
qtt(tt, ssJ.rchild.cname:12); 
kk:=sa·.attnumi 
sum:=semiattr(kk, b, s8, 0, 

O, tt, ss)i 
end 

end 
if n2=0 
C•proj on r orig. rel•) 
then begin 
writelnCoutfl,'proj on r,R:', 

b:2)i 
kk:=dire(bJ.attnumi 
sum:=attrsemij(kk, a, 

tt, ss)i .. 
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enci; 
endi 

writeln(outfl, 'bytes per tuple after•, op8:12,opt8:12, 
'1s ·,sum:4); 

bytes:=sum * tupli 
writelnCoutfl, 'the temp file size off is •, bytes:S); 
if (n1 <> 0) and Cn2 = 0) then 

qtt[tt, ssJ.finrelC1J:=qttCtt, n1J.finrelC1J 
else 
if (n1 = 0) and Cn2 <> 0) then 
qtt(tt, ssJ.finrelC1J:=qttCtt, n2J.finrelC1J 
else begin 
qtt(tt, ssJ.finrelC1J:=qttCtt, n1J.finrelC1J; 
qtt(tt, ssJ.finrelC2l:=qttCtt, n2J.finrelC1J; 
end; 

childdone(tt, ss); 
s2:=qtt[tt, ssJ.ptrary; 
qtrupdate(sum, tupl, bytes, s2, tt, ss); 
writeln(outfl) 
C•coeffjoin*> 

procedure estimjoin (op6, opt6:attribi y1, y2:integer); 
C•comute temp file size for join op with child of join*) 
(*estimate the file size based on the temp fl size of •> 
<•the two children to be joined •> 
var w1,w2,w3:attribi 

p1,p2,p3,s2,s8:attptr; 
tup1,tup2,i,j,m,n,k,sum,bytes,tupl,temp,kk:integeri 
found:booleani 

begin 
w1:=qtt(y1, y2J.lchild.cnamei 
w2:=qtt(y1, y2J.rchild.cnamei 
i:=qtser(w1, y1)i 
j:=qtser(w2, y1); 
tup1:=qtt[y1, iJ.tupnum; 
tup2:=qtt(y1, j).tupnumi 
tupl:=tup1 * tup2 div 2; <•estimated# of tuples•> 
p2:=qtt(y1, y2J.Qtrary; 
w3:=p2-.attary(1Ji (•joining attrib •> 

<•copying relations worked upon•) 
m:=qtt[y1, iJ.finrelC1Ji 
n:=1; 
found:=falsei <•table lookup for joining attrib'~ 

byte size*) 

(•copy !child's•> while m <> 0 do 
begin 

qtt(y1, y2J.finrelCnJ:=mi 
if not found <•table lookup 

then teme:=pjbytsizeCm, w3)i 
for byte size •> 



1t temp<> u 
then found:=truei 

n:=n + 1; 
m:=qttCy1, iJ.finrelCnJ; 

endi 
m:=gtt(y1, jJ.finrelC1Ji 
k:=1i 
while m <> 0 do <•copy rchild's •> 

begin 
qtt(y1, y2J.finrelCnJ:=mi 
if not found 

then temp:=pjbytsize(m, w3)i 
if temp<> O 

then found:=true; 
n:=n + 1; 
k: =k + 1 ; 
m:=qtt(y1, jJ.finrelCkJ 

endi 
writeln(outfl, '# of tuples after ·, op6:12, opt6:12, 

•is•, tupl:4>i 
<•calculate bytes /tuple & copy resulting attribs*) 

• if op6='join 
then begin 

<•bytes per tuple= sum of bpt of two children -

else 

byte size of joining attrib •> 
sum:=qtt(y1, iJ.bpt + qttCy1, JJ.bpt - tempi 
copyjoinattr(y1, y2, i, j, w3), 
end 

if op6='semijoin • 
then if gtt(y1, y2].opary.semij='l ' 

(*projected on left child temp file•> 
then begin 

s8:=qtt(y1, iJ.finattri 
if s8 <> nil 

else 
end 

then begin 
kk:=ss·.attnumi 
writeln(outfl, 
'projected on left child', 
qttCy1, y2J.lchild.cname:12)i 
sum:=sem1attr(kk, 0, s8, y1, i, 

y1, y2) 
end 

if qttCy1, y2J.opary.semij='r 
(*projected on right child•) 

then begin 
s8:=qtt(y1, j].finattri 
if sB <> nil 
then begin 

kk:=ss·.attnumi 
writeln(outfl, 
'projected on rchild', 
qtt(y1, y2].rchild.cname:12)i 
sum:=sem1attr(kk, 0, s8, 
end 

y1, j, y1, y2); 
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writeln(outfl,;byte1 per tup!e after·, op6:12, opt6:12, 
1s , sum:4>, 

bytes:=sum * tupli 
writeln(outfl, ·the temp file size off is 

<•update status•) 
s2:=qtt(y1, y2J.ptraryi 

', bytes:S>i 

childdone(y1, y2)i 
qtrupdate(sum, tupl, bytes, s2, y1, y2)i 

(•estimjoin•> 

procedure jointuple (op9, opt9:attribi j1, j2:integer)i 
(•compute temp file size for join operation without•> 
(*join operation at lower level •> 
C•1) join and semij·oin of two original relations •> 
C•2> ~oin and semi oin of two temp files •> 
<•3> Join/semij of 1 tem file & 1 original rel. •> 

var u1, u2, u3,w,x,y,z:attribi m,n,i,j:integeri 
p1:attptri 

begin 

u1:=qttCJ1, j2J.lchild.cnamei 
u2:=qtt[J1, J2J.rchild.cnamei 
writeln(outfl,.~Xjointuple•); 
wri teln ( out f 1); 

(*perform on two original rel·s•> 
if (u1= 'none ·> and 

Cu2=·none ·> 
then begin 

m:=qttCj1, j2J.rel[1Ji 
n:=qtt[J1, J2J.rel(2Ji 
u3:=qtt[j1, j2J.ptrary·.attaryC1Ji 
origijoin (op9, opt9, u3, m, n, j1, j2) 
end 

else begin 
if Cu1 <> 'none ·> and (u2 <> 'none 

<•perforem on two temp files•> 
then begin 

i:=qtser(u1, j1)i 
j:=qtserCu2, J1)i 

C•rel's to be joined upon•> 

. ) 

<•same as rel# temp file resulted from•> 
m:=qttCj1, iJ.relC1Ji 
n:=qtt(J1, jJ.relC1Ji 
end 
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~•one temp tile one orig. re1.•J 
else if (u1 = •none 

(u2 <> 'none '> and , ) 

end 

<•left child--original rel.•> 
then begin 

else 

writeln(outfl,.jtup:1-ori. i:=o; 
j:=qtser(u2, J1)i 
m:=qttC~1, j'2J.relC1]; 
n:=qttC 1, J.relC1 ; 
writelnlout l,'::m=~,m:2,' 
end -

if (u1 <> 'none 
(u2 = '"none 

·> and . ) 

& r-temp'"); 

n=·,n:2); 

then 
<•right child is original rel.•) 

be9in 
wr1teln(outfl,'jtupl:temp, r-ori'); 
i:=gtser(u1, j1); 
j:=Oi 
m:=qttC~1, iJ.relC1Ji 
n:=qtt[J1, j2J.relC1Ji 
writeln(outfl,'::m=',m:2,' n=',n:2); 
endi 

p1:=qtt[j1, j2J.ptrary; 
if p1 <> nil 

then u3:=p1·.attar~C1Ji (•joining attrib*) 
coeffjoin (op9, opt9, u3, m, n, j1, j2, i, j); 

end; C•jointuple*) 

<••> 
<••> 
procedure flsize(op1, op2:attribi c1,c2:integer); 
<•the procedure calculates the intermediate file size *l 
(* after an operation is performed, by calling AJ 
(•procedures: selection, projection, jointuple·-for joinjif) 
<•and semijoin operations 
var y,z:attribi 
begin 

if qttCc1, c2J.avail=true 
then begin 

jchild:=falsei 
(*initialize flag for testing if there is join~ 
<•or semijoin at lower level ~ 

joinchild(c1, c2>i 
(*procedure joinchild will change the 'jchild'•) 
C•flag to true if a join is at the lower level*) 
C•of the current operation •> 
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if jchild=false 
then begin 
writeln(outfl)i 

(*no child of join or semijoin*) 

if op1='selection' 
then selection(op1, op2, c1, c2) 

else if 

else if 

op1='projection' 
then proJection(op1, c1, c2) 
(op1='join ') or (op1='semijoin 
then jointuple{op1, op2, c1, c2) 
(•join & semijoin on original•> 
(*rel. & on temp files *) 

end <•then•> 

, ) 

else 
begin 

C•has join or semijoin at lower level•) 

writeln(outfl); 
writeln(outfl,'has join/semijoin ~t lower level'); 
if Cop1=' join 

then 
') or (op1='semijoin 

estimjoin(op1, op2, c1, c2) 
else if op1='projection' 

then 
projwchild(op1, c1, c2) 

else if op1='selectjoin' 
then 

') 

be9in 
wr1teln(outfl, 'XXselectjoin op:'); 
selectjoin(op1, op2, c1, c2); 
end; 

end (*else*) 
end (*then*) 

end; C•flsize•) 
(*•> 
procedure printl Ca:integer; fl:dict1; b:integer)i 
var p:nexti 

i:integeri 
begin 

writeln(outfl); 
if fl[1].head = nil 

then 
writeln(outfl,'relation R',b:2, 'nonexistent or deleted') 
else writelnCoutfl, 'log file for relation R', b:1>; 

writeln(outfl)i 
for i:=1 to a do 
if fl(i].aname <> blank 

then begin 
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wr1telnCoutfl, ·attribute name ts: ·, fll1J.aname:1tJi 
writeln(outfl, ·attrib value count•}; 
p:=flCiJ.headi 
while p <> nil do 
begin 

writeln(outfl, p·.valua:12, p·.count:S); 
p:=p·.ptr 

end; (•while•> 
writeln(outfl> 

end 
end; C•printl•> 

<••> 

procedure printalli 
var i,j,aa:integer; 
begin 

writeln(outfl); 

end; 

writeln(outfl,•print the newest version of the log file•); 
for i:=1 to curel do 
begin 

with direCiJ do 
begin 

aa:=attnumi 
if key<> ·none • 

<•The key is not stored•> 
then aa:=aa - 1; 

endi 
if dmCiJ <> nil 

then printl(aa, dmCiJ•, i); 
writeln(outfl) 

end; C•for•> 

procedure lookup (zz:integer); 
<•store attrib size in a matrix for table lookup•> 
<•·zz• is the zzth relation, j-- jth attrib, a--size in bytes•> 

var a,d,cc:integer; 
w,y:attribi 

begin 
writeln(outfl)i 
readln(data, w, d, cc); <•key attrib, # of tuples•> 
dire[zzJ.key:=wi (*store key attrib*) 
dire(zzJ.tuples:=d; <•store# of tuples•> 
dire[zzJ.attnum:=cci (*# of attribs•> 
writeln(outfl, ·key of R1 ,zz:2,• is 1 ,direCzzJ.key:12, 

·total# of tuples are •,direCzzJ.tuples:3); 
writeln(outfl, 1 # of attribs is', diretzzJ.attnum:3)i 
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Tor J:=1 ~o cc ao 
begin 

readln(data, y, a)i 
sz(zz, ~J.attr:=¥; <•store attrib name•> 
sz[zz, JJ.byt:=a, <•store byte size•> 
writeln<outfl,.'b~tes of ·,~z(zz, jJ:attr:12, 

= , sz(zz, J].byt:2), 
end C•for•) 

C•lookup*) 

procedure qmenui 
begin 

writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl,'a file is opened for query for number of'); 
writeln(outfl, 'tuples with a value.ex. city=Athens'); 
writeln(outfl, 'each query needs 3 lines of input '); 
writeln(outfl, 'line 1: relation name-10 char long'); 
writeln(outfl, 's, p, j, spj')i 
writeln(outfl, 'line 2: attribute name'); 
writeln(outfl, 'line 3: value of that attribute'); 
writeln(outfl,'The following 3 lines are 1 query:'); 
writeln(outfl,'# of tuples with status=20 ins rel.'); 
writeln(outfl,'s '); 
writeln(outfl,'status '); 
writeln(outfl,'20 '); 
writeln(outfl) 

endi C•qmenu•> 

procedure instuplei 
(•insert tuple(s) 
begin 

writeln(outfl>i 
writelnCoutfl, 'insert tuple(s): ')i 
open(data, 'bins1.1', history:=old)i 
update; (•insert•) 
print all; 

endi C•instuple•> 
C••> 

<••> 
procedure deltuplei 
(•delete tuples(s) •> 
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writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl, 'delete tuple(s):'); 
open(data, 'bdel1.l', history:=old); 
update; (•delete•) 
printalli 

endi (*deltuple•> 
( * *) 

( **) 

<••> 
procedure addrelation; 
<•add new relation, update directory at the same time*) 

var rname attrib; 
aa,m: ntegeri 
dpr:d cptri 

begin 

end; 

open(data, 'addr.l', history:=old)i 
reset<data); 
writeln(outfl)i 
curel:=curel + 1; <•add one more relation•> 
readln(data, rname); 
dire[curelJ.rrname:=rnamei 
writeln(outfl, 'Relation name:',rname:12); 
ne111(dpr)i 
lookup(curel); 
writeln(outfl, 'New 
with dire[curelJ do 
begin 

relation•,curel:2,':'); 

aa:=attnumi 
m:=tuples; 
if key<> 'none 

then aa:=aa - 1; 
endi 

<•store attribs excluding key•) 

infile(aa, m, dpr·); 
writeln(outfl)i 
printl(aa, dpr·, curel)i 
dm[curelJ:=dpr; 
close(data) 

<•addrelation•> 

procedure delrelation; 
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<•sample deletion of whole existent relation(s) ~) 
var x,y:attribi 

i,k,l,m:integeri 
begin 

endi 

( * *) 

open(data, "rdel.l", history:•old)i 
reset< data>; 
readln(data, x); (*rel. name of the rel. to be deleted*) 
writeln(outfl, "log file after deletion of R:",x:12)i 
for i:=1 to curel do 
begin 

if dire[iJ.rrname=x 
. then begin 

<•set pointer in the directory to nil•) 
dm[iJ :=nili 
l:=direti].attnum; 

(•delete inform in matrix SZ•> 
For k:=1 to 1 do 
begin 

szti, kJ.attr:=blanki 
szti, kJ.byt:=O; 

endi 
(•delete infrom from array DIRE•) 

wi'th dire[iJ do 
begin 

rrname:=blanki 
relsize:=O; 
key:=blank; 
tuples:=o; 
attnum:=Oi 

endi 

endi (•then•) 
endi C•for•> 
printalli 
close(data); 

C•delrelation•> 

procedure anyupdates; 
<•update Log File 
var x:attribi 

i,j:integeri 
begin 
open(data2, 'anyupd.l', history:=old)i 
reset<data2)i 
OP!~(~ut!l, ·u~d.l", history:=new)i 
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rewr1.te\.ou"tr.1.1, 
writeln(outfl, 'Log File Updates:'); 
writeln(outfl)i 
while not eof(data2) do 
begin 

readln(dita2, x)i 
if x <> none 
then begin 

, 

if x='instuple ' 
then instuple 
else if x='deltuple ' 

then deltu~le 
else if x='addrel 

then addrelation 
else if x='delrel 
then delrelationi 

endi <•then*) 

close(data2)i 
close(outfl>i 

end; C•anyupdates•> 

<••> 

(********) 

procedure Optimizer_initializationi 

" 

C•buile a log file for each of the four relations: *) 
<•supplier, part, projects, spj •> 
var b,i,j,cm,k,m,aa,a,c,sub,sum:integeri 

dpt:aicptri 
relname:attribi 

begin 

open(outfl, "st.l", history:=new)i 
rewrite(outfl)i 
open(data, "dir.l", history:=old)i 
resetCdata); 
writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl, 'input key attrib, # of tuple,"); 
writeln(outfl, '# of attribs,and attrib sizes of ea. R")i 
writeln(outfl, 'for table lookup:"); 

<•••set up directory for relations in system•••> 
b:=Oi 
while not eof (data> do 
begin 

b:=b + 1i C•b-th relation *) 
readln(data, relname)i <•relation name •> 
dire[bJ.rrname:=relnamei <•store rel. name•) 
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wr1te.1.n,outTJ.J, 
writeln(outfl,'relation name:', relname:12); 
lookup Cb) 

endi (•while•> 
c:lose(data); 
curel:=bi C* record# of relations currently in 
writeln(outfl)i system•> 
writeln(outfl, 'toal # of current relations:',c:ure!:jJ; 
writeln(outfl)i 

C•add up the total bytes in a rel.•> 
for sub:=1 to curel do 

begin 
a:=direCsubJ.attnumi c:=o; 
sum:=Oi 
for j:= 1 to a do 

c::=c: + sz(sub, jJ.byt; 
writeln(outfl,'bytes per tuple of R',sub:2,'=',c::3)i 
sum:=c: * direCsubJ.tuplesi 
dire(subJ.relsize:=sumi 
writeln(outfl,'total size=',direCsubJ.relsize:4, 

end; 
'bytes'); 

<•••set up log file as each relation is read in***> 
open(data, 'ori.l', history:=old)i 
reset(data)i 
for j:=1 to mrel do 

dmCjJ:=nili 
i:=o; 
while not eof (data) do 
begin 

writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl)i 
i:=i + 1; (*count# of relations read in•> 
writeln(outfl, 'Relation R',i:2,':'); 
new(dpt)i 
with direCiJ do 
begin 

aa:=attnum; 
m:=tuples; 
if key<> 'none 

then aa:=aa - 1; 
end; 
infile(aa, m, dpt·); 
writeln(outfl)i 
printl(aa, dpt·, i)i 
dmCiJ:=dpt; 

' <•if key attrib exists•> 
<•store 1 less attrib•) 
<•excluding key•) 

(*build log file for ea. R*) 
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C.LOS9\data,; 

open(data, 'comm.l', history:=old); 
reset(data)i 
writeln(outfl)i 
writelnCoutfl, 'communication speed between any 
writelnCoutfl, ·--bytes per tuple:'); two nodes'); 
i:=o; 
while not eof(data) do 
begin 

i:=i + 1; 
j:=Oi 
while not eoln(data) do 
begin 

j:=j + 1; 
read(data, cm)i 
comms~Ci, iJ:=cmi 
write(outf ,i:2,j:2, commsp[i,jJ:6); 

end; 
readln(data)i 
writelnCoutfl); 

endi 
close(data); 
close(outfl)i 

C•initializaiton•> 

procedure samplequeryi 
<•sample queries for the occurrence of a particular 
<•value of an attribute in a relation 
var c:inte;er; 

b,num:1nte9eri 
w,z,x:attr1bi 
pS:nexti 

begin 
open(data, 'sampq.l', history:=old)i 
reset(data)i 
qmenui 
while not eof (data) do 
begin 

readln(datca, x)i 



c:=conver't~x,, 
readln(dat:i, z); 
readln(data, w); 
writeln(outfl); 
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writeln(outfl, •searching R:·, x, • value is',w:12); 
b:=o; 
pS:=getptr(c, b, z); 
num:=ser(b, w, dmCcJ·); 
writeln(outfl, ·in the relation R ', c:2> 

endi <•while*> 
close (data); 

end; <•samplequery•> 
<••> 

procedure uptolow; 
(*Procedure read input file and transform upper case•> 
<•characters to lower ones *) 
var 

a:inteier; 
x:char, 

begin 

end; 

rewrite(outfl); 
while not eof(data) do 

begin 
while not eoln(data) do 
begin 
read(data, x)i 
a:=ord(x); 
if Ca>= 6S) and Ca <=90) 

then begin 
a:=a + 32; 
x:=chr(a)i 
end; 

write(outfl, x); 
end; 
readln(data); 
writeln(outfl)i 

end; 
close(data); 
close(outfl) 

C•uptolow•> 
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procedure readqtreei 
(•read in inform contain in ea. feasible query trees for•) 
(•computing temp file size and later output of query graph•) 

var fl,par,lson,rson,op6,opt6,lr,relname:attribi 
x,y,z,w,zz,v2,v1:attribi 
a,b,c,r,i,J,k,q3,w1,w2,cov:integeri 
phead:attptri 
av,fi,done:booleani 

begin 
open(data, 'allqt.1•, history:=old)i 
reset(data)i 
open(outfl, 'qtout.1•, history:=new)i 
uptolow; 
open(data, 'qtout.l', history:=old)i 
reset(data)i 
open(outfl, 'st2.l', history:=new)i 
rewrite (out fl); 
writeln(outfl); 
writeln(outfl); 
writeln(outfl,'input inform in query tree for calculating'); 
writeln(outfl, 'temp file size after each operation:'); 
readln(data, q3)i (•initial# of the group of trees to be read in•> 
initr:=q3i 
while not eof (data) do 
begin 

i:=Oi 
readln(data, fl, par); 

while fl<> 'endtree • do 
begin 

i:=i + 1; (•store diff. file in array•) 
with qtt(q3, iJ do 
begin 

flname:=fli 
parent:=pari 
writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl); 
writeln(outfl, ':',q3:3, i:3); 
writeln(outfl, 'flname:', flname:12, 

• parent:•, parent:12)i 
readln(data, op6, opt6)i C•ops, loc. op group*) 
opary.op,c:=op6i 
opary.locgroup:=opt6i 
writeln(outfl, 'op·,·:·,oparr.opx:12); 
writeln(outfl, 'locgroup•,•: , 

opary.locgroup:12); 
readln(data, lson, rsonlJ C~lchild, rchild names•> 
lchild.cname:=lsoni 
rchild.cname:=rsoni 
if lson='none • 

then lchild.cdone:=truei 
if rson='none • 

then rchild.cdone:=truei 
writeln(outfl, 'lchild:',l~hild.cname:12, 
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·status··,1en11a.caone1; 
writeln(outfl, Jrehild:•,rchild.cnam•:12, 

·status:',rehild.cdone); 
writeln(outfl); 
readln(data, b); C• # of attrib names or value•> 
writeln(outfl, 'op has•, b:3, • attribs to perform upon'); 
new(phead); 

for k:=1 to b do 
begin 

readln(data, z); 
phead·.attarr[k]:=z; 
writeln(outf, k:2, 'th attrib is:•, 

end; 
phead·.attary[k]:12) 

ptrary:=phead; 
if ptrary=nil 

then writeln(outfl, •:ptrary=nil•); 
ptrary·.attnum:=b; 
if opary.opx <> •projection• 

then begin 
opary.optnx:= 

ptrary·.attary[2]; 
writeln(outfl, 'op. options·, 

·:·, opary.optnx:12) 
end; 

readln(data, av); 
avail:=av; 
if av=true 

then 
if (opary.opx='selection ·> or 

(opary.opx='projeetion') 
then begin 

readln(data, v1); 

else 

<•original rel. # to be performed upon•> 
w1:=convert(v1); 
rel [1J: =wH 
writeln(outfl,'rel. performed upon=·, w1:3); 
end 
if Copary.opx='join 

then begin 
readln(data, v1, v2); 

<•original rel·s to be joined•) 
w1:=eonvert(v1); 
w2:=convert(v2); 
relC1J:=w1; 
relC2l:=w2; 
writeln(outfl,'rels:•, 

w1:2,•,•,w2:2); 
end 

else if (opary.opx='semijoin ') 
then begin 

readln(data, v1, v2); 
w1:=eonvert(v1); 
w2:=convert(v2); 
rel[1]:=w1; 
rel[2]:=w2; 
writeln(outfl,'rels:•, 

w1:2,•,•,w2:2); 
readln(data, lr); 
opary.semij:=lri 
write~n(outfl,'semijoin:•, 
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·proJected back on re1:-, 
lr:12)i 

endi 
if (av=false) and Copary.opx="semijoin 

then ") or . ) 
. ) 

if (lchild.cnamec"none 
Crchild.cname="none 

<•either 1 or r child is original rel•> 
then begin 

readln(data, relname)i 
w1:=convert(relname)i 
rel[1J:=w1i 

else 

readln(data, lr)i 
opary.semij:=lri 
writeln(outfl,"semijoin:", 

"projected back on :",lr:12)i 
end 

C•semijoin on two temp files•> 
begin 
readln(data, lr)i 
opary.semij:=lri 
writeln(outfl,"semijoin:", 

"proj•cted back on ~·,lr:12)i end; 
if (av=false) and (opary.opx="join ") 

then 
if Clchild.cname="none ") or 

(rchild.cname="none ") 
<•either 1 or r child is original rel•> 

then begin 
readln(data, relname)i 
w1:=convert(relname)i 
rel[1J:=w1i 
writeln(outfl)i 
end; 

fini:=falsei 
writeln(outfl, "status of ",fl:12,":", "avail=", 

avail,", fini=",fini)i 
for b:=1 to 8 do 
finrelCbl:=O; 
endi <•with*) 
readln(data, fl, par) 

end; (*while•> 
qt fl c t C q 3 J : = i; < * tot a 1 # o f temp fi 1 es in t he c u r,: -~ ~ 
lasttr:=q3i (•final tree# of the group of trees•> 
q3:=q3 + 1; (•increment tree count•> 

close(data) 
C•readqtree•> 
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(**' 

<••> 
procedure processqt(targ:attribi kk:integer)i 

(•process qtree bottom up; starting from the op. to be•> 
(*performed upon file on leaf node then check status of•) 
(•the parent node. Only when both children fl have been•) 
(•processed can the operation on parent file be performed•) 
var qpos,ii,jj,k:integeri 

ldone,rdone:booleani 
w,op7,opt7:attribi 

begin 

writelnCoutfl); 
writeln(outfl); 
qpos:=qtser(tar~, kk)i 
writeln(outfl, flname',targ:12,' at', kk:3,',', qpos:3); 
ii:=kki 
jj:=qposi 
with qttCii, jjJ do 
begin 

ldone:=lchild.cdonei 
rdone:=rchild.cdonei 

writeln(outfl,'&&: ldone:',ldone,• rdone:',rdone)i 

if !done and rdone 
then be9in 

writeln(outfl, 'rchild & !child are done'); 
avail:=truei 

else 

if opary.opx <>blank 
then begin 

op7:=opary.opxi 
opt7:=opary.optnxi 
if op7='projection' 

then writelnSoutfl, 'flsize: op=',op7:12,-
at ',it:2,',',jj:2) 

else writeln(outfl, flsize: op.=',op7:12, 
·, .. opt}o~s=~,; op~7:12,' at', 

.11:2, , , J,p2>, 
flsize(op7, opt?, ii, Jj} 
endi 

w:=parenti 
if w <> 'none 

end 

then begin 
wr1telnCoutfl, 'parent name=·,w:12); 
processqt(w, ii) 
end 

if ldone and C not rdone) 
then processqt(rchild.cname, ii) 
else processqt(lchild.cname, ii} 

endi (•with•} 

<•processqt•> 
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( **) 
function maxsize (sz1,sz2,nd1,nd2:integer):integer; 
<• compare the size of all the children temp files•> 
<• of the curr. execution node in QG •> 
begin 

if sz1 > sz2 
then begin 

maxsize:=sz1i 
stmp:=nd1; 
end 

else begin 
maxsize:=sz2; 
stmp:=nd2 
end; 

<•maxsize•> 

procedure hr2qg; 
C•The procedure reads in input qurey graphs and stores •> 
<•them in an arrary referenced by a pointer in the header•> 
<•It applies HR2 rule to the cuurent QG, if not qualified•) 
<•reset the qghead to nil and keep on processing the next•> 
C•QG. The Qtree field of the qghead indicates which •> 
(•Querr tree this QG belongs to. After the process is •> 
C•comp eted, QGs that satisfy HR2 are linked in the •> 
<•array of 'gph' •> 
type msz=record 

lc:integer; 
s:integer; 
end; 

(•store children temp file size for comparasion•> 
<•node where temp file reside•> 
<•size of the temp file•) 

var i,j,k,ii,jj,msize,a1,a2,a3,a4,aS,a6,1,m,n,temp:integer; 
cnt,excnt:1nteger; 
done:boolean; 
pr,pq,pg:ex~; 
szary:array~1 •• maxchildJ of msz; 

ch1,ch2,ch3:attrib; <•children temp file name•> 

begin 

open(data, 'qgph.1', history:=old); 
resetCdata)i 
open(outfl, 'qgout.l', history:=new)i 
uptolowi 
open(data, 'qgout.1', history:=old); 
reset(data)i 
open(outfl, 'tt.l',history:•new); 
rewrite(outfl)i 
for i:=1 to maxfg do 

begi!'l. 
<•initialization•> 
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gphLiJ.qtree:=u; 
gphCiJ.qgptr:=nil 

end; 
headct:=Oi 
tr:=Oi 

<•counter for feasible QG's in gph ar~~ 

readln(data, qinitor)i (•read in query initiat node•> 
while not eof (data) do 

begin 
readln(data, aS)i (•tree#•> 
tr:=tr + 1; 
writeln(outfl, 'qtree',a5:3)i 
readln(data, a1, a2)i 
while Ca2 <> 1000) do (•'1000'--endmark for a group ofi) 

C•QGs derived form one Qtree A> 
begin 

done:=false; 
(*The flag is set if one exe node is found•> 
<•unqualified by HR2 and no more rules are•> 
(*applied to other exe nodes in the current•> 
C•QG. The QG is discarded. •> 

cnt:=O; C•exe node count in curr. QG •> 
new(pr); C•ptr for curr. QG•> 
while (a1 <> -1) do 

begin 
writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl); 

C•'-1' is endmark for one QG•> 

cnt:=cnt + 1; 
with pr·ccntJ do 
begin 

exe:=a1i <•store curr. exe node•> 
writeln(outfl, 'execution node',cnt:3,'==·,exe:3); 
if a2 <> 0 then 
for k:=1 to a2 do <•store loc op groups•> 
begin 

readln(data, ca1)i 
locgCkJ:=ch1i 
writeln(outfl, 'loc group',k:2,': ',ch1:12)i 

endi 

readln(data, a3)i C• # of children files•> 
chnum:=a3i 
for l:=1 to chnum do 
begin 

readln(data, ch2, a4)i 

with childrenClJ do 
begin 

chname:=ch2i <•child file name•> 
chnode:=a4; <•node it resides•> 
a6:=qtser(ch2, a5>i <•serach file size•> 

C•in qtree records•> 
chsize:=qttCaS, a6J.totsize; 
writeln(outfl,'teme file',1:2,':',' name=', 

chname:12, node=·, chnode:12, 
•; flsize=',chsize:4)i 

szary[lJ.lc:=chnodei 
szaryClJ.s:=chsizei 

end; 
end; 
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readln(data, ch3)i (*parent file name•> 
parfl:=ch3i 
writeln(outfl, 'parfl=', parfl:13)i 

<•••end input data for 1 QG•••> 

<•••apply HR2 rule•••> 
if done=false 

then 
C•if no unqualified exe nodes•> 
<•continue HR2•> 

if exe=qinitor 
then begin 

stmp:=exai 
msize:=O 
end 

<•test if exe is query initator•) 

else 
if a3=1 (•has only one child•) 

then begin 
stmp:=exei 
msize:=childrenC1].chsizei 
end 

else begin 
writeln(outfl, 'there are',a3:3, 

'# of children'); 
(•find the max size among all children•> 

while ii < a3 do 
begin _ 

jj:=ii + 1; 
msize:=maxsize(szaryCiiJ.s, 
szaryCjjJ.s, szaryCii].lc, 

szary(jj].lc>i 
ii:=ii + 1; 
szaryCii].s:=msizei <•advance maxsize•) 
szaryCii].lc:=stmp 

endi 

writeln(outfl); 
if msize <> 0 then 

writelnCoutfl,'HR2: maxsize=', 
msize:3,' node= ',stmp:2)i 

if stmp <> exe (•exe node does not contain 
(•max amount of data, not 
<•optimal QG, discard curr. 

then begin 
done:=true; (•set flag to skip HR2 test~ 

C *next ex e node ~) 
writeln(outfl, 'unqualified exe node'); 
endi 

readln(data, a1, a2)iC•next exe node*) 
endi C•with•> 
excnt:=cnt (*get# of exe nodes in the curr. QG•> 
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end; <•while--a1<>-1•> 
<•••end of process of 1 QG•••> 

if done<> false 

if 

end; 

then be9in 
wr1.teln(outf1); 

else 

writeln(outfl, 'current QG is unqualified and not stored') 
end 

<•curr QG is qualified and optential optimal•) 
begin <•store curr. QG in qph array•) 
headct:=headct + 1; 
with gphCheadct) do 
begin 
qtree:=aS; <•curr. tree#•> 
qgptr:=pr; 
exnum:=excnt; (•# of exe nodes in curr. QG•> 
writeln(outfl); 
writeln(outfl,'*************************'); 
writeln(outfl,'store',headct:3,'th•,• qualified QG'); 
writeln(outfl,'there are',exnum:2,' exe nodes in the QG'); 
writeln(outfl,'*************************'); 
end; 
writeln(outfl); 

end; 

a2 <> 1000 <•test for end QGs of one qtree•> 
then readln(data, a1, a2}i 
<•while--a2<>1000•> 

close(data}; 
end; 

procedure swap(ww1,ww2:integer); 
<•change the places of the two query graph header in•> 
<•array •> 
var t1,t2,t4:integer; 

py:exp; 
t3:reali 



begin 

C * •> 

(,H) 

with gph(ww1J do 
begin 

t1:=qtree; 
t2:=exnumi 
t3:=transi 
py:=qgptr 

endi 
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with gphCww1J do 
begin 

qtree:=gphCww2J.qtree; 
exnum:=gph(ww2J.exnum; 
trans:=gphCww2].trans; 
qgptr:=gphCww2J.qgptr 

with gphCww2) do 
begin 

qtree:=t1; 
exnum:=t2i 
trans:=t3i 
qgptr:=py 

end; 

procedure sortqg; 
(•procedure sort the reduced QGs by HR2 
(* response time 
var i,m,out,p,j,tt:integeri 
begin 

writeln(outfl)i 

ascending ;it) *) 

writeln(outfl, '***********************'); writeln(outfl, 'sort QGs reduced by HR2 '); 
writeln(outfl, '***********************'); 
m:=headct - 1; 
for i:=1 tom do 
begin 

p: =ii 
j:=i + 1; 
while j <= headct do 
begin 

if gphCjJ.trans < gph(p].trans 
then p:=j; 
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swap(i,p); <•swqp places of th• two QG in th• array•) 

writeln(outfl, i:2,':', gph(i].trans:4); 
end; 
writeln(outfl, headct:2,':', gph[headct].trans:4); 
<•sortqg*) 

procedure rankqg; 

<•sum up transmission time for data transmission of ea. QG •> 
(•in reduced set by HR2; call procedure 'sortqg' to sort QGs •> 
<•in ascending order of transmission time •> 
<•rule for summation: for each exe node in each QG, for •> 
<•temp files at children nodes different from exe nodes, •> 
C•t•mp file size of each of such node is multiplied with •> 
<•communication line speed between the two nodes, which is •> 
<•time need for transmitting the data from child node to exe •> 
(•node, the transmission time is added up for each ex• node •> 
<•in the QG, which is the total transmission time •> 

var px,py:exp; (•ptr to QG•> 
i,j,1,k,m:integer; 
sum,trantime,temp:real; 

begin 
writeln(outfl); 
writeln(outfl); 
writeln(outfl, '*************************************'); 
writeln(outfl, 'compute transition time needed per QG'); 
writeln(outfl, '*************************************'); 
for i:=1 to headct do 
begin 

sum:=o.o; 

C•headct=# of reduced QG's•> 

writeln(outfl); 
writeln(outfl); 
writeln(outfl, ':qg', i:3); 
writeln(outfl); 
k:=gph[iJ.exnum; (•# of exe nodes in curr. QG•) 
px:=gph(i].qgptr; 
writeln(outfl, '# of exe nodes=',k:3); 

for j:=1 to k do 
begin 
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temp:=u.o; (*tran. time tor 1 ex~ node*J 
with px-CjJ do 
begin 

<•curr. exe node in the QG•> 

writeln(outfl, 'exe node', j:2, '==', exe:2)i 
for l:=1 to chnum do(*# of children of exe ·node•) 
with children[ll do 
begin 

writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl,'# of children files:',chnum:3); 
write 1 n (out fl> ; 
writeln(outfl, 'child file', 1:2, '==', 

chname: 12); 
writeln(outfl,'at node', chnode:3,' and size=', 

chsize:4); 
if chnode <> exe 

then be9in 
wr1teln(outfl,'node <> exe '); 
writeln(outfl, 'comm speed of the node & •xe=', 

commsp[chnode, exeJ:6); 
trantime:=chsize I commsp[chnode, exeJ; 
writeln(outfl,'trans. time=', trantime)i 
writeln(outfl); 
temp:=temp + trantimei 
end 

else writeln(outfl, 'node= exe'); 
end; 

writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl,'tran time for exe node',exe:2,' = ',temp); 
end; 
sum:=sum + temp; 

end; <•for•> 
gph[iJ.trans:=sumi <•total transmission time in one QG•> 
writelnCoutfl, '***********************************'); 
writeln(outfl, 'tran time needed for whole QG',i:2,' =·, sum)i 
writeln(outfl, '***********************************'); 

sortqg; <•sort QGs in ascending order of transmission time•> 
<•rankqg*) 

procedure temp_file_size; 
<•read in query trees and computing temporary•> 
<•file sizes •> 
begin 

readqtreei 
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ror 1:=1n1~r ~o ias~~r oo 
begin 

writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl)i 
writeln(outfl,'••••computing temp file size for QT', i:2,·••••'); 
processqt(qttCi, 1J.flname, i)i 
writeln<outfl) 

endi 

close(outfl)i 

<•••output file size and name•••> 

open(outfl, •gri.1•, history:=new); 
rewrite(outfl>i 
writeln(outfl, curel)i 
for i:=1 to curel do 
begin 

writeln(outfl, direCiJ.rrname)i 
writeln(outfl, direCiJ.relsize)i 

endi 

for i:=initr to lasttr do 
begin 

a:=qtflctCiJi C•get total# of files of curr. qt•> 
for j:=1 to a do 

begin 
writeln(outfl, i, "); 
writeln(outfl, qtt~i, ~J.flname)i 
writeln(outfl, qttCi, JJ.totsize)i 

end; 
endi 

closa(outfl)i 

procedure Temp_File_Size_Modulei 
(•Function: estimating the size of temporary files•> 
C• after the execution of operations •> 
begin 

q_opt1i C• external proc. producing QTs, QGs•> 

temp_file_sizei <•read QTs and compute file sizes•> 
endi 
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<••> 
procedure Query_Graph_Reduction; 
<•Function: generating a reduced set of query graphs*) 
begin 

end; 

hr2qg; 
rankqo; 

close(outfl>i 

(********) 

<••main••> 
begin 

(*apply HR2 rules to reduce QG's•> 
C•rank reduced QGs in the order of•> 
<•transmission time needed •> 

<•••read in data directories and set up log file***) 

Optimizer_Initializationi 
anyupdates; 

C•••Gereratino sizes of temporary files•••> 
Temp_File_Size_Modulei 

(***Producing feasible Query Graphs with HR2•••> 

Query_Graph_Reductioni 



APPENDIX E DATA MATRICES AND LOG FILE FOR DATABASE 
IN APPENDIX A 

input key attrib, # of tuple, 
# of attribs,and attrib sizes of ea. R 
for table lookup : 
relation name: s 
key of R 1 is s# total # of tuples 
# of attribs is 4 
bytes of s# = 2 
bytes of sname = 4 
bytes of status = 2 
bytes of scity = 4 

relation name: p 
key of R 2 is p# total # of tuples 
# of attribs is 5 
bytes of p# = 2 
bytes of pname = 4 
bytes of color = 4 
bytes of we;¥ht = 2 
bytes of pc1 y = 4 

relation name: j 

are 5 

are 6 

key of R 3 is j# total# of tuples are 7 
# of attribs is 3 
bytes of J# = 2 
bytes of ~name = 4 
bytes of Jcity = 4 
relation name: spj 
key of R 4 is none total# of tuples are 11 
# of attribs is 4 
bytes of s# = 2 
bytes of p# = 2 
bytes of j# = 2 
bytes of qty = 4 

toal # of current relations: 4 

Relation R 1: 
sname 
status 
scity 

smith 
jones 
blake 
clark 
adams 

20 
10 
30 
20 
30 

log file for relation R1 

london 
paris 
paris 
london 
athens 

attribute name is: sname 
attrib value count 

adams 1 
blake 1 
clark 1 
jones 1 
smith 1 
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attribute name is: status 
attrib value count 

10 1 
20 2 
30 2 

attribute name is: scity 
attrib value count 

athens 1 
london 2 
paris 2 

Relation R 2: 
pname 
color 
weight 
pcity 

nut red 
bolt green screw lue 
screw red 
cam blue 
cog red 

log file for relation R2 
attribute name is: pname 
attrib value count 

bolt 1 
cam 1 
cog 1 
nut 1 
screw 2 

attribute name is: 
attrib value count 

blue 2 
green 1 
red 3 

color 

1 2 
17 
17 
1 4 
1 2 
1 9 

attribute name is: weight 
attrib value count 

12 2 
1 4 1 
17 2 
19 1 

attribute name is: pcity 
attrib value count 

london 3 
paris 2 
rome 1 

Relation R 3: 
jname 
jcity 

sorter 
punch 
reader 
console 
coliator 
terminal 

paris 
rome 
athens 
athens 
london 
oslo 

london 
paris 
rome 
london 
faris ondon 
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tape london 

log file for relation R3 
attribute name is: jname 
attrib value count 

coliator 1 
console 1 
punch 1 
reader 1 
sorter 1 
tape 1 
terminal 1 

attribute name is: jcity 
attrib value count 

athens 2 
london 2 
oslo 1 
paris 1 
rome 1 

Relation R 4: 
s# 
p# 
j# 
qty 

p1 · 1 200 s1 
s1 p1 ,l 4 1go 
s2 p3 ,l 1 4 0 
s2 p3 -12 200 
s2 p3 -1 3 200 
s2 p3 ,l 4 500 
s2 p3 ,l 5 600 
s2 p3 -16 400 
s2 p3 :J 7 800 
s2 p5 j2 100 
s3 p3 J1 200 

log file for relation R4 
attribute name is: s# 
attrib value count 

s1 2 
s2 8 
s3 1 

attribute name is: p# 
attrib value count 

p1 2 
p3 8 
p5 1 

attribute name is: j# 
attrib value count 

· 1 3 -12 2 -13 1 -1 4 2 js 1 
-16 1 
J7 1 

a~~r;~ute name is: qty 



a~~r1D value 
100 
200 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 

coun~ 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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communication speed b•tween any two-nodes 
--bytes per t~ple: 

1 1 0 1 2 300 1 3 900 1 4 1200 1 S 4800 
2 1 300 2 2 0 2 3 1200 2 4 900 2 5 300 
3 1 900 3 2 1200 3 3 0 3 4 300 3 5 900 
4 1 1200 4 2 900 4 3 300 4 4 0 4 5 1200 
5 1 4800 5 2 300 S 3 900 5 4 1200 5 5 0 



APPENDIX F ESTIMATED TEMPORARY FILE SIZES FOR 

QUERY TREE l & 4 

input inform in query tree for calculating 
temp file size after each operation: 

: 1 1 
flname: f1 
op: projection 
locgroup: beta1 
lch1.ld: f2 
rchild: none 

parent: none 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has 4 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: weight 
2th attrib is: sname 
3th attrib is: scity 
4th attrib is: qty 

status of f1 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 1 2 
flname: f2 
op: join 
locgroup: beta1 
lch1.ld: f3 
rchild: fS 

parent: f1 

status: FALSE 
status: FALSE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: p# 
2th attrib is: = 
3th attrib is: p# 

op. options: = 
status of f2 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 1 3 
flname: f3 
op: projection 
locgroup: r1 
lch1.ld: f4 
rchild: none 

parent: f2 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has 2 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: weight 
2th attrib is: p# 

status of f3 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 1 4 
flname: f4 
op: selection 
locgroup: r1 
lch1.ld: none 
rchild: none 

parent: f3 

status: TRUE 
status: TRUE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: pname 
2th attrib is: 
3th attrib is: screw 

op. options: = 
rel. performed upon= 2 
status of f4 :avail= TRUE, fini= FALSE 
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: 1 5 . 
flname: f5 
op: projection 
loc9roup: beta2 
!child: f6 
rchild: none 
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parent: f2 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has 4 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: sname 
2th attrib is: scity 
3th attrib is: p# 
4th attrib is: qty 

status of fS :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 1 6 
flname: f6 
op: semijoin 
loc9roup: beta2 
lchild: f7 
rchild: f9 

parent: fS 

status: FALSE 
status: FALSE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: j# 
2th attrib is: = 
3th attrib is: j# 

op. options: = 
semijoin:projected back on : r 
status of f6 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 1 7 
flname: f7 
op: projection 
loc9roup: r2 
lch1.ld: f8 
rchild: none 

parent: f6 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has 1 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: j# 

status of f7 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 1 8 
flname: f8 
op: selection 
locgroup: r2 
lch1.ld: none 
rchild: none 

parent: f7 

status: TRUE 
status: TRUE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: jcity 
2th attrib is: = 
3th attrib is: athens 

op. options: = 
rel. performed upon= 3 
status ot f8 :avail= TRUE, fini= FALSE 

: 1 9 
flname: f9 
op: projection 
loc9roup: beta3 
lch1.ld: f10 
rchild: none 

parent: f6 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has S attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: sname 



~tn attr10 
3th attrib 
4th attrib 
5th attrib 

status of 

: 1 1 0 
flname: f10 

1s: 
is: 
is: 
is: 
f9 

op: join 
locgroup: beta3 
lch1ld: f11 
rchild: · f12 
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sc1ty 
p# 
j# 
qty 

:avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

parent: f9 

status: FALSE 
status: FALSE 

op has 3 attribs to perform uoon 
1th attrib is: s# 
2th attrib is: = 
3th attrib is: s# 

op. options: = 
status of f10 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 1 11 
flname: f11 
op: projection 
loc9roup: r3 
lch1ld: none 
rchild: none 

parent: f1C 

status: TRUE 
status: TRUE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: sname 
2th attrib is: scity 
3th attrib is: s# 

rel. performed upon= 1 
status of f11 :avail= TRUE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 1 
flname: f1 
op: projection 
locgroup: beta1 
lch1ld: f2 
rchild: none 

parent: none 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has 4 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: weight 
2th attrib is: sname 
3th attrib is: scity 
4th attrib is: qty 

status of f1 · :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 2 
flname: f2 
op: join 
locgroup: beta1 
lch1ld: f3 
rchild: f101 

parent: f1 

status: FALSE 
status: FALSE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: p# 
2th attrib is: 
3th attrib is: p# 

op. options: = 
status of f2 

: 4 3 
flname: f3 
op: projection 
locgroup: r1 
lchild: f4 
rchild: none 

:avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

parent: f2 

status: FALSE: 
status: TRUE 
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op has 2 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: weight 
2th attrib is: p# 

status of f3 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 4 
flname: f 4 
op: selection 
loc9roup: r1 
lchild: none 
rchild: none 

parent: f3 

status: TRUE 
status: TRUE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: pname 
2th attrib is: = 
3th attrib is: screw 

op. options: = 
rel. performed upon= 2 
status of f4 :avail= TRUE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 5 
flname: f101 parent: f2 
op: semijoin 
loc9roup: beta51 
lchild: f102 status: FALSE 
rchild: fS status: FALSE 
op has 3 attribs to perform upon 

1th attrib is: p# 
2th attrib is: = 
3th attrib is: p# 

op. options: = 
semijoin:projected back on : r 
status of f101 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 6 
flname: f102 
op: projection 
locgroup: r1 
lch1ld: f1003 
rchild: none 

parent: f101 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has 1 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: p# 

status of f102 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 7 
f !name: f1003 
op: projection 
locgroup: r1 
lchild: f1004 
rchild: none 

parent: f102 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has 2 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: weight 
2th attrib is: p# 

status of f1003 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 8 
flname: f1004 
op: selection 
loc9roup: r1 
!child: none 
rchild: none 

parent: f1003 

status: TRUE 
s.tatus: TRUE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: pname 
2th attrib is: = 
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3th attrib is: screw 
op. options: = 
rel. performed upon= 2 
status of f1004 :avail= TRUE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 9 
flname: fS parent: f1C1 

status: FALSE 
op: projection 
loc~roup: beta2 
lch1.ld: f6 
rchild: none -s t a t u s : T R U E _ 

op has 4 at~ribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: sname 
2th attrib is: scity 
3th attrib is: p# 
4th attrib is: qty 

status of fS :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 10 
flname: f6 
op: semijoin 
loc~roup: beta2 
lch1ld: f7 
rchild: f9 

parent: fS 

status: FALSE 
status: FALSE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: j# 
2th attrib is: = 
3th attrib is: j# 

op. options: = 
semijoin:projected back on : r 
status of f6 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 1 1 
flname: f7 
op: projection 
loc~roup: r2 
lch1ld: f8 
rchild: none 

parent: f6 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has 1 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: j# 

status of f7 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 1 2 
flname: f8 
op: selection 
loc~roup: r2 
lch1.ld: none 
rchild: none 

parent: f7 

status: TRUE 
status: TRUE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: jcity 
2th attrib is: 
3th attrib is: athens 

op. options: = 
rel. performed upon= 3 
status of f8 :avail= TRUE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 1 3 
flname: f9 
op: projection 
loc~roup: beta3 
lch1ld: f10 
rchild: none 

parent: f6 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has 5.attribs to-perform upon 



·1 t n a t t r i b l. s : 
2th attrib is: 
3th attrib is: 
4th attrib is: 
5th attrib is: 

status of f9 

: 4 14 
flname: f10 
op: join 
loc9roup: beta3 
lch1.ld: f103 
rchild: f1012 
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sname 
scity 
p# 
j# 
qty 

:avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

parent: f9 

status: FALSE 
status: FALSE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: s# 
2th attrib is: = 
3th attrib is: s# 

op. options: = 
status of f10 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 1 5 
flname: f103 parent: f1C 
op: semijoin 
loc9roup: beta52 
lch1.ld: f11 status: FALSE 
rchild: f104 status: FALSE 
op has 3 attribs to perform upon 

1th attrib is: s# 
2th attrib is: = -
3th attrib is: s# 

op. options: = 
semijoin:projected back on : 1 
status of f103 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 16 
flname: f11 
op: projection 
loc9roup: r3 
lchild: none 
rchild: none 

parent: f103 

status: TRUE 
status: TRUE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: sname 
2th attrib is: scity 
3th attrib is: s# 

rel. performed upon= 1 
status of f11 :avail= TRUE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 17 
flname: f104 
op: projection 
loc~roup: r4 
lchild: f12 
rchild: none 

parent: f103 

status: FALSE 
status: TRUE 

op has 1 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: s# 

status of f104 :avail= FALSE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 18 
flname: f12 
op: selection 
loc9roup: r4 
lchild: none 
rchild: none 

parent: f104 

status: TRUE 
status: TRUE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 



1th attrib is: 
2th attrib is: 
3th attrib is: 

op. options: > 

qty 
> 400 
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rel. performed upon= 
status of f12 

4 
:avail= TRUE, fini= FALSE 

: 4 1 9 
flname: f1012 
op: selection 
loc9roup: r4 
lch1.ld: none 
rchild: none 

parent: f1C 

status: TRUE 
status: TRUE 

op has 3 attribs to perform upon 
1th attrib is: qty 
2th attrib is: > 
3th attrib is: 400 

op. options: > 
rel. performed upon= 4 
status of f1012 :avail= TRUE, fini= FALSE 

****computing temp file size 

flname f1 at 1 , 1 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f2 at 1 , 2 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: FALSE 

flname f3 at 1, 3 &&: ld one: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f4 at 1, 4 
&&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 

for QT 1**** 

flsize: op.= selection, options= = 
compute temp file size of R 2 : 
op is selection 
selection predicate: 
pname = screw 
attrib name= pname 
: attrib pos= 1 
# of tuples with screw = 2 
:num = 2 
bytes per tuple= 16 
the size off for R 2 is 32 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 16 
II of tuples= 2 
total size= 32 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

at 1, 4 
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lch11d: none , 1RUE 
rchild: none , TRUE 

rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 2 
resulting attribs: 

1 p# 
2 pname 
3 color 
4 weight 
5 pcity 

parent name= f3 

flname f3 at 1, 3 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op= projection at 1, 3 
temp file size of f3 
op is projection, upon rel. 2 
upon attrib weight 
upon attrib p# 
total# of tuples = 2 
bytes per tuple after projection= 
the total size= 8 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 4 
# of tuples= · 2 
total size= 8 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin--

lchild: f4 
rchild: none 

resultin9 attribs: 
1 weight 
2 p# 

, , 
TRUE 

TRUE 
TRUE 

4 

rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 2 

parent name= f2 

flname f2 at 1 , 2 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: FALSE 

flname fS at 1 , 5 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f6 at 1, 6 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: FALSE 

flname f7 at 1, 7 
&&: ldone: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f8 at 1, 8 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= selection, options= = 
compute temp file size of R 3 : 
op is selection 
~e~~ction predicate: 

at 1, 8 



JClty = 
attrib name= jcity 
: attrib pos= 2 
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athens 

# of tuples with athens 
:num = 2 
bytes per tuple= 10 
the size off for R 3 is 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 10 
# of tuples= 2 

= 2 

20 

total size= 20 
status:avail-- TRUE, fin-- TRUE 

none. , TRUE 
none , TRUE 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. II : 3 

worked upon, up to this op: 

resulting attribs: 
1 ~# 
2 . ..:iname 
3 JCity 

parent name= f7 

flname 17 at 1, 7 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & !child are done 
flsize: op= projection at 1, 7 
temp file size of 17 : 
op is projection, upon rel. 3 
upon attrib j# 
total# of tu~les = 2 
bytes per tuple after projection= 
the total size= 4 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 2 
# of tuples= 2 
total size= 4 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin--

lchild: f8 
rchild: none 

resulting attribs: 

, , 
TRUE 

TRUE 
TRUE 

2 

1 j# 
rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 3 

parent name= 16 

flname f6 at 1, 6 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: FALSE 

flname 19 at 1, 9 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f10 at 1, 10 
&&: ldone: FALSE rdone: FALSE 

flname f11 at 1, 11 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & !child are done 
flsize: op= projection at 1,11 
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temp file size of f11 : 
op is projection, upon rel. 1 
upon attrib sname 
upon attrib scity 
upon attrib s# 
total# of tuples = 5 
bytes per tuple after projection= 10 
the total size= 50 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 10 
# of tuples= 5 
total size= 50 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin--

lchild: none 
rchild: none 

resulting attribs: 
1 sname 
2 scity 
3 s# 

, , 
TRUE 

TRUE 
TRUE 

rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 1 

parent name= f10 

flname f10 at 1, 10 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: FALSE 

flname f12 at 1, 12 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= selection, options= > 
compute temp file size of R 
op is selection 
selection predicate: 
qty > 400 
attrib name= qty 
: attrib pos= 4 
cnt: 1 500 
cnt: 1 600 
cnt: 1 700 

> 400-
> 400 
> 400 
> 400 cnt: 1 800 

there are 4 values> 
:num = 4 
bytes per tuple= 10 
the size off for R 4 is 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 10 
II of tuples= 4 

4 : 

40 

total size= 40 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

none , TRUE 
none , TRUE 

400 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. # : 4 

worked upon, up to this op: 

resulting attribs: 
1 s# 
2 p# 
3 j# 
4 qty 

parent name= f10 

at 1,12 
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flname f10 at 1, 10 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= join , options= = 
%%join tuple 

attrib name= s# 
: attrib pos= 1 
there are 3 diff. values of s# 
# of tuples after join of two temp fl= 
resulting attribs: 

1 sname 
2 scity 
3 s# 
4 p# 
5 j# 

in rel. 
15 

at 1,10 

4 

6 qty 
bytes per tuple after join = is 18 
the temp file size off 1s 270 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 18 
# of tuples= 15 
total size=270 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. # : 1 
2th rel. # : 4 

f11 , TRUE 
f12 , TRUE 
worked upon, up to this op: 

parent name= f9 

flname f9 at 1, 9 
&&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op= projection at 1, 9 
has join/semijoin at lower level 

temp file size of f9 
op is projection 
upon attrib sname 
upon attrib scity 
upon attrib p# 
upon attrib j# 
upon attrib qty 
total# of tuples = 15 
bytes per tuple after projection= 16 
the total size= 240 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 16 
# of tuples= 1 S 
total size=240 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin--

lchild: f10 
rchild: none 

resulting attribs: 
1 sname 
2 scity 
3 p# 
4 j# s qty 

, , 
TRUE 

TRUE 
TRUE 

rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # 1 
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~th reJ... ff : 4 

parent name= f6 

flname f6 at 1, 6 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= semijoin , options= = 
has join/semijoin at lower level 
# of tuples after semijoin = 
projected on rchild f9 
sem1j attr 1: sname 
byte size= 4, rel: 
semij attr 2: scity 
byte size= 4, rel: 
semij attr 3: p# 
byte size= 2, rel: 
semij attr 4: j# 
byte size= 2, rel: 
semij attr 5: qty 
byte size= 4, rel: 

1 
1 
4 

4 
4 

bytes per tuple after semijoin 
the temp file size off is 240 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 16 
# of tuples= 15 
total size=240 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

f7 , TRUE 
f9 , TRUE 

= 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. # : 3 
2th rel. # : 1 

worked upon, up to this op: 

3th rel. # : 4 

parent name= f5 

flname f5 at 1, 5 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & !child are done 
flsize: op= projection at 1, 5 
has join/semijoin at lower level 

temp file size of f5 
op is projection 
upon attrib sname 
upon attrib scity 
upon attrib p# 
upon attrib qty 
total# of tuples = 15 
bytes per tuple after projection= 
the total size= 210 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 14 
# of tuples= 15 
total size=210 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin--

lchild: f6 
rchild: none 

resulting attribs: 
1 sname 
2 scity 
3 p# 
4 qty 

, , 
TRUE 

TRUE 
TRUE 

14 

at 1, 6 

is 1 5 

is 16 
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rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 3 
2th re 1. # : 1 
3th rel. II : 4 

parent name= f2 

flname f2 at 1, 2 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & !child are done 
flsize: op.= join , options= = 
has join/semijoin at lower 
# of tuples after join 
resultin~ attribs: 

1 weight 
2 p# 
3 sname 
4 scity 
5 qty 

bytes per tuple after join 
the temp file size off is 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 16 
II of tuples= 15 

level 

240 

total size=240 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

= 

f3 , TRUE 
f5 , TRUE 

= 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. #: 2 

worked upon, up to this op: 
2th rel. # 3 
3th rel. # : 1 
4th rel. # : 4 
parent name= f1 

flname f1 at 1, 1 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op= projection at 1, 1 
has join/semijoin at lower level 

temp file size of f1 
op is projection 
upon attrib weight 
upon attrib sname 
upon attrib scity 
upon attrib qty 
total# of tuples = 15 
bytes per tuple after projection= 14 
the total size= 210 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 14 
# of tuples= 15 
total size=210 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-~ 

lchild: f2 
rchild: none 

resultin~ attribs: 
1 weight 
2 sname 
3 scity 

, , 
TRUE 

TRUE 
TRUE 

4 qty 
rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 

at 1, 2 

is 1 5 

is 16 



1th rel. R t. 
2th rel. # : 3 
3th rel. # : 1 
4th rel. Ii : 4 
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****computing temp file size 

flname f1 at 4, 1 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: T~UE 

flname f2 at 4, 2 
&&: ldone: FALSE rdone: FALSE 

flname f3 at 4, 3 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f4 at 4, 4 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TiWE 
rchild & lchild are done 

for QT 

flsize: op.= selection , options= 
compute temp file size of R 2 . . 
op is selection 
selection predicate: 
pname = screw 
attrib name= pname . attrib pos= 1 . 
# of tuples with screut--- = 2 
:num = 2 
bhtes per tuple= 16 
t e size off for R 2 is 32 

qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 1 6 
# of tuples= 2 
total size= 32 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

lct,ild: none , TRIIF 

4**** 

= at 4, 4 
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rcn1ld: none , fKU~ 
rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 2 
resulting attribs: 

1 p# 
2 pname 
3 color 
4 weight 
5 pcity 

parent name= f3 

flname f3 at 4, 3 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op= projection at 4, 3 
temp file size of f3 
op is projection, upon rel. 2 
upon attrib weight 
upon attrib ptl 
total# of tuples = 2 
bytes per tuple after projection= 4 
the total size= 8 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 4 
fl of tuples= 2 
total size= 8 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

lchild: f4 , TRUE 
rchild: none , TRUE 

resulting attribs: 
1 weight 
2 p# 

rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 2 

parent name= f2 

flname f2 at 4, 2 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: FALSE 

flname f101 at 4, 5 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: FALSE 

flname f102 at 4, 6 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f1003 at 4, 7 
&&: ldone: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f1004 at 4, 8 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= selection, options= = 
compute temp file size of q 2 : 
op is selection 
selection predicate: 
pname = screw 

at 4, 8 



attrl.b name= pname 
: attrib pos= 1 
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# of tuples with screw 
:num = 2 
bytes per tuple= 16 
the size off for R 2 is 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 16 
# of tuples= 2 

= 2 

32 

total size= 32 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

none , TRUE 
none , TRUE 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. # : 2 

~orked upon, up to this op: 

resulting attribs: 
1 p# 
2 pname 
3 color 
4 weight 
S pcity 

parent name= f1003 

flname f1003 at 4, 7 
&&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & !child are done 
flsize: op= projection at 4, 7 

temp file size of f1003 : 
op is projection, upon rel. 2 
upon attrib weight 
upon attrib p# 
total# of tuples = 2 
bytes per tuple after projection= 
the total size= 8 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 4 
# of tuples= 2 
total size= 8 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin--

lchild: f1004 
rchild: none 

resultin~ attribs: 
1 we1.ght 

, , 
TRUE 

TRUE 
TRUE 

4 

2 p# 
rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 2 

parent name= f102 

flname f102 at 4, 6 
&&: !done: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op= projection at 4, 6 
temp file size of f102 : 
op i~ projection, upon rel. 2 
upon attrib p# 
total# of tuples = 2 
bytes per tuple after projection= 
the total size= 4 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 2 .a, .. . 

2 



ff or tup.1es= (. 
total size= 4 
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status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 
!child: f1003 , TRUE 
rchild: none , TRUE 

resulting attribs: 
1 p# 

rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 2 

parent name= f101 

flname f 101 at 4, 5 &&: !done: TRUE rdone: FALSE 

flname fS at 4, 9 
&&: ldone: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f6 at 4, 10 
&&: !done: FALSE rdone: FALSE 

flname 17 at 4, 11 &&: !done: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f8 at 4, 12 &&: !done: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= selection, options= = at 4,12 
compute temp file size of R 
op is selection 
selection predicate: 
jcity = a thens 
attrib name= jcity 
: attrib pos= 2 
# of tuples with athens 
:num = 2 
bytes per tuple= 10 
the size off for R 3 is 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 10 
# of tuples= 2 

3 : 

= 2 

20 

total size= 20 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel.#: 3 

none , TRUE 
none , TRUE 
worked upon, up to this op: 

resulting attribs: 
1 J# 
2 Jname 
3 jcity 

parent name= f7 

flname f7 at 4, 11 
&&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op= projection at 4,11 
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temp fi!e size of 1? 
op is projection, upon rel. 3 
upon attrib j# 
total# of tuples = 2 
bytes per tuple after projection= 
the total size= 4 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 2 
# of tuples= 2 
total size= 4 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin--

lchild: f8 
rchild: none 

resulting attribs: 

, , 
TRUE 

TRUE 
TRUE 

2 

1 j# 
rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 3 

parent name= f6 

flname f6 at 4, 10 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: FALSE 

flname f9 at 4, 13 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f10 at 4, 1 4 &&: !done: FALSE rdone: FALSE 

flname f103 at 4, 15 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: FALSE 

flname f11 at 4, 16 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op= projection at 4,16 
temp file size of f11 : 
op is projection, upon rel. 1 
upon attrib sname 
upon attrib scity 
upon attrib s# 
t o t a 1 # o f tu p l es -= 5 
bytes per tuple after projection= 10 
the total size= 50 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 10 
# of tuples= 5 
total size= 50 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin--

lchild: none 
rchild: none 

resulting attribs: 
1 sname 
2 scity 
3 s# 

, , 
TRUE 

TRUE 
TRUE 

rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. II : 1 

parent name= f103 
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flname f103 at 4, 15 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: FALSE 

flname f104 at 4, 17 &&: ldone: FALSE rdone: TRUE 

flname f12 at 4, 18 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= selection, options= > 
compute temp file size of R 
op is selection 
selection predicate: 
qty > 400 
attrib name= qty 
: attrib pos= 4 
cnt: 1 500 
cnt: 1 600 
cnt: 1 700 

> 400 
> 400 
> 400 
> 400 cnt: 1 800 

there are 4 values> 
:num = 4 
bytes per tuple= 10 
the size off for R 4 is 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 10 
# of tuples= 4 

4 : 

40 

total size= 40 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

none , TRUE 
none , TRUE 

400 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. # : 4 

worked upon, up to this op: 

resulting attribs: 
1 s# 
2 p# 
3 j# 
4 qty 

parent name= f104 

fl-name f104 at 4, 17 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op= projection at 4,17 
temp file size of f104 
op is projection, upon rel. 4 
upon attrib s# 
total# of tuples = 4 
bytes per tuple after projection= 
the total size= 8 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 2 
# of tuples= 4 
total size= 8 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin--

lchild: f12 
rchild: none 

resulting attribs: 
1 s# 

, 
, 

TRUE 
TRUE 
TRUE 

2 

rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 

at 4,18 
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1th rel. fl : 4+ 

parent name= f103 

flname f103 at 4, 15 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= semijoin , options= = 
%%join tuple 

attrib name= s# 
: attrib pos= 1 
there are 3 diff. values of s# 
# of tuples after join of two 
projected on left child f11 
semij attr 1: sname 

temp fl 

bv.te size= 4, rel: 1 
semij attr 2: scity 
byte size= 4, rel: 1 
semij attr 3: s# 
byte size= 2, 
bytes per tuple after 
the temp file size of 
: qtrupdate 

rel: 1 
semijoin 

f is 150 
bytes per tuple= 10 
# of tuples= 15 
total size=150 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

f11 , TRUE 
f104 , TRUE 

= 

at 4,15 

in rel. 
= 15 

is 

4 

10 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. # : 1 
2th re 1. # : 4 

worked upon, up to this op: 

parent name= f10 

flname f10 at 4, 14 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: FALSE 

flname f1012 at 4, 19 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & !child are done 
flsize: op.= selection, options= > 
compute temp file size of R 
op is selection 
selection predicate: 
qty > 400 
attrib name= qty 
: attrib pos= 4 
cnt: 1 500 
cnt: 1 600 
cnt: 1 700 

> 400 
> 400 
> 400 
> 400 cnt: 1 800 

there are 4 values> 
:num = 4 
bytes per tuple= 10 
the size off for R 4 is 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 10 
# of tuples= 4 

4 : 

400 

40 

at 4,19 
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TRUE,fin-- TRUE 
none , TRUE 
none , TRUE 

to\a.1 size= '+0 
status:avail--

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been worked upon, up to this op: 
1th rel. # : 4 
resulting attribs: 

1 s Ii 
2 p# 
3 j# 
4 qty 

parent name= f10 

flname f10 at 4, 14 
&&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= join , options= = 
has join/semijoin at lower 
# of tuples after join 
resulting attribs: 

1 sname 
2 scity 
3 s# 
4 p# 
5 j# 
6 qty 

bytes per tuple after join 
the temp file size off is 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 18 
# of tuples= 30 

level 

540 

total size=540 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

= 

f103 , TRUE 
f1012 , TRUE 

= 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. # : 1 
2th rel. # : 4 

worked upon, up to this op: 

3th rel. # : 4 
parent name= f9 

flname f9 at 4, 13 
&&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op= projection at 4,13 
has join/semijoin at lower level 

temp file size of f9 
op is projection 
upon attrib sname 
upon attrib scity 
upon attrib p# 
upon attrib j# 
upon attrib qty 
total# of tuples = 30 
bytes per tuple after projection= 
the total size= 480 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 16 
# of tuples= 30 
total size=480 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

16 

at 4,14 

is 30 

is 18 



lch11a: flo 
rchild: none 

resulting attribs: 
1 sname 
2 scity 
3 p# 
4 j# 
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, , TRUc 
TRUE 

5 qty 
rels. have 
1th rel. # 
2th rel. # 
3th rel. # 

been worked upon, up to this op: 
: 1 

4 
4 

parent name= f6 

flname f6 at 4, 10 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= semijoin , options= = 
has join/semijoin at lower level 
# of tuples after semijoin = 
projected on rchild f9 

1 

1 
4 

4 

4 

sem1j attr 1: sname 
byte size= 4, rel: 
semij attr 2: scity 
byte size= 4, rel: 
semij attr 3: p# 
byte size= 2, rel: 
semij attr 4: j# 
byte size= 2, rel: 
semij attr 5: qty 
byte size= 4, rel: 
bytes per tuple after semijoin 
the temp file size off is 480 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 16 
# of tuples= 30 
total size=480 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

t7 , TRUE 
f9 , TRUE 

= 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel.#: 3 
2th rel. # : 1 

worked upon, up to this op: 

3th rel. # 4 
4th rel. # 4 
parent name= fS 

flname fS at 4, 9 
&&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op= projection at 4, 9 
has join/semijoin at 

temp file size of 
op is projection 
upon attrib sname 
upon attrib scity 
upon attrib p# 
upon attrib qty 
total# of tuples = 
bytes per tuple after 
the total size= 420 

lower level 
f5 

30 
projection= 14 

at 4,10 

is 30 

is 16 
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: q'trupaa'te 
bytes per tuple= 14 
# of tuples= 30 
total size=420 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin--

lchild: f6 
rchild: none 

resulting attribs: 
1 sname 
2 scity 
3 p# 

, , 
TRUE 

TRUE 
TRUE 

4 qty 
rels. have 
1th rel. II 
2th rel. # 
3th rel. II 
4th rel. # 

been 
: 3 
: 1 
: 4 
: 4 

worked upon, up to this op: 

parent name= f101 

flname · f101 at 4, S &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & !child are done 
flsize: op.= semijoin , options= = 
has join/semijoin at lower level 
# of tuples after semijoin = 
projected on rchild fS 
semij attr 1: sname 
byte size= 4, rel: 1 
semij attr 2: scity 
byte size= 4, rel: 
semij attr 3: p# 
byte size= 2, rel: 
semij attr 4: qty 
byte size= 4, rel: 
bytes per tuple after 
the temp file size of 
: qtrupdate 

1 
4 

4 
semijoin 

f is 420 
bytes per tuple= 14 
# of tuples= 30 
total size=420 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

f102 , TRUE 
fS , TRUE 

= 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. # : 2 
2th re 1. # : 3 

worked upon, up to this op: 

3th rel. # : 1 
4th rel. # : 4 
5th rel. # : 4 

parent name= f2 

flname f2 at 4, 2 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: TRUE 
rchild & lchild are done 
flsize: op.= join , options= = 
has join/semijoin at lower 
# of tuples after join 
resultin~ attribs: 

1 weight 
2 p# 
3 sname 

level 
= 

at 4, S 

is 30 

is 14 

at 4, 2 

is 30 



'+ SCl.ty s qty 
bytes per tuple after 
the temp file size of 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 16 
# of tuples= 30 
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join 
f is 480 

total size=480 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

f3 , TRUE 
f101 , TRUE 

= 

lchild: 
rchild: 

rels. have been 
1th rel. Ii : 2 

worked upon, up to this op: 
2th rel. ii : 2 
3th rel. # : 3 
4th rel. # : 1 
5th rel. # 4 
6th re 1. # : 4 

parent name= f1 

flname f1 at 4, 1 &&: ldone: TRUE rdone: T~UE 
rchild & !child are done 
flsize: op= projection at 4, 1 
has join/semijoin at lower level 

temp file size of f1 
op is projection 
upon attrib weight 
upon attrib sname 
upon attrib scity 
upon attrib qty 
total# of tuples = 30 
bytes per tuple after projection= 
the total size= 420 
: qtrupdate 
bytes per tuple= 14 
# of tuples= 30 
total size=420 
status:avail-- TRUE,fin-- TRUE 

lchild: f2 , TRUE 
rchild: none , TRUE 

resultinQ attribs: 
1 weight 
2 sname 
3 scity 

14 

4 qty 
rels. have 
1th rel. # 
2th rel. # 
3th rel. # 
4th rel. # : 
5th rel. # : 
6th rel. # : 

been 
: 2 
: 2 

worked upon, up to this op: 

3 
1 
4 
4 

is 16 



APPENDIX G TRANSMISSION TIME FOR SIX SELECTED QUERY GRAPHS 

qtree 1 

execution node 1---- 5 loc group 1 : beta1 
temp file 1 : name= f3 
temp file 2: name= fS 
parfl= none 

execution node 2---- 3 
loc group 1 : beta2 
loc group 2: beta3 
temp file 1 : name= 17 
temp file 2: name= f11 
temp file 3: name= f12 
parfl= f5 
there are 3# of children 
HR2: maxsize= 50 node= 3 

************************* store 1th qualified QG 
are 2 exe nodes in there 

************************* 

execution node 1== 5 
loc group 1 : beta1 
temp file 1 : name= f3 
temp file 2: name= 15 
parfl= none 

2== 4 
bet112 

execution node 
loc group 1: 
loc group 2: 
temp file 1: 
temp file 2: 
temp file 3: 

beta3 
name= f7 
name= f11 
name= f12 

parfl= fS 
there are 3# of children 
HR2: maxsize= 50 node= 3 
unqualified exe node 

the QG 

node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 

current QG is unqualified and not stored 

execution node 1== 5 
temp file 1: name= f1 
par fl= none 

execution node 2---- 2 
loc group 1 : beta1 
loc group 2: beta2 
temp file 1 : name= f3 
temp file 2: name= 17 
terns:> file 3: name= 19 
parfl= f1 
there are 3# of children 
HR2: max~ize=240 node= 3 

node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 
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s; flsize= 8 3; flsize= 210 

1; flsize= 4 3; flsize= so 4; flsize= 40 

s; flsize= 8 4; flsize= 210 

1; flsize= 4 
3; flsize= 50 
4; flsize= 40 

2; flsize= 210 

2; flsize= 8 2; flsize= 4 3; flsize= 240 



unqua.1111ea exe noae 

execution node 3== 3 loc group 1 : beta3 
temp file 1 : name= f11 
temp file 2: name= f12 
parfl= 19 
current QG is unqualified 

execution node 1== s 
temp file 1 : name= f1 
parfl= none 

execution node 2---- 2 
loc group 1 : beta1 
loc group 2: beta2 
temp file 1 : name= f3 
temp file 2: name= 17 
temp file 3: name= f9 
parfl= f1 
there are 3# of children 
HR2: maxsize=240 node= 4 
unqualified exe node 

execution node 3== 4 
loc group 1 : beta3 
temp file 1 : name= f11 
temp file 2: name= f12 
parfl= 19 
current QG is unqualified 

execution node 1---- 5 temp file 1 : name= f1 
parfl= none 

2== 3 
beta1 
beta2 
beta3 

execution node 
loc group 1: 
loc group 2: 
loc group 3: 
temp file 1: 
temp file 2: 
temp file 3: 
temp file 4: 

name= f3 
name= f7 
name= f11 
name= 112 

parfl= f1 
there are 4# of children 
HR2: maxsize= 50 node= 3 

and 

and 
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node= 
node= 

not stored 

node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 

not stored 

node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 
node= 

************************* store 2th qualified QG 
there are 2 exe nodes in the QG 
************************* 

execution node 1== S 
temp file 1: name= f1 
par fl= none 

nod em 

3; flsize= so 4; flsize= 40 

2; flsize= 210 

2; flsize= 8 2; flsize= 4 
4; flsize= 240 

3; flsize= 50 4; flsize= 40 

3; flsize= 210 

2; flsize= 8 
1; flsize= 4 
3; flsize= 50 
4; flsize= 40 

3i flsize= 210 



execution node 2== 3 
loc group 1: beta1 
temp file 1: name= f3 
temp file 2: name= fS 
parfl= f1 
there are 2# of children 
HR2: maxsize=210 node= 4 
unqualified exe node 

3== 4 
beta2 

execution node 
loc group 1: 
loc group 2: 
temp file 1: 
temp file 2: 
temp file 3: 

beta3 
name= f7 
name= f11 
name= f12 

parfl= f5 
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node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 

current QG is unqualified and not stored 
qtree 4 

execution node 1== 5 
temp file 1: name= f1 
par fl= none 

2== 2 
beta1 
beta2 
beta3 

execution node 
loc group 1: 
loc group 2: 
loc group 3: 
temp file 1: 
temp file 2: 
temp file 3: 
temp file 4: 

name= f3 
name= f7 
name= f103 
name= f12 

parfl= f1 
there are 4# of children 
HR2: maxsize=150 node= 3 
unqualified exe node 

execution node 3== 3 

node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 
node= 

2i flsize= 8 
4; flsize= 210 

1; flsize= 4 
3; flsize= 50 

_4; flsize= 40 

2; flsize= 420 

2; flsize= 8 
2i flsize= 4 
3; flsize= 150 
4; flsize= 40 

loc group 1: beta52 
temp file 1: name= f 11 node= 3; f lsize= 50 
temp file 2: name= f104 node= 4; flsize= 8 
parfl= f103 
current QG is unqualified and not stored 
qtree 2 

execution node 1== 5 
loc group 1: beta1 
loc group 2: beta2 
temp file 1: name= f3 
temp file 2: name= f7 
temp file 3: name= f9 
par fl= none 

execution node 
loc group 1: 
temp file 1: 
temp file 2: 
parfl= f9 

2== 3 
beta3 

name= f11 
name= f12 

node= 
node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 

1; fl size= 4 
5; f lsize= 8 
3; flsize= 240 

3; flsize= 50 
4; f lsize= 40 



there are ~ff of children 
HR2: maxsize= 50 node= 3 
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************************* store 3th qualified QG 
there are 2 exe nodes in the QG 
************************* 

execution node 1== 5 
loc group 1 : beta1 
loc group 2: beta2 
temp file 1 : name= f3 
temp file 2 : name= f7 
temp file 3: name= f9 
parfl= none 

execution node 2== 4 
loc group 1: beta3 
temp file 1: name= f11 
temp file 2: name= f12 
parfl= f9 
there are 2# of children 
HR2: maxsize= 50 node= 3 
unqualified exe node 

node= 
node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 

current QG is unqualified and not stored 

execution node 1== 5 
temp file 1: name= f1 
parfl= none 

2== 2 
beta1 

execution node 
loc group 1: 
loc group 2: 
temp file 1: 
temp file 2: 
temp file 3: 

beta2 
name= f3 
name= f7 
name= f9 

parfl= f1 
there are 3# of children 
HR2: maxsize=240 node= 3 
unqualified exe node 

execution node 3== 3 
loc group 1: beta3 
temp file 1: name= f11 
temp file 2: name= f12 
parfl= f9 

node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 

current QG,is unqualified and not stored 

execution node 1== 5 
temp file 1: name= f1 
parfl= none 

execution node 
loc group 1: 
loc grOl:JP 2: 

2----beta1 
beta2 

2 

node= 

1; flsize= 4 s; flsize= 8 
4; flsize= 240 

3; flsize= SO 
4; flsize= 40 

2; flsize= 210 

z; flsize= 4 
2; flsize= 8 
3i flsize= 240 

3; f lsize= 50 
4; flsize= 40 

2; flsize= 210 



temp file 1: name= i3 
temp file 2: name= f7 
temp file 3: name= f9 
parfl= f1 
there are 3# of children 
HR2: maxsize=240 node= 4 
unqualified exe node 

3== 4 
beta3 

name= f11 
name= f12 

execution node 
loc group 1: 
temp file 1: 
temp file 2: 
parfl= f9 
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node= 
node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 

'Z, f is1ze= ,. 
2; flsize= 8 
4; flsize= 240 

3; flsize= SO 
4; flsize= 40 

current QG is unqualified and not stored 

execution node 1== 5 
temp file 1: name= f1 
parfl= none 

2== 3 
beta1 
beta2 
beta3 

execution node 
loc group 1: 
loc group 2: 
loc group 3: 
temp file 1: 
temp file 2: 
temp file 3: 
temp file 4: 
p·arf l= f 1 
there are 4# 

name= f3 
name= f7 
name= f11 
name= f12 

of children 
HR2: maxsize= 50 node= 3 
************************* store 4th qualified QG 
there are 2 exe nodes in the QG 
************************* 

execution node 1== 5 
temp file 1: name= f1 
parfl= none 

execution node 2== 3 
loc group 1: beta1 
temp file 1: name= f3 
temp file 2: name= fS 
parfl= f1 
there are 2# of children 
HR2: maxsize=240 node= 4 
unqualified exe node 

execution node 3---- 4 
loc group 1 : beta2 
loc group 2: beta3 
temp file 1 : name= f7 
temp file 2: name= f11 
temp file 3: name= f12 
parfl= 15 

node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 
node= 

node= 

node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 

3; flsize= 210 

1; flsize= 4 
2; f lsize= 8 
3; flsize= 50 
4; flsize= 40 

3; flsize= 210 

1; flsize= 4 
4; flsize= 240 

2; flsize= 8 3; flsize= so 4; flsize= 40·· 
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current~~ 1s unqua!1f1ea ana not s~orea 
qtree 5 

execution node 1== 5 
loc group 1: beta1 
loc group 2: beta2 
loc group 3: beta3 
temp file 1: name= f3 
temp file 2: name= f7 
temp file 3: name= f103 
temp file 4: name= f12 
parfl= none 

execution node 2== 3 
loe group 1: beta52 
temp file 1: name= f11 
temp file 2: name= f104 
parfl= f103 
there are 2# of children 
HR2: maxsize= 50 node= 3 

************************* store 5th qualified QG 
there are 2 exe nodes in the QG 
************************* 

execution node 1== 5 
temp file 1: name= f1 
par fl= none 

2== 2 
beta1 
beta2 
beta3 

execution node 
loc group 1: 
loc group 2: 
loc group 3: 
temp file 1: 
temp file 2: 
temp file 3: 

.temp file 4: 
parfl= f1 

name= f3 
name= f7 
name= f103 
name= f12 

there are 4# of children 
HR2: maxsize=150 node= 3 
unqualified exe node 

execution node 3== 3 
loc group 1: beta52 
temp file 1: name= f11 
temp file 2: name= f104 
parfl= 1103 

node= 
node= 
node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 

node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 
node= 

node= 
node= 

current QG is unqualified and not stored 
qtree 3 

execution node 1== 5 loc group 1 : beta1 
loc group 2: beta2 
loc group 3: beta3 
temp file 1 : name= f3 node= 
temp file 2: name= 17 node= 
~emp 'fil.e :s: name= f10 node= 

1; flsize= 4 
5; flsize= 8 
3; flsize= 150 
4; flsize= 40 

3; flsize= 50 
4; flsize= 8 

2i flsize= 420 

2; flsize= 4 
2: flsize= 8 
3; flsize= 150 
4; flsize= 40 

3; flsize= 50 
4; flsize= 8 

1; flsize= 4 
3; flsize= 50 
~; f~size= 8 
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temp file 4: name= fi2 
par fl= none 
************************* store 6th qualified QG 
there are 1 exe nodes in the QG 
************************* 

execution node 1== 5 
temp file 1: name= f1 
parfl= none 

execution node 2== 2 
loc group 1 : beta1 
loc group 2: beta2 
loc group 3: beta3 
temp file 1 : name= 13 
temp file 2: name= f7 
temp file 3: name= f10 
temp file 4: name= f12 
parfl= f1 
there are 4# of children 
HR2: maxsize= 50 node= 3 
unqualified exe node 

- -

node= 

node= 

ntJde= 
node= 
node= 
node= 

current QG is unqualified and not stored 

execution node 1== 115 
temp file 1: name= 
parfl= none 

execution node 2---- 4 
loc group 1 : beta1 
loc group 2: beta2 
loc group 3: beta3 
temp file 1 : name= f3 
temp file 2: name= f7 
temp file i= name= f10 
temp file : name= f12 
parfl= f1 
there are 4# of children 
HR2: maxsize= 50 node= 3 
unqualified exe node 

node= 

node= 
node= 
node= 
node= 

current QG is unqualified and not stored 

************************************* compute transition time needed per'QG 
************************************* 

:qg 1 
# of exe nodes= 2 
exe node 1== 5 
# of children files: 2 
chil~ file 1== f3 
at.node 5 and size= 8 

'+i TJ:s\ze= '+U 

2; f lsize= 518 

2; flsize= 4 
3; flsize= 50 
2; flsize= 8 
4; flsize= 40 

4; f lsize= 518 

1; flsize= 4 3; flsize= 50 
2; flsize= 8 4; flsize= 40 



noae = exe 
# of children files: 2 
child file 2== fS 
at node 3 and size= 210 
node<> exe 
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comm speed of the node & exe= 900 
trans. time= 2.33333E-01 

tran time for exe node 5 = 2.33333E-01 
exe node 2== 3 
# of children files: 3 
child file 1== f7 
at node 1 and size= 4 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 900 
trans. time= 4.44444E-03 

# of children files: 3 
child file 2== f11 
at node 3 and size= 50 
node= axe 
# of children files: 3 
child file 3== f12 
at node 4 and size= 40 
node<> axe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 300 
trans. time= 1.33333E-01 

tran time for exe node 3 = 1.37778E-01 
*********************************** tran time needed for whole QG 1 = 3.71111E-01 
*********************************** 

:qg 2 
# of exe nodes= 2 
exe node 1== 5 
# of children files: 1 
child file 1== f1 
at node 3 and size= 210 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 900 
trans. time= 2.33333E-01 

tran time for exe node 5 = 2.33333E-01 
exe node 2== 3 
# of children files: 4 
child file 1== f3 
at node 2 and size= 8 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 1200 
trans. time= 6.66667E-03 



# of children files: 4 
child file 2== f7 
at node 1 and size= 4 
node<> exe 
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comm speed of the nod• & exe= 900 
trans. time= 4.44444E-03 

# of children files: 4 
child file 3== f11 
at node 3 and size= 50 
node= exe 
# of children files: 4 
child file 4== f12 
at node 4 and size= 40 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 300 
trans. time= 1.33333E-01 

tran time for exe node 3 = 1.44444E-01 
*********************************** tran time needed for whole QG 2 = 3.77778E-01 
*********************************** 

:qg 3 

# of exe nodess 2 
exe node 1== 5 
# of children files: 3 
child file 1== f3 
at node 1 and size= 4 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 4800 
trans. time= 8.33333E-04 

# of children files: 3 
child file 2== f7 
at node 5 and size= 8 
node= exe 
# of children files: 3 
child file 3== f9 
at node 3 and size= 240 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 900 
trans. time= 2.66667E-01 

tran time for exe node 5 = 2.67500E-01 
exe node 2== 3 
# of children files: 2 
child file 1== f11 
at node 3 and size= 50 



noae = exe 

# of children files: 2 
child file 2== f12 
at node 4 and size= 40 
node<> exe 
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comm speed of the node & exe= 300 
trans. time= 1.33333E-01 

tran time for exe node 3 = 1.33333E-01 
*********************************** tran time needed for whole QG 3 = 4.00833E-01 
*********************************** 

:qg 4 

# of exe nodes= 2 
exe node 1== 5 
# of children files: 1 
child file 1== f1 
at node 3 and size= 210 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 900 
trans. time= 2.33333E-01 

tran time for exe node 5 = Z.33333E-01 
exe node 2== 3 
# of children files: 4 
child file 1== f3 
at node 1 and size= 4 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 900 
trans. time= 4.44444E-03 

# of children files: 4 
child file 2== f7 
at node 2 and size= 8 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 1200 
trans. time= 6.66667E-03 

# of children files: 4 
child file 3== f11 
at node 3 and size= 50 
node= exe 
# of children files: 4 
child file 4== f12 
at node 4 and size= 40 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 300 
trans. time= 1.33333E-01 

tran time for exe node 3 = 1.44444E-01 
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*********************************** tran time needed for whole QG 4 = 3.77778E-01 
*********************************** 

:qg 5 
# of exe nodes= 2 
exe node 1== 5 
# of children files: 4 
child file 1== f3 
at node 1 and size= 4 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 4800 
trans. time= 8.33333E-04 

# of children files: 4 
child file 2== f7 
at node 5 and size= 8 
node= exe 
# of children files: 4 
child file 3== f103 
at node 3 and size= 150 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 900 
trans. time= 1.66667E-01 

# of children files: 4 
child file 4== f12 
at node 4 and size= 40 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 1200 
trans. time= 3.33333E-02 

tran time for exe node 5 = 2.00833E-01 
exe node 2== 3 
# of children files: 2 
child file 1== f11 
at node 3 and size= 50 
node= exe 
# of children files: 2 
child file 2== f104 
at node 4 and size= 8 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 300 
trans. time= 2.66667E-02 

tran time for exe node 3 = 2.66667E-02 
*********************************** tran time needed for whole QG 5 = 2.27500E-01 
*********************************** 

:qg 6 



# of exe nodes= 1 
exe node 1 == .5 

# of children files: 4 
child file 1== t3 
at node 1 and size= 4 
node<> exe 
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comm speed of the node & exe= 4800 
trans. time= 8.33333E-04 

# of children files: 4 
child file 2== t7 
at node 3 and size= 50 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 900 
trans. time= 5.55556E-02 

# of children files: 4 
child file 3== f10 
at node 5 and size= 8 
node= e,ce 
# of children files: 4 
child file 4== 112 
at node 4 and size= 40 
node<> exe 
comm speed of the node & exe= 1200 
trans. time= 3.33333E-02 

tran time for exe node 5 = 8.97222E-02 
*********************************** tran time needed for whole QG 6 = 8.97222E-02 
*********************************** 
*********************** sort QGs reduced by HR2 
*********************** 1: 9.0E-02 

2: 2.3E-01 
3: 3.7E-01 
4: 3.BE-01 
5: 3.BE-01 
6: 4.0E-01 
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